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SUPREME AUDIO, INC.. 
The Professional Source for Callers & Cuers 
Supreme Audio has the Largest Selection of Professional Calling 
and Cueing equipment -- with continuing after-sale support! 
Call Supreme Audio before purchasing any equipment! 
• Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 
• Square Dance Tape Service -
12 Tapes per year 
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• Competitive Prices 
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Hanhurst's Square Dance Tape Service 
The "Original" monthly tape service. 
The Continuing Choice of more than 1,650 Callers! 
AN EXCELLENT GIFT IDEA 
FOR YOUR FAVORITE CALLER ! 
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TELEX WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEMS 
New Low Prices! 
Dual Diversity Lapel Systems now under $400.00 
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We guarantee your satisfaction! No questions asked 
1-800-445-7398 
(USA & Canada) 
(201-445-4369 - Foreign) 
Supreme Audio, Inc. 
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Editor's 1fi I TEBOOK 
September is the month! Yes. it's the month for newer square dancer classes 
to start. Sometimes it becomes a chore to 
find people to start in the class. Sure it's 
hard work to get people to dedicate their 
"lives" to an activity they know nothing 
about. And that's what we are asking them 
to do. We all know that being in class for 
each lesson is very important. We also 
know that being on time, listening closely, 
and working with seven other people is 
going to be a brand new game for some of 
our beginners. 
There are many ways to entice new 
people. And that means we have to find the 
ones who WANT to be enticed. There are 
some neat suggestions in our article taken 
from "Leadership Journal" published by 
LEGACY. It tells you what you can do to 
interest people in the activity. It gives sug-
gestions about this. The bottom line is that 
WE ALL HAVE TO GET INVOLVED! 
It is going to take ALL our efforts to get 
Square Dancing up and moving again. We 
cannot sit around and wait for it to get 
better by itself. We cannot daydream that 
it should be like it was 30 years ago; that will 
never happen. 
Square Dancing is like any other activity 
— it has to be given a boost regularly, per-
haps yearly, or even monthly. Whatever it 
takes will be a step in the right direction. 
Flyers on bulletin boards, in store windows 
(with permission), public demonstrations, 
and not of the usual kind we see nowadays. 
And speaking of that, when you view a 
radical demonstration on TV doesn't it 
grate a little, since our particular kind of 
square dance demonstration never gets any 
coverage. I guess that's because ours is so 
benign, BUT BEAUTIFUL and it should 
get some publicity. Here would be a good 
place to start in your area. Instead of sitting 
on your hands and saying "I just don't have 
time", or "I don't think it will work", get up 
and do something. Arrange to meet with 
some of the news media and try getting 
newspaper articles, TV coverage (even a 5 
minute clip would do), mainly because 
wherever this is done it no doubt will help 
square dancing all over the nation. With so 
many square dancers RV'ing nowadays it 
could be talked about just about 
everywhere. 
Give the ideas here and in the 
LEADERSHIP JOURNAL article a try 
for this years classes. Let's keep square 
Dancing out in front where EVERYONE 
can see it. 
RON MINEAU 
Arroyo Grande, CA 
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rt's Sunday afternoon, July 26 the magazine 
< Kis finally put together and ready for the printer. As promised we are one week late on production due to the National and our own S/D weekend. Speaking of the National, we had a 
great time and it was wonderful meeting so 
many of the subscribers. Thank you. We hope 
to have some interesting stories and pictures next month about the National. 
I must apologize to Prairie Recordings and Ed & Esther Haynack for the blunders I 
made in their ad. Hope everything is OK this time. 	 40_ D 
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4B-6115 BRADLEY THE BROWN NOSED 
REINDEER—Mike 
4B-6116 RUBBER BALL—Gary 
4B-6117 JUANITA'S CANTINA—Mike 
RECENT BEST SELLERS 
4B-6113 DOES YOUR CHEWING GUM LOSE 
ITS FLAVOR—Bill 
4B-6112 TIGER BY THE TAIL—Mike 
48-6111 MANY MANSIONS—Gary 
4B-6110 JUKEBOX IN MY MIND—Gary 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-889 WE BURY THE HATCHET—Guy 
0-888 LORD HAVE MERCY ON A COUNTRY BOY 
— Shane 
0-880 SMALL SMALL WORLD—Ken Burke 
Q-887 WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, WHY, HOW 
—Richard 
0-886 WALKING HEARTACHE IN DISGUISE—Guy 
0-885 ISLANDS—Bob 
0-884 CARMEN—Sam 
0-883 YOUR LOVE IS A MIRACLE—Shane 
RECENT QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-882 COUNTRY GENTLEMAN/UP THE ROAD 
— Hoedown 
0-881 IF IT WEREN'T FOR COUNTRY MUSIC 
— Richard 
0-879 LOUISIANA RED DIRT HIGHWAY—Sam 
0-878 DANCE WITH WHO BRUNG YOU—Ken 
Richard Lane -Ramblin' Rose Resort 
Crescent City, CA June 9-Sept. 12  
Dance to Shane , Sam & Guy 
in Muskogee, OK-Holiday Inn Lodge 
Oct  9 & 10  
Cassette Tapes Available 
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION FOR 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
CONTRA & EDUCATIONAL RECORDS 
Call or Write for our Free Catalogue, 
Box 7 - 11 
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JUNE-A HURRICANE OF HURRY 
Wow! Hardly a month has ever been busier for me in 45 years of calling 
dances! Semi-retirement is alleged to be a 
slowing down process, but you wouldn't 
know it to look at the June schedule. There 
were three solid weeks on the road with just 
a day or partial day between those weeks to 
re-pack and regroup. Riding a wild 
whirlwind like this makes one happy to see 
the lazy, hazy days of summer approach. It 
all began when the May calendar page 
came off and the new month began with a 
church committee job, followed by visiting 
friends, following by a speaking engage-
ment to a patriotic group, followed by a 
family get-together, followed by a long 
drive to northern Georgia for Cathie and 
me. 
Copecrest Resort at Dillard, Georgia-
It was the second year to conduct our Plus 
and More Week at the choice square dance 
resort in the mountains astride the 
Gerogia-North Carolina line. Program 
staff members for '92 were Eddie and Sally 
Ramsey (calling), Marilyn & Cliff Hicks 
(cueing) and us. In addition we had 
recruited Ron & Pat Meisl as associate 
calling staff. It was a good staff, made even 
more appealing with the Copecrest staff of 
Mary Green, Jerry and Becky Cope 
(owners) and their whole crew. As always 
(It's been ten times or more for me.) the 
food and fun and friendliness is endless. 
We won't soon forget that bunch of 
Groupies from Michigan. Besides the 
morning workshops, evening dances, rol-
licking after-parties, there's the "do-it-
yourself" fresh trout dinner, nearby 
gem-mining, antique and country craft 
browsing, arts and crafts program at the 
resort, and much more. Copecrest, with its 
more relaxed program, is unique in some 
ways. Full of old-fashioned congeniality. 
You come to be carefree; you find yourself 
free to be cradled with care. 
American Squaredance, August 1992 
Youngstown, Ohio-This date was 
sandwiched between weeks in Georgia and 
Indiana. A special honor came my way 
when caller Bob Cadman awarded me a 
badge signifying honorary membership in 
the club, the Steel Valley Squares (I got 
one, too,-Co-Ed.), since I'd called for 
that club about once a year for 25 years. 
Two couples of dancers present were 
similarly honored: Paul & Betty Bechtel, 
Ernie & Joyce Rettenmier. Rounds: Harry 
and Betty Meyers. Here's to another good 
25 years for Steel Valley! "Home" was the 
Days Inn. 
OCTO-TEMPO HOOSIER ACADEMY 
Auburn, Indiana-A quick breath-
catch plus a few hours at home, then off I 
shot to the 8th Annual Midwest Callers 
School with Don & Bev Taylor at their 
Promenade Hall in this antique car city 
near Fort Wayne. Ten callers attended this 
year from no less than seven states plus 
Ontario, helping us maintain our wide in-
ternational school status. (Previous atten-
dees have been from Denmark, England 
and Japan.) states represented this year 
were Ohio (2), Illinois (2), Indiana (2), 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa. 
By a rare coincidence, three unrelated 
callers from three states or provinces had 
the name Miller. That generated some 
good-natured quips. 
Most of the students were brand new; 
several had never called hash before they 
came; all were eager to devour our con-
centrated curriculum based on Callerlab's 
outline. Don always presents a wealth of 
info as a multi-talented business exec in the 
Fort Wayne/Auburn area, as well as pos-
sessing a wide reputation calling in both 
northern Indiana and southern Michigan. 
Bev operates a western store right there in 
the hall and does a "Partner's session" for 
us. Skirts and Shirts Club members gra-
ciously attend both afternoons and even-
ings to be our "Square angels" or "Living 
Dolls", as we callers call them. Veteran 
caller Carl Brandt dropped by to do a ses-
sion for us, as did previous student Dave 
Gipson. One night a whopping lightning 
storm knocked out our power for half a 
dance , so we did an Improv talent show 
with token lighting. The week flew by, and 
this wholly histolic holiday hash happening 
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was history. (Would it be disrespectful to 
call it a "hash hatchery for ten calling birds 
a—training?" — Co—Ed). 
Gifford, Illinois —Just as Youngstown 
was sandwiched between Georgia and In-
diana., Gifford was a one—nighter 
sandwiched between the week in Indiana 
and the big week in Cincinnati. I went 
straight west from Auburn (five hours) to 
tiny Gifford to call for the Circle R Club. It 
had been set up by former Auburn grad 
John (and Norma) Emkes, who also hosted 
me that night. Nelson (and Peggy) Dyer 
also dropped in (this year's Auburn grad), 
and called the last tip with me, along with 
John. Great fun. There's a kind of 
American Gothic quality to crossroads 
towns like Gifford, where farmer folks 
watch the weather with a whole lot of inter-
est, and look for their corners with a whole 
lot of zest. Thanks, Albers, Hesterbergs, 
others. 
QUEEN CITY QUADRILLIONS 
It all started for me on Sunday, June 21, 
three days before the doors opened, for the 
big 41st National Square Dance Conven-
tion in our home state of Ohio. Cincinnati 
was the focal point for twenty—one—plus 
thousands of us to converge, and the huge 
downtown convention center was ready for 
us. Long before this magazine was sold by 
us in Ohio to the Sanborns in California, I 
had set up an ASDance in Covingtion, Ken-
tucky, just over the river from Cinci. Mike 
& Mary Ann Alexander were the coor-
dinators, a function they've preformed well 
for half a dozen years in the popular 
Promenade Palace. The dance was in two 
parts, afternoon and evening. Callers on 
stage were Dee Beaty (English Mt. grad of 
'92) from Louisville, Ky.; Jim Cox (E.M. 
grad '91) from Cinci; Ray Wilson (Cinci 
grad, early '80's) from Sardinia, Ohio; Estil 
Owens (Huron grad. '85) from Cinci; 
Marianne Jackson (Auburn '91 grad) from 
Cinci; Mike Alexander from Springdale, 
Ohio; Gene Record from Covington, KY; 
Larry Spille from Cinci; Hal Perry from San 
Marcos, Texas; and our fine cuers, John & 
Jean Stivers, from Hamilton, Ohio. We 
were surprised to see Yoshihko Saito and 
his partner in the crowd, all the way from 
Japan. 
My prelude to the Extraordinary Ex-
travaganza (The 41st, et cetera) was com-
pleted; it was time to pick up Cathie at the 
Cinci airport (actually in Kentucky), where 
she had flown from home for the festivities. 
We checked in at the headquarters hotel, 
The Clarion, which would be "home" for 
the next five busy days. A good part of our 
first day in the giant convention center was 
spent checking the layout, making contacts, 
registering, and setting up our one—time 
display of eighteen ASD cover portraits of 
Professional Profile callers featured over 
the years. We had arranged for 30 feet of 
space in the showcase of Ideas for this dis-
play, and it created much interest as well as 
a wealth of nostalgia for many of us. 
Where does one start to recount an event 
of such diversity, such magnitude? I'll simp-
ly describe the portions of it that especially 
appealed to Cathie and me. The Showcase 
was significant. The formal Contra Party at 
the reconstructed Hayloft Barn in 
Springdale, complete with a live band, was 
exciting. (Fond memories of dancing in that 
original old barn when we lived in nearby 
Hamilton for four years came flooding 
back.) The Thursday morning Press break-
fast for editors and square dance publicists 
was a highlight. We now qualify to attend 
that event as publishers of a new note ser-
vice for callers. The Emcee Dick Davis, 
gave us a verbal kudo that morning when he 
announced that we were the first editors 
(and founders) of Square Notes, that area's 
S/D publication. (Like the Energizer —still 
going after 30—plus years! — Co—Ed.) 
Another subtle recognition came my 
way when the program committee gave me 
a 30 minute spot Saturday morning in the 
large Plus hall to demonstrate my Tandem 
choreography with a nice crowd of two 
hundred or more. (I first created Tandems 
at the YMCA in Hamilton over 30 years 
ago.) Prompting in the Contra Hall several 
times was a treat. Cathie and I were both 
involved with panel presentations; she with 
one on Computer and one on Nominating 
Committees; I with on S/D Marketing and 
one on Teaching as part of the Callerlab 
Callers Seminars. There was so much 
more — the ceremonies, the Fashion show, 
the Parade of States, the exhibition demos 
(I had the honor of introducing the Solo 
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Squares of Cleveland dancing the Maypole 
Dance.—Co—ED.), the Gateway Chorus 
Show, the sights and sounds of Cinci, the 
reunions with old friends, streets down 
around old Fountain Square literally alive 
with the color and pageantry of over 21 
thousand dancers conducting their Show of 
Shows. 
Well, that final week of the month came 
to an end; we journeyed back north to pack 
once more; and off we went on July 1 to our 
special hideaway home in upstate New 
York for some very welcome R&R. 
Now I hear a warning note from my near-
by computer—printer, telling me it's time to 
stop this epistle for lack of space. (I'm the 
computer—printer. — Co—ED.) 
Please send with order s+ze, color your name, address, and 
telephone number. For charge purchases, send charge card 
number, name printed on card and expiration date. For freight. 
please add $3.50. S.C. customers, add 5% sales tax. 
Style 
#1800 	$17°°  
This Beautiful Organdy 
Petticoat At A Sensational 
Price ! ! ! 
40 yards organdy, two layers, 
ribbon-like hem, snip-top 
yoke, adjustable waist and 
length. Gorgeous! 
One Size Fits All: 
Short = 17" - 20" 
Regular = 21" - 23" 
Colors: White, Red, 
Black, Pink, Powder Blue 
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KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
ENGINE ENGINE #9 by Tom Miller 
MY TRAIN OF THOUGHT by Marty Firstenberg 
RIGHT OR WRONG by Marty (Sing-A-Long) 
HH 5145 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 	5143 LET IT BE ME by Buddy Weaver 
HH 658 	SUPREME UNLEADED Flip Hoedown/Bronc Wise 
ELK 020 A LOVE SONG by Marty Firstenburg (Sing-A-Long) 
HH 	5142 CRY BABY CRY by Wayne McDonald 
HH 5141 	MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI by Ernie Kinney 
HH 	5141C MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI (Harmony) Hi-Hat Pioneers 
HH 5140 BARE NECESSITIES by Bronc Wise 
RIBBON RECORDS 
WELCOME ABOARD JE`R BIGGERSTAFF TO THE BLUE RIBBON STAFF 
Eliii Stone 	Jerry Murray 	Civet Pii it 	.urlIn DWI 
BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 	267 	WALTZ ACROSS TEXAS by Jerry Murray 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 	266 	PLAY RUBY PLAY by Jerry Biggerstaff 
BR 1007 IF I COULD BOTTLE THIS UP Round by Bob Fold 
BR 	265 	THINGS I TREASURE by Bill Donahue 
BR 264 LOST IN LOVE by Jason Dean 
BR 	263 	IT'S NOW OR NEVER by Dave Parke 
PRODUCER 
ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES 
3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD 
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HI-AireHAT DANCE RECORDS 
ELK SING-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER 
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Encore 
by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
July 1982 — 10 Years Ago 
This "distaff issue", now traditional for 
July, contains many pictures which are 
much better than a thousand words to 
describe current fashion in square dance 
attire made by both pro's and amateurs. 
Steal a Peak features Toots Richardson 
of Clinton, Oklahoma, who has been calling 
for 24 years.Presently she is director and 
resident caller of the Community House of 
Red River, NM. She calls for three clubs, is 
a Callerlab member, and has called for 
festivals all over Oklahoma. She has taught 
literally thousands to dance. 
Years ago it was realized that competi-
tion is not desirable in our hobby, so com-
petition for best squares, best club, best 
caller is not used. In days gone by, some 
tried this but it proved disastrous.We are 
not competing to be the best dancers or the 
best callers. We are trying to have fun and 
enjoy one another. Remember that, and 
you won't need to worry about being first 
with a new call, a new round dance or about 
being the highest level dancer in the hall. 
You're a square dancer — just enjoy it. 
Many wonderful people are doing just that. 
that's why square dancing is still growing. 
Dancing Tips 
Bob & Linda Berka tell us styling is a 
personal touch."There are many general 
rules of styling to practice. A lovely begin-
ning is a smile. Certainly, do not stare at 
your partner with a "fixed face" grin on 
your face. Many couples do not have fancy 
styling as they dance; however, they express 
their pleasure and enjoyment by looking 
happy. It is a pleasure to watch them. Dan-
cers who are expert dancers and know all 
American Squaredance, August 1992 
the latest routines and many extra styling 
maneuvers, yet do not look as if they are 
enjoying themselves, are really not 
pleasurable to observe at all. Remember to 
be happy and smile — it can be con-
tagious." 
New Idea: H Circulate, by Phil Koz-
lowski 
25 Years Ago — July 1967 
Chuck McDonald says we can divide 
square dancers into three categories. (1.) 
The high level dancer who enjoys a con-
stant challenge to his dancing ability, (2) 
the limited dancer who enjoys a few basics 
and is not interested in the newest and 
latest material to come out, and (3) the 
dancer who falls between these two ex-
tremes, who enjoys dancing one a week, or 
two or three times a month and is by far the 
largest percentage."The middle—of—the 
road square dancer is the largest group of 
square dancers. These are the ones who 
demand most of our considerations". 
From the Editor's Page: You can help 
us. Send us your ideas. Just to get you 
started, what can we do to help you enjoy 
square dancing more? Do we need more 
material for new dancers? Do we need 
more news coverage? Do we need more 
general features and topics such as how to 
advertise dances? How to plan a special 
square dance party? 
A few helpful hints on conducting a 
square or round dance festival from Edna 
& Gene Arnfield. 
"Being 'natural' and doing things 'your 
way' is the best start. Some good leadership 
qualifications, including a ready sense of 
9 
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Hamlin, Texas 79520 
BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER—Second Printing 
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling 
ever written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of Resolu-
tion, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, Programming, 
2-Couple calling & lots more. By Bill Davis. 
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $5 for overseas. 
THE ALL NEW 1992 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY 
and Square Dance MANUAL 
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive defini-
tions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 5 CAL-
LERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 1990 up-
dates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and examples plus 
in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, formation names, learning 
hints, and common misunderstandings. By Bill Davis & John Sybalsky -
$9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can. 
DANCERS'/CALLERS' NOTE SERVICE 
Covers all new calls, ideas, and definitions. Commentary on square 
dancing. Bi monthly Per Cal. Yr.- Dancers: $6.95/Callers: $13.95 
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Bellevilk, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. 
humor and serene composure, no matter 
what the flustering incident, are jewels of 
great price to 
a M.C. 
Do your homework! And no factor of 
homework is more important than gaining 
the ability to make accurate, smooth—flow-
ing introductions and announcements. 
Presentation should be made with full 
names, exactly pronounced. Their back-
grounds and accomplishments should be 
stated in a fast moving, interesting manner. 
We know of no more rewarding satisfac-
tion than that one derives from an M.C. job 
well done that gives pleasure to one's as-
sociates. Again, your best key is `13' 
natural". 
NEW IDEA: Grand Curlique by Jim 
Earl, Lima, OK 
Top Singing Call — "Old Phonograph 
Record" called by Marshall Flippo 
New Round Dance — "Call It Spanish" 
— by Phyl & Frank Lenhert. 
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ASD is wonderful. Keep up the good 
work, Enclosed is $25 US for my subscrip-
tion to the magazine for 1993. Many thanks. 
Regards, Tony Dames 
Australia. 
I am interested in the column written by 
Vince Spillane — page 31 in the June issue. 
Would you get a Callerlab officer to com-
ment on it? The thing I especially wonder 
about is his explanation that "right al-
le m an de" should be done with the 
partner.In the 1985 instruction book the 
definition is different. It says;" Allemande 
Family: Starting formation — any position 
where dancers can conveniently turn 90 
degrees or less to face their corner.". It 
goes on to say:" Allemande Right: Like 
Allemande Left but dancers turn with the 
right forearm." Maybe the definition has 
been changed since 1985. Has it?? Also, 
maybe the Callerlab officers could com-
ment on Do Sa Do. It is such a nuisance 
when some dancers do the definition ver-
sion and others swing. Could the call be 
eliminated for a while? 
Emma Prichard 
Columbus. OH. 
I would like to make one short comment 
on the article by Rick Gittelman in the 
April 1992 "Line Of Fire". AMEN!! I hope 
more callers will teach as he says. It makes 
it much more fun, easy & logical to dance. 
Susan Rotscheid 
The Netherlands 
We love the great improvment both on 
layouts as well as front cover. We have 
received ASD Magazine since 1979! 
Frank & Lynn Rosado 
Elizabethton, TN. 
Thank you very much for placing the ad 
for my square dance computer software in 
ASD magazine. Quite a few responders 
have made charitable donations in return 
for receiving the program. Enclosed is a 
American Sguareclance, August 1992 
response to the Wayne Morvent article, 




I have never written a letter to a 
magazine before but I feel that now I must. 
I resent the fact that almost every issue 
has some article about teaching "seniors" 
and assume that "seniors" cannot be taught 
what everybody else learns 
Since in the same issue you also feature 
articles that represent the average age of 
square dancers of 55, there must be plenty 
of "seniors" among them. 
As a matter of fact I know that many 
dancers have all levels of Advanced and 
Challenge dancing after they reach 60 or 
70. I feel that this is an insult to these dan-
cers. 
Contrary to popular belief, everyone 
over the age of 60 is not senile, mentally 
deficient or incapable of learning. 
I just had to get it off my chest. 
Hope to see you in a square. By the way 




It is said "the more things change, the 
more they stay the same". Your plea for a 
Square Dance US Postage Stamp (June 
1992, page 38) has moved us to acquaint 
you with the 13 cent Square Dance US 
Postage Stamp which was issued in 1978. 
We hope your efforts will be productive 
and that a new Square Dance US Postage 
Stamp will be issued. 
Claude and Polly Potter. 
(editors note) We are aware of the US 
Postage Stamp that was issued in 1978. 
However, not to sound ungrateful, but 
Square Dancing is the only dance form we 
are interested in for a stamp. Four different 
styles of dance are depicted on the 1978 
issue. Hopefully the square dance world 
will someday be given the opportunity to 
grace a US Postage Stamp announcing 





August 28, 29, 30, 1992 
English Mountain S/D Resort 
Sevierville, TN 
Contact: Angie 615-453-0171 
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SPECTACULAR NEW RELEASES 
RYL 802 RIGHT NOW by Randy 
RYL 215 WHEN WILL I BE LOVED by Tony 
RYL 311 MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT by Tony & Jerry 
RYL 117 MIDDLE GROUND by Jerry 
RYL 507 HOT TO TROT by Larry 
RYL 801 SALLY WAS A GOOD OLD GIRL by Randy 
RYL 310 BLUE CI IRISTMAS by Jerry & Tony 
RYL 309 ACTION by Tony & Jerry 
RYL 214 LOUISIANA MAN by Tony 
RYL 116 MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS by Jerry 
RYL 506 GET RHYTHM by Larry Letson 
RYL 308 I SAW THE LIGI IT by Tony & Jerry 
ROYAL RECORDS INC. 
Rt. 1 Box 33, Fairfield IA 52556 515-472-3795 
Ken Bower Jerry Haag Gary Shoemake 
%JEW RELEASES 
C-222 DOWN AT TILE TWIST AND SHOUT — Jerry 
C-714 GREEN GREEN — Marshall 
C-8I3 DELTA QUEEN — Scott 
C-118 BANJO BRIGADE/CHORDS APLENTY-Hoedoan 
C-526 WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME— Ken 
C-326 ALL ROWDY FRIENDS — Gary 
1992 CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS 
SEPTEMBER 4-6 Oklahoma City, OK 
Chapa" israk, 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 
1425 Oakhill Dive, Plano TX 75075 214-423-7389 
"rr. 	♦kr... qr.% s. 	rrs 	1 
1993 CHAPARRAL CONVENTINS 
MAY 28-30 Kansas City, MO 
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Many dancers have asked for the cookie recipe that was served 
at the Terrace Inn in Petoskey, 
Michigan during one of our square 
dance weekends. Gourmet Chefs 
are generally pretty secretive about 
sharing their culinary arts and are 
sensitive and very particular about 
their diners tastes. 
Chef John and I sit down and 
plan menus for these fun weekends, 
so I asked him to share the White 
Chocolate Macadamia Nut cookie 
recipe with the dancers. This is what 
he said, "Take any good chocolate 
chip cookie recipe and use white 
chocolate chips and you will come 
up with a very good cookie." 
The Terrace Inn is known for their fine 
dining and hospitality. Travelers and locals 
alike frequent this quaint, cosy Inn located 
in Bayview. Their Mission statement tells it 
all. "We at the Terrace Inn are in the 
hospitality business. We are conveniently 
located in a premier resort area in northern 
Michigan. We are open year round to pro-
vide our guests with the opportunity to 
enjoy seasonal activities northern 
Michigan has to offer. Our historic Inn (45 
rooms) offers rooms decorated separately 
with authentic antiques giving each of them 
a unique personality, the best regional 
cuisine, specialty weekends and attention 
to the personal needs of our guests by our 
talented, dedicated staff, all in a historic 
setting. Treating each person like a guest in 
our own home, makes us the best. We will 
continue to grow as a business by providing 
our guests with the highest level of personal 
service". 
I have had such fun being a part of this 
team. The Inn is family owned and 
operated by people who have devoted their 
time to making it a very special place. 
When I first saw the wood dining room 
floor and area, I thought to myself what a 
neat place for a contra or minuet dance. I 
envisioned beautifully dressed dancers 
gliding across the floor prompted by a Con- 
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tra leader. The more I looked and thought 
about it, I decided I would promote the 
kind of week—ends that fit in with the total 
atmosphere. Since Hemingway frequented 
the area, a writers retreat was planned, also 
photographers had perfect scenery picture 
taking opportunities, artists, a variation of 
music weekends, from jazz, religious, 
country Texas two step, and a square dance 
pilot weekend was planned by my husband, 
Caller chuck. We invited Vern and Shirley 
Scott of Farwell, MI. to help. The weekend 
was so successful we booked the Inn for the 
following year and reservations were made 
by the dancers right on the spot. They had 
fun selecting their rooms for the following 
year. 
The entire Inn was reserved just for us, 
so we didn't have to worry about disturbing 
other guests. There were rumors of the Inn 
being haunted (since it was built in 1911) so 
many dancers roamed the halls late at night 
hoping to catch a glimpse of a flying sheet 
or two. One highlight of the stay was of 
course the food. Chef John's menus were 
as follows; on arrival Friday night he served 
hot hors'd'oeuvres consisting of, hot chick-
en strips with tasty dipping sauces, stuffed 
mushrooms, tiny bite size quiches, cocktail 
franks baked in a dough crust, platters of 
fresh fruits and veggies and of course the 




The Biggest Square Dance Store Around 
were always available. The Saturday break-
fast was continental with homemade 
blueberry and cranberry—nut muffins, fruit 
turnovers and coffee and juice. Lunch we 
had on our own, soaking up local color. 
Dinner was round of beef, chicken, fish, 
augratin potatoes, fresh asparagus spears, 
pasts salad and individual dinner salads, 
homemade breads and Bananas Foster 
with an assortment of pies for the after 
party. Then the going away brunch on Sun-
day was scrambled eggs, sausages, bacon, 
potatoes, french toast and fresh fruit. 
Doesn't it just make your mouth water? 
Chef John is very health conscious as most 
cooks and restaurants are becoming. Spe-
cial dietary requests are available. John 
says for a diner to request something spe- 
cial makes his day, he loves to go to the 
dining room and listen personally to what 
their needs are. A square dance week—end 
can be had for under $200 per couple. 
Here is the recipe Chef John recom-
mends for the famous cookie; 2 & 1/2 cups 
flour, 1 TBS baking powder, 1 tsp baking 
soda, 1/2 tsp salt, 1 pkg (10 oz) white choco-
late pieces, chopped coarsely, 1 cup butter, 
3/4 cup white sugar, 1/2 cup brown sugar, 2 
eggs, 1 tsp vanilla, 1 cup chopped 
macadamia nuts. 
Bake 10 —12 minutes @ 350 degrees on 
un—greased sheet. Yield: about 6 dozen. If 
you are looking for something different in 
a square dance weekend, try a Victorian or 
Bed and Breakfast Inn for that memorable, 
lasting experience! • 
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New Summer Hours 
Effective June 22nd 
Closed Sunday, Mon. & Tues. 
Open Wed. & Thurs. 10-7 p.m. 
Friday - 10-6 p.m. 
Saturday - 10-5 p.m. 
I Re-opening Full Time-Aug.17th 
Be sure to send $4.00 for our extensive CATALOG 
with Spring and Fall supplements!! 
Special - 359.95 
Style J0-2 
A Wrap Jumper or Sleeveless Dress -- just right for those Hut/Hot 
Summer Days! No zipper - over the head • one button back to form 
bust line • tie front - pockets! Wraps perfectly (bra won't show 
Wear sleeveless or with a blouse. Great soft, cool Summer colors: 
Aqua, Soft Blue ur Petal Pink. Sizes 6 • 14. (Sizes 16 & I 8 made on 
special request.) 65/35 washable poly/c, 
(703) 534-7273 	 (800) 627-0412 
250 W. Broad Street • Falls Church, Virginia 22046 
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THE PHENOMENON 
OF THE STAR TIP 
Square dancing as we know it has been around nearly forty years. It was in the 
fifties that the neighborhood square dance 
club was born, and those of us who became 
hooked on the activity began reserving one 
or two (or seven) nights a week for square 
dancing. since that time the organization of 
clubs and the dancing itself have evolved 
into the complex activity we have today. In 
forty years we have developed, grown, 
added on, homogenized, diversified, 
spread out, specialized and become a 
living, breathing community, here to stay. 
In short, we have become sophisticated. 
From the early stages of needing to know 
just 50 basics to enjoy a square dance, we 
have progressed to a smorgasbord of ways 
to have fun dancing. Out of this has come 
the star tips, a square dance called during 
an open dance that offers more compli-
cated choreography than the advertised 
level. 
We hear negative comments about star 
tips, expressing criticism of dancers who 
may appear to be "showing off" or giving 
the impression of superiority. Hopefully, 
this attitude will fade away as we make 
sensible use of the special pleasure of a star 
tip. One point that critics need to observe 
is that experienced dancers come to a New 
Dancers hoedown or a Mainstream dance 
because they enjoy dancing those levels, 
too. We don't want to forget that the 
sociability of dancing with friends is a big 
part of the reason for dancing at all. We 
also enjoy a caller who makes dancing fun 
at the easy levels, whether he/she calls a star 
tip or not. In fact, real square dancers do 
not stay home because there will be no star 
tip that night. But those of us who have 
been dancing twenty years or more ap- 
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preciate the extra treat of dancing some-
thing different. 
This article neither condemns nor ar-
gues a case for star tips. The fact is they do 
exist, and since many dancers enjoy them 
we should consider how appropriate they 
are in different situations. 
During beginner classes I will often 
receive a request to call a Plus tip for the 
angels who are present. I am very reluctant 
to do this beyond the third week of classes. 
I understand that the angels do not find the 
first ten basics intriguing and they like the 
new dancers to see how much fun square 
dancing is. But by the third week the begin-
ning dancers are catching on to what 
square dancing is all about, and it is some-
what intimidating to them to see the exper-
tise of a Plus square. There is a more 
important reason for eliminating the Plus 
tip, however, and that is the time it takes 
away from the beginners' instruction. By 
week four we are moving ahead with basics 
that take a lot of work—shopping. We want 
all the new dancers to dance every tip. This 
is not a problem for clubs who have their 
beginner classes on the same night as their 
Plus workshops. 
At a Mainstream hoedown or a 
beginners' open dance, it is my opinion that 
one Star Tip is the maximum number to 
have, if any, and that Star Tip should be 
held when the refreshments are put out. A 
Beginner hoedown is an event that can firm 
up the idea of being a steady square dancer 
for many beginners, because it is so much 
fun. If they are watching someone else 
dance it's about as much fun as watching 
paint dry. The night is for them, not for 
dancers with years of experience. We ex-
perienced dancers can, and do, get a lot of 
pleasure sharing the delight the newcomers 
are discovering when they make use of their 
new—found square dance knowledge. 
A Plus hoedown is not quite the same. 
In our metropolitan and suburban areas of 
California the Plus level is the most popular 
type of hoedown. People dancing two years 
or thirty—two years will be attending. They 
go for the pleasure of dancing to a skillful, 
talented caller, or to celebrate a club an-
niversary, or just go get out and do their 
favorite thing. Since the dancers attending 
have such a broad range of experience, Plus 
15 
hoedowns offer more variety. Round danc-
ing between tips is now standard proce-
dure. Not too long ago the extra half hour 
of rounds before the square dance was 
added. And now dancers look forward to 
ten or fifteen minutes of a dance with A-1 
or A-2 basics. Part of the reason for this is 
that our Saturday night callers are apt to be 
the best in all facets of square dancing 
including the Advanced program and it is 
a treat for those of us who can do the moves 
to dance to the top of the line. At Plus 
hoedowns a good time for the advanced tip 
is when refreshments are served. The caller 
is still full of energy and so are the dancers. 
A tip at the end of the dance is in my mind 
very much second choice. When the few 
squares who have stayed to dance finally 
pick up their coats, the host club is putting 
away chairs and sweeping the floor and the 
good-byes are almost an afterthought. It is 
so much nicer when the dance breaks up all 
at once instead of straggling out to an end. 
However, if the caller and the die-hard 
dancers want an extra tip at the end as well 
as the tip in the middle of the evening, it 
won't really be taking time away from the 
Plus dancers. 
One case where we experienced a lot of 
pleasure watching a star tip was at an A-2 
dance where the challenge dancers did 
their thing. The caller was superb, the dan-
cers knew what they were doing, and where 
were very few bobbles in the squares. We 
were looking with caller-eyes and ex-
perienced dancer-eyes. This isn't neces-
sarily true for all Plus dancers watching 
Advanced dancing. So it boils down to 
good judgement about when, or how much, 
to use Star Tips, both on the part of the 
caller and the group planning the dance. 
One thing seems sure, the Star Tip is here 
to stay. • 
4041killk 4110.40111.10 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
RECORD CASES 
	
PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS 
BOOKS, MANUALS DANCE WAX 
DIPLOMAS 
SQUARE DANCE — ROUND DANCE — CLOGGING 
RECORDS 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE—SARAH REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 
	
1835 SO. BUCKNER 
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Dr. Grant Longley of Venice, FL. has produced a very basic video cassette on learn- 
ing to dance solo dances. He begins his presentation with a real smooth beginners 
routine, which was released last month. It is quite appropriately named for this 
season of the year. He calls it - - - 
SUNNY MOOD 
Music: Grenn 15015 or 37036 
Formation: Solo, no partner necessary 
Routine: Solo, all facing head of hall 
Intro: Wait four measures 
Measures: 
lm 	BASIC #1 RIGHT 	Step right foot to right side, close left foot to RF, 
step RF again to R side, touch LF beside RE: 
2m 	BASIC # 1 LEFT 
	
Step LF to L side, slide RF to LF, step LF to L side, 
touch RF beside LF. 
3m 	STRUT TWO 
	
Walk forward starting RF, HOLD, then LF, HOLD; 
4m STRUT TWO Repeat third measure; (Use expression with STRUT) 
5m 	VINE RIGHT 
	
Step RF to R side, step LF XIB RF, step RF to R 
side, touch LF beside RF; 
6m 	VINE LEFT 
	
Step L F to L side, step RF XIB LF, step LF to L 
side, touch RF beside LF; 
7m 	CIRCLE STRUT 
	
Walk in semi-circle to right with RF, then HOLD, 
strut LF, HOLD; (this measure 1f4 Measure eight 
1/4) 
8m 	STRUT TWO 
	
Repeat measure seven finishing by facing rear of 
hall. 
Following is another gem; that Mae Fraley of Rockville, MD shares with us this 
month. It is a delightful waltz mixer that requires no turning waltz steps and can be 
enjoyed by all, whether they have ever danced to that rhythm or not. She has 
adapted it from the Happy Waltz round dance and calls it the - - - 
HAPPY MIXER 
Music: The Happy Waltz. Lloyd Shaw record, LS 217-45 
Formation: Couples in open position, facing LOD. Opposite footwork throughout. 
Routine: 
Measure 	1 4 	Waltz back to back, waltz face to face, step swing 
step swing. 
5 	8. 	Repeat meas. 1 - 4 
9 - 12 Butterfly position: balance to man's left and right. 
Balance apart and together. 
13 - 16. 	Solo turn, man progressing forward, woman back- 
ward. With new partner, balance forward and back.  
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And another "sunny tune" for our vacation season here in the northern hemisphere, 
Bill Alkire of Wooster, OH. sends along his square dance variation of - - - 
ISLAND IN THE SUN 
Music: Island In The sun 
Record: Grenn 12271 
Formation: Squares 
Caller: Bill Alkire 
Opener--Break-Closer 
All join your hands and you circle the ring, 
All the way around with your dear little thing, 
When you get back home, you swing with your own, 
Swing with that lady on the Island In The Sun! 
Allemande left on the corner all, 
Grand right and left all around the hall, 
When you meet your own you promenade her home, 
Take that lady home to the Island In The Sun. 
Figure: 
Four gents star right in the middle of the town 
Back by the left, that's the other way around, 
Pass your partner by, pick up the next with an arm around 
And you star promenade, go around the town. 
Inside out and the outside in, and you star promenade the other 
way again. 
When you get back home, you swing the lady round 
Swing with the lady on the Island In The Sun 
Sequence: Opener, Figure, Twice, Middle Break, Figure Twice, Closer. 
Don Armstrong of Canon City, CO. came in to Cleveland in May to call a couple of 
fine contra dances. He opened each of his programs with a fool-proof routine; a 
quick "talk-through", which everybody grasped and danced with little or no walk-
through. It is a variation of Jefferson's Reel, but simplified, so that anyone with little 
experience could dance it. He calls it the - - - 
EX-1 
Music: Any well phrased 32 bar tune 
Formation: Duple improper, start hands joined in circle of four 
Balance L & R (step--swing each way) & circle 4 half way to L 
Balance L & R and circle L to starting places 
Just the men dosado 
Just the ladies dosado 
Join hands in long lines go fwd and back 
Just the active couples swing (end W on M's R, face down in center) 
Down the set 4 in line (actives in center) 
Arch in the middle (actives) ends turn in (duck under face up). 
Actives face down, give hands to new inactives coming toward 
them, join hands in 4's and without turning, actives bring these 
new inactives up the set to place to start. 
Note: Hugh Macey of Grenn Recordings informs me that he is including the instruc-
tion sheet for the Three Ladies Chain routine that was featured in the April issue's 
Easy Level Page with this month's release of Red River Valley on Grenn 12234. 
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Mail check or money order to. 
SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS 
A Oncsion Tra Bren. 
P.O. Box 1350. Maplewood, NJ 07040 
Sc10:41g4.  
Name (Please Print)_-_ 
Address 	 
City 	  
Winnie Leister, New Bern, N.C. 
winnie began calling one—nighters about 35 years ago. When her caller 
father had 2 dances on the same night and 
asked her to help. She knew 8 dances from 
memory (singing calls), so she called her 8 
dances and has been calling ever since. She 
now calls for the Tryon Twirlers in New 
Bern and teaches beginners and advanced 
level classes. She is still doing one nighters. 
she is a member of CALLERLAB, Vice 
President of the Eastern Carolina Callers 
Assoc. and the North Carolina Callers As-
sociation. 
Winnie is married to Jerry Leister and 
has 3 children, all grown now and living in 
nearby Wilmington and Greenville, N.C. 
Winnie began calling when women were 
few and far between. She is happy to see the 
ladies holding their own now. 
Winnie is a registered nurse and works 
full time in a nursing home acting as Staff 
Development Coordinator. She is happiest 
when calling in New Bern for her own club. 
As she nears retirement she vows to keep 
close tabs on the many friends made over 
the years in Square Dancing. • 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS 
PROGRAM VIDEOS 
Broadcast quality 	 BASIC 
	
Featuring BETSY GOTTA 
vldeo tapes Filmed SECOND HALF Caller 27 years Member 
in lelev(s(on stud* 	(movements 26 50) 	Board 0) Governors. 
teatunng masthead $A095 Callerlab 
slots 
MAINSTREAM 	 PLUS 
(Callerlab sequence 51-67) 	I .2/ movements) 
Oartee U.S add StO Speen), 
Payable m U S Dollars" 
Check or MO only $39" I $4995  
967. KW We seen. 1,16 	 Add S3 50 postage and handling N.J.res. add 7% sales lax 
honnimmummmmommmmumemimmomommi...- 
	
Please specify E 1 BASIC 	MAINSTREAM 2 PLUS 2i VHS 7] BETA 
I 
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Danny Weeks 11 V.' en Cr 
Cleo Barker 
Ha ;:n Kornegay 
Sam Dunn Bob Barnes 
FONTANA CALLERS 
SCHOOL 
For New Callers 
Sept. 4-7, 1992 
Fontana Resort, NC 
Instructor 
Don Williamson 
Rt. 8 Box 281 
Chuck Meyer m Wilcox 
Jolly Baldwin Lowell Young Sammy Myrick 
RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 281, Crest 1)r. 
Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone: 615-638-7784 
Don "Red Boots" Williamson 
Let Me Arrange Your 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE VACATIONS 
Paying Top Staff Commissions  
SHO—GRAND RESORTS I 
Gatlinburg, Pigeon Forge, TN 




BOOT RECORD OF THE MONTI' 
RECORDS 	 RB 1345 
HEY GOOD LOOKIN 
Customized Square Dance Recordings 
RED BOOT BOYS QUARTET 
Mike 	Johnny 	Don 	Mac 
NOW BOOKING 92-93, CALL 615-638-778-I 
RBS 1341 TOP OF THE WORLD 	 Don C. 
RBS 1342 PUT SOME DRIVE S. Dunn 
RBS 1343 COUNTRY BOY 	 W. Short 
RBS 1344 THAT'S THE WAY LOVE GOES S. Myrick 
RB 3029 HER HEART OR MINE 	 D. Weeks 
RB 3030 THIS OLD HOUSE 	 RBB 
RBS 1345 HEY GOOD LOOKING 	 N. Wilcox 
RB 	3031 GOD BLESS THE U.S.A. D. Williamson 
RBS 1346 TEXAS WOMAN 	 R. Kornegay 
RB 3028 SHINE ON HARVEST MOON 	Don W. 
RBS 1337 ANNIE'S SONG 	 Don C. 
RBS 1338 MIDNIGHT HOUR Cleo 
RBS 1339 ROBINSON CRUSOE 	 Jolly 
RB 2027 SEASHORES OF MEXICO 	 Lowell 
RBS 1338 CIELITO LINDO 	 Stan 
BS 1331 SOMETHING GOOD 	Chuck Meyer 
RBS 1330 MOONLIGHT BAY Jim W. 
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[ HAM  by Well Cole 
TIMING'S THE THING 
Intro: (A Break) 
	Alle mande  Left 
Turn Partner 
Full 	Turn 	 Boys  




FOR THE MODULAR CALLER: 
GET INS: 
Static Square: Walk around the corner, do 
paso to an allemande thar, slip the clutch, 
left cast off 3/4, grand right & left. 
Static Square: Left Allemande, go forward 
two to an allemande thar, left cast off 3/4, 
swing thru, turn thru, LA. 
Static Square: Walk around the corner, 
turn partner left, four ladies chain, heads 
star thru, zoom, centers pass thru, LA. 
BASICS: 
Zero Line: Touch 1/4, all eight circulate, 
center four zoom, boys run right, centers 
pass thru, LA. 
Zero Box (wave): Split circulate (twice), 
boys trade, boys run, wheel & deal, dive 
thru, square thru 3/4, LA. 
Zero Line: Pass the ocean, split circulate, 
girls trade, split circulate, boys trade, all 
eight circulate, boys run, bend the line, 
cross-trail thru, LA. 
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: Right 
Star 	Left To Opp o site 
: 	New Corner Allemande Left Forward 
: Allemande Left 
P rom en ade 
THE BASIC PROGRAM 
A QUICKIE: 
Static Square: Heads lead right & swing 
thru, boys trade, boys cross fold, grand 
right & left. 
Static Square: Heads rollaway 1/2 sashay, 
pass thru, separate around two to a line, 
lines go forward and back, all pass thru, all 
U turn back, centers pass thru & U turn 
back, all pass thru, all turn back, star thru, 
LA. 
Static Square: Allemande Left to an Alamo 
style, balance, heads only turn 1/2 right, 
balance, all swing thru, girls trade, boys 
trade boys run right, those facing our 
California twirl, LA. 
GET OUT: 
Zero Box: swing thru, boys run, couples 
circulate, chain down the line, star thru, 
pass thru, U turn back & square thru...but 
on the third hand grand right & left. 
SASHAYS: 
Zero Line: Pass the ocean, girls run, 
couples circulate, girls circulate, boys 
trade, ladies center and the men sashay, 
boys trade, girls trade, wheel & deal, LA. 
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Zero Line: Star thru, right & left thru, roll-
away 1/2 sashay, pass the ocean, boys run, 
bend the line, star thru, dive thru, square 
thru 3/4, LA. 
Zero Line: Right & left thru, rollaway 1/2 
sashay, pass the ocean, girls circulate, boys 
trade, boys run, ferris wheel, zoom, square 
thru 3/4. LA. 
THE MAINSTREAM 
112 TAGGERS: 
Zero Line: Spin the top, boys run, half tag, 
walk & dodge, partner trade, slide thru, 
swing thru, turn thru, LA. 
Zero Box: Spin the top, boys run, half tag, 
all eight circulate (twice), girls run, pass 
thru, grand right & left. 
Static Square: Sides flutter wheel, heads 
lead right & veer left, couples circulate, 
half tag, scoot back, boys run, right & left 
thru, veer left, half tag, walk & dodge, 
centers right & left thru, veer left and half 
tag, walk & dodge, all U turn back, LA. 
8 CHAIN-ER: 
Static Square: Heads star thru & zoom, 
double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4, 
centers square thru;, ends star thru, all 
dosado to a wave girls trade, recycle, 8 
chain 4, star thru, pass thru, boys run, girls 
run, LA. 
CENTER IT: 
Zero Line: Pass thru, wheel & deal, double 
pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4, pass thru, 
wheel & deal, girls square thru 3/4, centers 
in, cast off 3/4, boys fold, dixie style to a 
wave , boys trade, boys run, bend the line, 
box the gnat, half square thru, trade by, 
pass thru, LA. 
SLIGHTLY POSITION: 
Zero Line: Pass thru, boys trade, girls 
trade, all box the gnat, right & left thru, 
dixie style to a wave, boys trade, left swing 
thru, boys trade, girls trade, girls cross-run, 
turn thru, LA. 
Zero Box (Wave): Scoot back, girls circu-
late, boys trade, boys run right, wheel & 
deal, pass thru, U turn back, touch 1/4, split 
circulate, walk & dodge, partner trade , 
cross-trail thru, LA. 
Zero Line: Pass the ocean, swing thru, spin 
the top, very center boys run right, center 
for wheel & deal and then square thru, ends 
single hinge and the girls U turn back, 
(wave) recycle, pass to the center , square 
thru and cloverleaf, double pass thru, leads 
partner trade, LA. 
Correction: In the June issue, in "Timing's 
The Thing" there should be an 8-beat line 
after the Square Thru before the Do Sa Do 
PO BOX 216 GRENN BATH OH 44210 
Latest Round Dances: 
GR 17169 MY COUNTRY GAL P-2 two-step by Betty & Clancy Mueller 
Traditional visitiing couple SQUARE DANCES to Grenn music: 
GR 25073 CHATTAHOOTCHEE: BIRDIE IN THE CAGE & THREE HANDS ROUND 
BIRDIE IN THE CAGE & SEVEN HANDS ROUND 
DUCK FOR THE OYSTER, 
RIGHT HAND CROSS 
TAKE A LITTLE PEEK 
Traditional CONTRA-CIRCLE DANCE to Grenn music: 
GR 25073 CHATTAHOOTCHEE: "SICILIAN CIRCLE" progressive circle dance 
(no vocal-cue sheet only) 
(no vocal-cue sheetonly) 
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Nth Summer Season of Saturday Square Dances 
Welcome-Rounds 7:45 PM; Squares 8:15-11 PM 
Mainstream: Every 3rd Tip-Plus • 57 coupes/U.50 single 
TURDAYS Always a Great Dance in "Cool" Lyons, CO 
1213 State Festival in Alamosa; See You There' 
20 Dan Nordbye ,AZ 
Joe Salted, CA 
Aug 1 	Dave Guide, WV 
Aug 8 Dave Kenney, AZ 
27 Dan Seeley, CO Aug 15* Dan Norribye, AZ 
ul 4 Jerry Haag, TX Aug 22' Art Tengen, NM 
ul 11 Tom Roper, IL Aug 29* Dee Dee Dougherty, MN 
Jul 18 Jerry Junck, AZ Sep5- John Kwaiser 
25 John Kwaiser and Bob Kendall, CO 
Liberty Band Sep 6 	John KV4140( (Plus) 
Gym, 4th & Sbckney 	-4th 342:30;MingSuonindgayweekend  
pt 8/15, 22, 29 H.S. 
Ave; follow  the acne) 	04aaj callers 8 Cuers 
; Good Floor 
[ NOTES FROM 
A VETERAN 
CALLER 
by Mac McCullar 
"Scope Records" is celebrating a 
quarter century of Producing Rounds, 
Hoedowns, and Singing Call Records for 
square dancing. 
The first record was Scope 501 , 
"There'll Be A Square Dance Here 
Tonight". Released in 1967 with Jim Mayo 
on the flip side. 
"Scope" arranged to use the "Sunny 
Hills" music and label, together with its 
own, and after a few years added a new 
label,"Big Mac". 
The flip side artists have included some 
of the very best in the land. Many great 
musicians have played for the labels. To 
name a few, Art Barduhn, the band leader 
for several years who plays any instrument 
you can name, but excels on Vibes and 
Piano; Jimmy Bryant, a magician on fiddle 
and guitar; Al Vascova, banjo and guitar 
master; Dick Parker, bass supreme; Terry 
Christofferson, one of the best, if not the 
best guitar player around today. Terry is 
the lead guitar player for the Buck Owens 
Band. There were several other outstand-
ing musicians who played for Scope, Big 
Mac and well known orchestras such as the 
L. Welk group to name one, but to many to 
name at this time. I would be remiss if I did 
not acknowledge the great late Jack Bar-
bour and the outstanding Jack Carter who 
were Pioneers in square dance recording. 
Yes, we blew a few, but kept learning on 
every session and came out with our share 
of good singing calls and rounds. We con-
tinue to do so today. 
In the beginning it was tough using two 
track and then four track master tapes 
trying to get the band and caller on the 
same tape. The studios were just barely 
then, and as they improved so did the 
studio engineers together with new tapes of 
almost unlimited capacity. Today Scope—
Big Mac uses twenty—four track tapes, 
which enables great over—dubbing pos-
sibilities. The end result, that little seven 
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inch disc, is up—graded to where todays 
music used by the caller is really terrific. 
Regretfully there are some who for one 
reason or another produce some foul stuff 
and you get stuck with it. 
Since I came into the square dance 
recording business I have seen many, many, 
many upstart production groups start up 
without any know—how and fail after one or 
two sessions. You wonder if the principals 
were in it just to get their name on a record? 
It would be far more economical to pay 
one's way onto an established label. 
I would like to sincerely thank the artists 
who recorded for "Scope—Big Mac", and 
especially Jeanne Briscoe, and Ron 
Mineau, who have been on the staff for 
many years. I would also like to thank the 
hundreds of callers and dancers who have 
used our records and supported out ef-
forts. 
I am thinking of retiring so if you would 
like to buy an established recording com-
pany with a big catalog get in touch! 
A NEW LINE OF FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available from these shops 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley CA 95470 
Free Swatches, Flyers 
CAROLS COUNTRY CORNER 
21932 Shoenborn St. 
Canoga Park, CA 91304 
818.3471207 
SHERRY'S DANCE STORE 
2468 Almaden Road 
San Jose CA 95125 
(408)267-2333 
Complete Line of SD Apparel 
ROMIES S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Colon Blvd. 
San Diego CA 92105 
(619)280-2150 
COLORADO 
S/D RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd. 
Denver, CO 80214 
Phone303-238-41310 
Phone Orders Welcome 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW S/D SHOP 
8650 49th St. N. 
Pinellas Park FL 34666 
813-541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W. Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 60634 
INDIANA 
REVS SQUARE DANCE & WEST 
112 Depot St. 




DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP, Ine. 
3300 Strong Ave. Box 6004 
Kansas City KS 66106 (913)262-4240 
Serving S&R dancers since 1972 
Catalog $1.00 
BR S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
637 E. 47th St. S., Wichita KS 
2 blk. W of 1-35 Trnk, Exit 42 
316-522-6670,ClosedSun Mon 
All New First Line Apparel 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S SID SHOPPE 
Rt.9 Box 997(318)855-4470 
Lake Charles LA 70611 
Member NASRDS; Visa & MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC 
Rt 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
207 657-3412 
Catalog $2 Refund With 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES S/D & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109LibertyRd.(301 -795-0808) 
Eldersburg MD 21784 
CataloguerAvailahle--62 




Detroit MI 48209 




4017 Central Ave. NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
505-255 8961 
MINNESOTA 
SKYLINE S/D SHOP 
9Skyline0r.507-345-1900 
Mankato MN 56001 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome mail orders! 
NEW YORK 
SKY RANCH WEST. & S/D STORE 
109-111S.MainSt.(315-668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western & SD Store 
Catalog SI Credited on 1st Order 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
193WineryRd.(Phone919-327- 3337) 
Sneads Ferry NC 26460 
MailServices-MasterCard-VISA 
OHIO 
TERRI'S WESTERN FASHIONS 
(Formerly M & H Western Fashio,) 
13002 Loran Ave. 
Cleaveland OH 44111 
216-671-5165or800-553-97P 
OAKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Main 
Moore0K73160-5105 
Appare1405-799-5602 
Just outside OK City & worth the trl-i 
PENNSYLVANIA 
FABIAN'S WESTERN WEAR 
Square Dance Apparel 
18th & Jefferson Sts. 





Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
CIRCLES & SQUARES INC. 
9047 Garland Rd. 
Dallas TX 75218 
214328-8684 
S 0 Apparel & Monogrammvg 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone:703-298-8676 
TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR 
KM8 ENTERPRISES INC. 
250 W. Broad St. 
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CHANGES 
by Rachel Thompson 
Wichita, KS'. 
In my Square Dance Scrapbook #1, I recently found the enclosed which I 
thought might be fun to print in American 
Squares again. I found, also, the front cover 
of two American Square Dance 
Magazines, dated July 1952, 15 cents, and 
October 1952, 20 cents. Certainly a big 
change in price, per copy, of today's $1.50! 
I am sure we are getting more for our 
money today! 
From AMERICAN SQUARE 
DANCE MAGAZINE, May 1953 
Eureka, Kansas, has a population of 
4500 people, five successful square dance 
clubs, one folk—dance club, and Pete 
Hubbell's Ten Commandments to guide 
them. And it's a wonderful town for fine 
dancing. 
1. Lend carefully thine ear to the caller 
that he may bestow upon thee the message 
ye are so badly in need of. 
2. Be ye not a judge of others lest ye also 
be judged. 
3. Thou shalt walk in all dances without 
murmurings and disputations as long as thy 
neighbor is in doubt. 
4. Whatsoever thy hand and feet findeth 
to do, do it with grace and poise.5. He that 
is slow to anger will assemble victory and 
encouragement with his brethren. 
6. Bear ye one another's mistakes that 
pleasure may be bestowed upon the entire 
set and happiness will come to all. 
7. Create in thyself a clean habit and 
thou will be able to renew the spirit of fun 
that will be within thee. 
8. Go ye all and travel to strange sets that 
ye may gladden the hearts of others. 
9. Let us be done with fault—finding and 
leave all self—seeking. 
American Squaredance, August 1882 
10. Teach thyself to put into action thy 
better impulse to the caller's command, 
and fun shall be with thee in every 
square.Sent 
NATIONAL TELETHON FOR 
ARTHRITIS. 
by Osa Mathews 
For ten years I have held a half—way hoedown to raise money for this cause. 
We have raised approximately eighteen to 
twenty thousand dollars over these ten 
years. This program is part of the City of 
Palm Springs Recreation division. (I have 
been happily employed with the City of 
Palm Springs for 36 years!) 
Eight callers donate their time to the 
event and the Square Dancers are wonder-
ful! I have been calling for forty—two years 
and I still enjoy teaching and calling. 
We of the Rio Grande Valley and Winter Texans from all over the world 
recently lost an instructor, who had done so 
much for round dancing, Arline Carter. she 
and Ed, up to the time they retired two 
years ago, taught more people to round and 
ballroom dance than anybody I know. They 
brought the round dancing up to date in so 
many areas.Besides lessons, they had 
workshops for the graduated beginners, 
easy, easy intermediate, intermediate, high 
intermediate and advanced. They taught 
six days a week, with two and three sessions 
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a day. They also had dance parties so their 
students could dance what they had 
learned. Arline organized all of the 
programs for the square and round danc-
ing. This left Ed free to practice his cueing 
and instructing. Ed cued for Jerry Rash 
during the Winter Season in the Valley. 
Arline was continually looking for im-
provement. Their policy was quality instead 
of quantity, sometimes taking two or three 
sessions to learn a dance. Arline had a 
saying "one more time" when teaching and 
drilling. 
We all will miss Arline, but you can bet 
the Ranch she is still teaching round danc-
ing, how to make ceramics, how to read and 
write. Condolences can be sent to Ed 
Carter at P.O. Box 649, Rio Hondo, TX. 
78583 Submitted by Herb Toles 
WHO ARE THEY? 
Harold L Anderson 
Delta Junction, Alaska 
Every Memorial Day weekend the Buf-falo Squares Square and Round Dance 
Club host the Buffalo Wallow in Delta 
Junction, Alaska. Hundreds of campers 
were parked by the Delta School. This 
prompted questions among citizens and 
visitors: Who are they? Where did they 
come from? Why? How could anybody 
possibly take care of that many people? 
These were the same questions I had before 
becoming involved with the Buffalo 
Squares about six years ago. 
Who? People were attending the 13th 
Annual Buffalo Wallow and the 26th Alas-
ka State Square Dance Festival combined 
— the biggest square and round dance 
event in Alaska. Approximately 6.00 people 
camped by the school. 
Where are they from? Dancers normally 
hail from Alaska, Canada and the Lower 48 
but many times we have had international 
guests. Twenty—five clubs were repre-
sented. The club with the most participa-
tion was Levis & Lace from Anchorage 
with 78 members present; Whitehorse, Y. 
T. had 10; a couple from Ft. Meyers, 
Florida was awarded the plaque recogniz-
ing the persons traveling the farthest —
over 6,000 miles away. Our caller for this 
year's event was John Gorski from Lawton, 
OK.. Our cuers, Gene & Florene Hinsley, 
are from Tucson, AZ. Gene retired form 
Ft. Greely, a few miles from Delta Junction, 
in 1990. 
Why? The "Wallow" is a production uni-
que to Delta Junction. It's really impossible 
to put into words what goes on at the human 
level — this human factor is what makes the 
Wallow an event that people will return to 
for a long time. The tradition of hugs from 
other dancers, smiles, conversations, the 
joy of dancing (which all of us are born 
with), friendships renewed, companion-
ship, sharing, learning, monetary gain to 
help fuel our next dance year, partying, 
work, jokes, pleasure of giving — these are 
just a few of the words that one can reflect 
upon and realize that they arc still inade-
quate to describe the Wallow. John Gorski 
put it this way: "Many people are searching 
for something; you have found it." 
People that pay to attend this affair join 
in and work to help make the events suc-
cessful with nothing in mind except the 
good feeling of giving and accomplishment. 
It's with their help that our small club of 
about 20 active members can take care of 
so many people. Six meals got prepared 
throughout the weekend; four workshops 
teaching different dances were held; four 
3—hour main dances took place; special 
event dances at Rika's Landing and the 
End of the Alaska Highway also took place, 
as they do every year. Those were some of 
the events that we coordinated. Sanitary 
facilities and equipment was also done; 
tickets, badges and T—shirts got sold; 
snacks and beverages got prepared. After 
the main dances end at 11 PM, dancers 
have not had enough and set up record 
players next to the RVs for the Callers and 
"dance in the dirt" till wee hours of the 
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morning.Three or four hours later the daily 
cycle begins again. After five days of this 
the end of the Wallow comes with mixed 
feelings, happy that rest well soon come but 
sad that people will again say good—bye for 
another year. 
This has been an attempt to answer your 
questions but the only way to truly under-
stand what the Wallow is all about is to join 
in and participate. You will be welcomed 
with the traditional hug. 
THE WAGON WHEEL SQUARE & 
ROUND DANCE CLUB 
Dunedin, New Zealand 
by Mona Cromb 
The Wagon Wheel Square & Round Dance Club is the oldest continuous 
square dance club in New Zealand still 
running on a weekly basis. In July we 
celebrate 40 years of dancing. 
In the early 1950's Joe Brown of 
Dunedin, who ran the famous "Town Hall 
Dance", arranged for Bill McGrath to visit 
Dunedin to promote square dancing. In 
1952 Joe Brown arranged for Arthur & 
Nancy Geary to come from Australia and 
teach square dancing. The activity proved 
popular and four to five clubs were formed 
in Dunedin, with Arthur Geary calling for 
most. Our club danced in the St. Clair 
school Gymnasium and was called the 
St.Clair Square Dance Club. When Arthur 
& Nancy Geary returned to Australia most  
of the clubs lapsed but the St. Clair group 
continues. 
Prior to 1957 the club wrote to Arthur 
Geary in Australia for advice and assis-
tance. He was in America and the letter was 
referred to Ron Jones, a caller from Syd-
ney, Australia. Later a request was made 
for some badges and he forwarded Waggon 
Wheel badges. This was when the club be-
came the Wagon Wheel Square Dance 
Club. 
InitiallyJack Murphy was the caller until 
1958. 
The history of the club has just been 
collated and shows a very busy social 
routine has been followed over the years 
with fun nights, picnics and barbecues, pot 
luck dinners, fancy dress nights, camps, car 
rallies and bus trips. There were also man-
nequin parades, kitchen evenings, pre—
wedding parties and farewell evenings. 
Overseas callers and visitors have also been 
hosted and welcomed. This was all in addi-
tion to the dancing conducted two to three 
times weekly and trips away to dance with 
other clubs. 
Square dancing in the south of the South 
Island of New Zealand is looking good, 
with new clubs starting up and membership 
growing. The Wagon Wheel Square and 
Round Dance Club has a strong tradition 
of friendly dancers who enjoy their dancing 
and appreciate dancing with members of 
other clubs, and we look forward to 
another excellent decade of dancing till we 
celebrate a half century of square dancing! 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
1.11 1.1 1.1 L-11 
OF GAY SQUARE DANCE CLUBS 
584 Castro St • Suite 483 
San Francisco, CA 94114-2588 
(800) 835-6462 
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12458 E 38th St.  
Yuma AZ 85365 
602-342-2785 
DAVE GIPSON 
3330 Oswego Ave. 
Ft. Wayne, IN 46805 
219.482-2565 
DICK NEUMANN, 
P.O. Box 26 
El Centro, CA 92244 
619-337-1848 
JIM SNYDER 
RD 3 Box 101 
Bernville PA 19506 
215-488-6988 
• HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES • 
RWH-516 HAMMER HEAD/PEPPER POT Hoedown 
RWH-176 DREAM, DREAM, DREAM by Jerry J. 
RWH-175 ENOUGH LOVE FOR ONE WOMAN by Steve 
RWH-174 ANGRY by Larry 
• COMING SOON • 
RWH-177 HEY, GOOD LOOKIN' by Dale 
RWH-178 SEND A MESSAGE TO MY HEART by Stan 
RWH-179 I'M ALABAMA BOUND by Lee 
• SIZZLIN' SELLERS • 
RWH-173 IN THE ARMS OF A FOOL by Jerry J. 
RWH-172 CANDY KISSES by Ray 
FWH-171 TAKE THESE CHAINS by Stan 
RWH-170 WORKIN' ON A FULL HOUSE by Lee 
• PEPPY NEW HOEDOWNS • 
RWH-518 FIDDLE DEE DEE HOEDOWN by Jerry J.  
RWH-516 HAMMER HEAD/PEPPER POT Hoedown 
BITCKSKIN 
RECORDS 
• HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES 
BUC1245 HIGH ON A MOUNTAIN OF LOVE by Otto 
BUC-1244 THE BOYS ON 16TH AVE. by Jim 
BUC-1243 HEAVEN SAYS HELLO by Otto 
BUC-1240 ROCKY TOP by Chuck 
• GREAT NEW HOEDOWNS • 
BUC-1517 OTTO'S ADVANCED HOEDOWN by Otto 
• SIZZLIN' SELLERS 
BUC-1240 ROCKY TOP by Chuck 
BUC 1241 DOWN IN MY EASY CHAIR by Jim 
BUC 1242 BALL & CHAIN by D. Neumann 
WRITE FOR YOU FREE COPY OF OUR 
BRAND NEW CATALOTG 
DICK WAIEL ENTERPRISES 





675 E. Alluvial 
Fresno CA 93710 
209-439-3478 
STAN COLE 
40766 Hwy. ♦49 
Oakhurst CA 93644 
209-683-5182 
RAY TAYLOR 
Rd. 3 Box 216 











Rt 6 Box 161A 
Mena AR 71953 
501-394-5913 
LARRY COLE 
3302 N 500 West 
Marion IN 46952 
317-384-7089 
STEVE SULLIVAN 
105 Park View Dr 




Rapid City SD 57701 
605-343-4397 
JERRY HAMILTON 
821 Madden St. 
Hemet CA 92343 
714-652-3442 
( 	PLUS EMPHASIS CALL 
"ANYTHING - AND ROLL" 
Creative 
Choreography 
by Ed Fraidenburg 
'1% 
MAINSTREAM EMPHASIS CALL 
"PASS THE OCEAN" 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, right 
& left thru, pass thru, tag the line in, pass 
the ocean, right & left grand. 
Side ladies chain, heads pass thru go 
round one to a line, centers pass the 
ocean, swing thru, ends touch 1/4, right & 
left grand. 
Four ladies chain, heads lead right & 
circle to a line, touch 1/4, circulate, boys 
run , pass the ocean, girls trade, all single 
hinge, circulate, boys run, swing thru, 
square thru BUT on the third hand, right 
& left grancTion the third hand 
promenade. — 
Heads square thru 4, pass the ocean, girls 
trade, single hinge, circulate, boys run, 
swing thru, same sexes trade, right & left 
grand. 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line, 
pass the ocean, ends circulate, pass the 
ocean, girls swing thru, boys trade, all 
pass thru, wheel & deal, swing thru, 
recycle, pass thru, L.A. 
Heads lead right circle to a line, pass the 
ocean, fan the top, single hinge, circulate, 
boys run, pass thru, trade-by, pass the 
ocean, single hinge, circulate, boys run, 
box the gnat, right & left grand. 
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Some good calls to precede "And Roll" 
Touch 1/4 	slide thru 
explode fan the top, run 
bend the line 	partner trade 
ferris wheel peel off 
single hinge 	recycle. 
tag the line (any direction) 
SAMPLE CHOREO: (Using the above 
calls) 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, touch 
1/4 & roll, pass thru, wheel & deal, 
centers touch 1/4 & roll, zoom, swing 
thru, recycle, left square thru 3/4, swing 
thru, right & left grand. 
Heads square thru 4, swing thru, boys 
run, ferris wheel & roll, centers trade, fer-
ris wheel, left turn thru, swing thru, 
centers run, bend the line star thru, pass 
to the center, square thru 3/4, L.A. 
Heads square thru 4, pass thru, partner 
trade & roll, load the boat, pass thru, 
right & left grand. 
Side ladies chain, heads lead right & 
circle to a line, slide thru & roll, touch 
1/4, coordinate, bend the line & roll, (L-
H column), trade & roll, pass thru, wheel 
& deal, dixie grand But on the third 
hand, right & left gran 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, load 
the boat, star thru, pass the ocean, ex-
plode & roll, right & left grand. 
Heads square thru 4, swing thru, ends 
fold, peel-off & roll, girls swing thru, ex- 
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tend , single hinge, all 8 circulate, same 
sexes trade, right & left grand. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, 
(ocean wave), fan the top & roll, girls 
pass thru,touch 1/4, & roll , swing thru, 
ends circulate, single hinge & roll, star 
thru, ferris wheel, square thru BUT on 
the third hand, dixie grand, L.A 
Heads square thru 4, swing thru, boys run 
& roll, girls trade & roll, pass thru, touch 
1/4, centers run, tag the line right & roll, 
boys swing thru, extend, boys run star 
thru, pass thru, L.A. 
Heads lead right & pass the ocean, 
recycle & roll, right & left grand. 
PLUS QUARTERLY 
SELECTION 
"BOX THE TOP" 
From columns; Center four box circulate 
1 1/2 as the outside two pairs of dancers 
cast 3/4; three dancers on each end do 
their part of a fan the top as the two 
centers trade and move up (as in coor-
dinate) to from parallel waves. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, swing 
thru, centers run, 1/2 tag, BOX THE 
TOP, swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel, 
dixie grand, L.A. 
Heads square thru 4, swing thru, boys 
run, cross-fire, BOX THE TOP, recycle, 
pass thru, trade-by, square thru 3/4, L.A. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, touch 
1/4, coordinate, bend the line, swing thru, 
centers run , 1/2 tag, BOX THE TOP, 
recycle, swing thru, right & left grand. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, pass 
the ocean, spin the top, boys run, triple 
trade, 1/2 tag, BOX THE TOP, recycle, 
sweep 1/4, L.A. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, 
(ocean wave) girls run, 1/2 tag, BOX 
THE TOP, boys run, ferris wheel, dixie 
grand, L.A. 
Side ladies chain, heads lead right & 
circle to a line, right & left thru, (ocean 
wave) girls run, 1/2 tag, BOX THE TOP, 
right & left grand. 
Heads square thru 4, slide thru, dixie 
style to a wave, boys trade, boys run, 
cross-fire, BOX THE TOP, left swing 
thru, girls circulate, recycle, square thru 
3/4, trade-by, L.A. 
Heads square thru four, swing thru, spin 
the top, centers run, 1/2 tag, BOX THE 
TOP, boys run, boys circulate, ferris 
wheel, square thru 3/4, L.A. 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line, 
swing thru, centers run, 1/2 tag, BOX 
THE TOP, boys run , crosstrail thru, L.A. 
Heads square thru 4, sides rollaway, spin 
the top, centers tun, 1/2 tag, BOX THE 
TOP, girls trade right & left thru, spin the 
top, right & left grand. 
PULPOLEX 
"SQUARE AWAY" (any number) 
by Bill Addison 
From facing couples; half square thru, U 
turn back, and square thru the designaffd 
number of hands. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads square thru four, SQUARE 
AWAY (2), right & left grand. 
Heads square thru 4, SQUARE AWAY 
(4), trade by, SQUARE AWAY (2), 
trade-by, (ocean wave) ladies trade, 
recycle, L.A. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, 
SQUARE AWAY (2), boys trade, single 
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hinge, girls circulate, boys trade, swing 
thru, recycle, pass to the center, square 
thru 3/4, L.A. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, 
SQUARE AWAY(4), girls trade, left 
swing thru, single hinge, centers trade, 
boys trade, pass the ocean, swing thru, 
right & left grand. 
Heads square thru 4, SQUARE AWAY 
(3), boys trade, swing thru, ends circu-
late, girls trade, pass the ocean, recycle, 
square thru 3/4, L.A. 
Heads 1/2 square thru, SQUARE 
AWAY (3), chase right, single hinge, 
boys trade, boys run, ferris wheel, square 
thru 3/4, L.A. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, 
SQUARE AWAY (3), trade-by, swing 
thru, boys circulate, recycle, square thru 
3/4, trade-by, LA. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, 1/2 
square thru, trade-by, SQUARE AWAY 
(2), trade-by, touch 1/4, boys trade, 
SQUARE AWAY (3), clover and the 
centers 1/2 square thru, swing thru, right 
& left grand. 
Heads lead right & spin the top, 
SQUARE AWAY (3), L.A. 
ROTATE THE WHEEL 
by John Saunders 
From parallel two-faced lines; In facing 
couples do a ferris wheel, sweep 1/4, and 
pass thru; At the same time the out facing 
couples tag the line and peel toward the 
center, and slide over to finish facing the 
center couples in an eight chain thru for-
mation. (The peel action is similar to the 
peel in linear cycle). 
Sample choreo taken from DAN-
CETIME notes for callers. Used by per-
mission. 
Heads lead right & slide thru, touch 1/4, 
coordinate, ROTATE THE WHEEL, 
swing thru, centers run, ROTATE THE 
WHEEL, L.A. 
Heads pass the ocean, recycle, pass thru, 
touch 1/4, scootback, centers run, 
couples circulate, ROTATE THE 
WHEEL, right & left grand. 
Heads pass the ocean, ping pong circu-
late, extend, boys run, boys trade, 
ROTATE THE WHEEL, swing thru, 
boys run, pass thru, wheel & deal, dixie 
grand, L.A. 
Heads star thru, double pass thru, track 
two, girls run, ROTATE THE WHEEL, 
swing thru, follow your neighbor and 
spread, 8 circulate, trade the wave, L.A. 
Heads pass the ocean, extend, trade the 
wave , boys trade, boys run, ROTATE 
THE WHEEL, swing thru, split circu-
late, boys run, slide thru, L.A. 
Figures by Ed. 
Heads square thru 4, sides rollaway, 
swing thru, centers run, ROTATE THE 
WHEEL, L.A. 
Heads flutter wheel, sweep 1/4, pass thru, 
touch 1/4, centers trade, centers run, 
ROTATE THE WHEEL, touch 1/4, 
recycle, square thru 3/4, trade-by, L.A. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, touch 
1/4, coordinate, ROTATE THE 
WHEEL, swing thru, boys run, pass the 
ocean, girls trade, recycle, L.A. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, grand 
swing thru, single hinge, coordinate, 
ROTATE THE WHEEL, swing thru, 
single hinge, right & left grand. • 
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Randy Doughert y  
Mn A Az 
TRAIL END DANCE 	FULL ROUND 	MAINSTREAM 
WED. 8-11 P.M. DANCE PROGRAM PLUS 
EXECUTIVE WEST SQUARE WORKSHOPS 	ADVANCE 
Guest Callers 	EXHIBITORS 	CHALLENGE 
Get-Aquainted Dance Gall Scramble 
Thurs. 2-4 - Exec. Inn 	 Thurs. 8:00 A.M 
DEADLINE SEPT. 1ST 
	 LIMITED 
BELLE OF LOUISVILLE CRUISE L Thu-rii., Supt. 24, 1992 — 7:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
(Casual Attire) 
DANCING SCHEDULE: 
Friday (Staff Caller) - 11:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
(Casual Attire Optional) 
Guest Callers (Sign In) - 4:00 P.M.-7 P.M. Friday 
Staff Callers - 8:00 P.M. - 11 P.M. 
Saturday - 10:00 A.M. - 4 P.M. 
7:30 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE PLEASE 
$22.50 PER PERSON (U.S. CURRENCY) 
COMPLETE DANCE PACKAGE 
AFTER AUGUST 15, 1992 PER PERSON - $25.00 
iDeadline for Cancellation Refunds...August 15, 1992) 
(61.00 charge per person for each cancellation) 
EMERGENCY PHONE NO. AT EVENT ONLY - (502) 366-9592 
LODGING INFORMATION 
Please Request Mid-America Reservations 
EXECUTIVE INN - (502) 367-6161 
EXECUTIVE WEST - (502) 367-2251 
Room Rates - 1-4 People - 561.00 
Mid-America Square Dance Jamboree, Inc. 
P.O. Box 421 • Fairdale, Ky. 40;18 
(502) 368-1006 





101 	R MORN WITH CHECK FOR RIBBONS 	1892 
Name - 
Address 
Crty/Staleaip 	  
   
Registrations 	C 22 50= S _- 
Belle Cruise 	C 12.00 = 





   
Telephone (Area Code) 	  
RIBBONS WILL BE HELD AT DOOR FOR REGISTRATIONS RECEIVED AFTER SEPT 10. 1992 
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO. MId-America Square Dance Jamboree, Inc. - P.O. Box 421 FaIrdale, Ky. 40118 
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When I go to a dance I really try to go just to have fun. I try not to compare 
the caller with anyone else. But having 
called for so long it is a trait that will take a 
while to break. The first thing I notice about 
the caller is his delivery. This part of his 
calling is so very important to not only the 
dancers but also to himself. It makes a real 
difference when a caller does not com-
mand the dancers in his delivery. If you 
want anyone to do something on the spot 
you really have to use a commanding voice. 
Callers who don't do this will no doubt 
find themselves having a difficult time get-
ting anyone to do anything and then the 
dancers will tell you that they can't hear 
him. It doesn't make any difference 
whether you have a great singing voice or 
not, as long as you get the dancers to do 
what you want them to do. 
You don't need to be loud to get the best 
out of the dancers. And you sure can't do it 
with a mealy—mouth delivery. Lots of 
callers think loud is better. Let me tell you, 
folks, it is not better in the least. The dan-
cers will start to complain about the "noise" 
and will leave the square at the end of the 
tip AND LEAVE THE HALL. 
The next thing I notice about the caller 
is his material. Is it smooth? Does it flow 
well? Is he using material that frequently 
demands the use of the same hand twice in 
a row? All these things mean a great deal 
to many dancers. Have you ever been to a 
dance where you felt like you were gliding 
on ice? Without a hitch. Well, that's just 
how it is supposed to be. Many times when 
I go to a dance and the caller is not con-
cerned about his delivery or the smooth-
ness of his calling I feel like going up and 
telling him, but of course I would never 
embarrass him like that. However, I have 
been in some squares that feel like I'm 
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riding a freight train instead of dancing. Or 
even like being in heavy traffic with stop 
and go driving. 
Today we have callers using computers 
to get the material they will call. I hate to 
think that we are raising a crop of "Hard— 
disk drive" dancers. How can a caller ar- 
range to have smooth dancing for his 
dancers if he is not aware of how the flow 
of the basics will be when he completes his 
creation. Can a mechanical instrument 
guarantee the flow he wants and the 
smoothness he desires for his dancers? I 
sometimes think we are going a little too far 
in using computer arranged material for 
the dancers. I started calling just about the 
time when callers had discovered they 
could write their own material. It was fun 
and we got the best out of the dancers when 
we did this. Most of the calling back then 
was very repetitious with the caller using an 
introduction, break and ending that was the 
same and using a figure four times through, 
never changing it. Sometimes it really got 
boring. So you can understand why we were 
elated to discover we could write our own 
material and vary it somewhat. 
However, writing our own material be-
came a challenge to most of us. It was a real 
treat to be able to call material you had 
been gifted enough to write yourself. I was 
always proud of the material I wrote be- 
cause most of the time it flowed nicely and 
the dancers really had a good time with it. 
It is all well and good to sight call, which I 
do at various times, but you are limited as 
to what you can remember to get into the 
patter. You are limited also if the dancers 
cannot do what you are giving them. 
We need to remember that dancers only 
want to have fun. They are in the square to 
get the most out of square dancing. They 
will not be impressed with a caller who tells 
them they are dancing a "hard—drive" pro- 
gram. The very best thing about using your 
own material is the personal touch with the 
dancers. Maybe you have never seen these 
people before. It might occur to me that I 
would want to make as good an impression 
as I could and telling them they are dancing 
a "hard—disk—drive" program off my com-
puter is not the way I care to go. 
Too many callers fail to see the impor-
tance of being on a personal level with the 
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dancers, whether or not he/she knows them 
or they are strangers. Computers are fine 
for many things but you know even they can 
make mistakes. Even they can dream up 
rough material that is difficult to dance. 
The best tool for calling square dancing is 
material that you know works well and 
flows for the dancers. 
If you happen to be one of those callers 
who cannot dream up good material for the 
dancers, there's plenty of note services to 
subscribe to, and the material is usually 
faultless. We need to give the dancers our 
very best if we are to take money from them. 
Our time doesn't amount to much if we are  
going to remain aloof and use material that 
we are not sure dances smoothly. I remem-
ber a caller who came into the area and said 
to one of the club leaders, "I sure have a 
program tonight, and if they can't dance it 
they shouldn't be here. And I'm not going 
to change it!" What an attitude! but I find a 
lot of callers who feel that way today, even 
with all the material out there they could be 
utilizing. 
Let's remember we are dealing with 
people, not just bodies, but with individuals 
with brains. We don't need to feed them 
computer material that we are not sure 
works smoothly. • 
#120—$4.50 	DEALER ENQUIRIES 
#122—$4.50 WELCOME 
SUE'S ORIGINAL PATTERNS 
MANY NEW PATTERNS 
Sizes: (6-8-10) (12-14-16) (18-20-40) 
Blouse Size: (10-12-14) (16-18) 
MAIL TO: SUE'S ORIGINALS 
3913 Fort Ave., Waco TX 76710 
PATTERNS: #120 and #122 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
   
SEND $1.50 FOR NEW 
EXPANDED CATALOG 
REFUNDABLE ON FIRST ORDER 
Add for Poshige 4 Handling: 1 patt. $1.25 
3 patt. 32.55 
CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 
2 patt. 32.00 
4 pan. $2.90 
C4.9 C•#.9 GV..9 C4%.9 C%+.9 C4..9 C4.9 C4.9 C4+.9 C4.9 
Squalte Deuece Pal:4,Pa 
Following brands in stock for immediate shipment: 
AUTHENTIC, C & C ORIGINAL, KWIK SEW, 
RUFFLE COLLECTION & FANN BURRUS 
Emeapeamed eecd perefeeed & eta ?owe& 
Jacket back has Club Name, Square Dance Figures, City & State. 
Club Towels can have either Club Name or Square Dance Figure. 
Enclose $1.00 for catalog. 
Name: 
Address: 
City. Sfate. Zip: 	  
r)c-Doubee co CP1tOduCtiOtIS. 
4110 Willow Ridge Road #SD 
Douglasville. Georgia 30135 
(404) 949-3648 
C4.9 C+.9 C4.9 C4.D C4.9 C-4...9 GN+.9 	C*.D C4..9 
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Wek-'11s...‘16.16-1111106.1671671 :%.36Wrilts7k-1106.30616..‘636. 
National Square Dance 
DIRECTORY 
• 10,000 clubs around the world. 
• Directories of festivals & conventions 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage) 
$50.00—Life Subscription 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 
1011011-14-1CIMVOIVICIVILIOKICIVIVIEWEIVIL 
The Best In 
Square & Round Dance Music 
All Rounds Cued 
TNT 272 PISTOL PACKING MAMA, Rd by Fran Kropf 
TNT 273 IF I DIDN'T CARE by Peg Mulroy 
TNT 274 JUST LOVING YOU (Flip) by Ed Shortman 
TNT 275 WALKING SHOES, Rd by Jack Raye 
TNT 278 SEA OF A HEARTBREAK, Rd by Steve Wilhoit 
TNT 277 SHE'S A LITTLE PAST FORTY by Ron Noble 
TNT 278 COME FOLLOW ME BABE, Rd by Fran Kroph 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
LP11301—Click Lever S5. +.75 pst. 
Plastic Record Sleeves Available 
Quantity Discounts for 25 50. 100 & 1000 
RFD 2 Rt. 7, St. Albans VT 05478, 802-524-9424 
WE DESIGN CLUB BADGES 
1 line "Slim JIm" $1.50 
Name only, Regular Size 51.85 
Name and Town OR Design $2.00 
Name and Town and Design $2.75 
Name, Town, Design, Club Name S3.00 
State Shape $3.00 & Up 
S5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors. Black, white, blue, green, brown, red, 
yellow and walnut 
Orders $10.00 or less, 
add 51.00. Orders over 
10.00, add $2.00. 
Thank you 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Box 847 
Rifle CO 81650 
TM: 303.625-1718 
CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 
1 Amp, 1 Speaker $99.00 
Per eel 
J & J Manufacturing 
Golden Strip Shopping Center 
Mauldin, South Carolina 29662 
Phone (803) 288-4000 	S & H Included 
VISA — MC Prepayment Ck or MO Inside Con. US 
ELLIE 
MANGERS 




protection with a 
professional look. 
The numbers before the states are the 
month and day of the activityl 
If you would like to list a festival, convention or 
others special dance in the next issue please 
contact ASD office. 
0807 KENTUCKY-Renfro Valley Jamboree, Every 
Fri. & Sat. Night, Renfro Valley, KY, con-
tact,T.Courtney, 304 Hillsboro Ave. Lexington, KY. 
40511: (606)233-4200 or B.Claywell, (502)937-
63760814 MICHIGAN-Michigan S/RD Convention, 
Aug. 14-16, Saginaw Civic Center, Saginaw, contact,P. 
Way, 286 W. Mt. Hope Hwy.,Grand Ledge, MI 48837 
or call (517)645-7417 
0814 NEW MEXICO-Santa Fe Fiesta, Aug. 14-15, A. 
Tangen; R/D B&S Nolen, contact R. Gunn, Rt2 
Box3OS-45, Santa Fe, NM. 87505, (505) 471-7082 
0814 TENNESSEE-18th State Square & Round Dance 
Convention, Nashville Convention Center, August 
14,15,1992, contact (615)890-3308 
0814 NEW YORK-2ND Annual Camp N Dance 
Weekend, Aug. 14,15,16, Camp Bell Campground, 
Campbell NY,T. Trainor, D&D Griffiths, contact F. 
Darrow, 400 Gunderman Rd. Spencer, NY 14883 
0814 PENNSYLVANIA-14 Annual Camp Out, Aug. 
14,15,16, Whitneyville Fair Grounds 6 miles east of 
Wellsboro, D. Yosten, R/D J. Doane, contact L Niles 
RD * 3 Box 38A, Wellsboro, PA, 
0821 ALABAMA-15th ASARDA ST. Conv.Aug.21-22, 
Montgomery Civic Ctr. Montgomery, contact, L.Cole, 
P.O.Box 805, Eufaula,AL. 36702-0805,(205)687-5914 
0821 ALABAMA-15th ASARDA State Convention, 
Montgomery Civic Center, Montgomery, Ala.contact-
L&S Cole, Gen.Chairman, PO Box 805, Eufaula, 
Alabama 36702-0805, (205) 687-5914 
0821 CANADA-17th Annual S/RD.Conv. Aug.21&22, 
Queen Elizabeth Hotel & Bonaventure Hilton Hotel, 
Montreal, Callers-various, contact, MASDA, P.O. Box 
906, Pointe Claire-Dorval, Quebec, Canada. H9R 47.6 
(514)744-5036 
821 01110-Brokenstraw Weekend-Indian Creek 
Resort, 4710 Lake Road West, Geneva On The Lake, 
OII.August 21,22,23,1992 T.&B.Rudebock, D,& N. 
Mackey,F. & M. Queener, D.&B. Miller-contact-J&B 
Harris, 6016 Thunderbird Dr. Mentor, OH. 44060 
(216) 257-1668 
0821 SOUTH DAKOTA-Gold Rush Weekend, Treth-
way Park Pavilion, Speorfish, SD. August 21,22. J. 
Kwaiser,J. Junck contact (303) 667-3440 
0821 WASHINGTON-36th Annual Summer S/D.Fest. 
& Salmon Barbecue, Aug.21-22-23,Western Dance 
Center, Sullivan Park, Spokane, WA.contact,M. 
Hoover, South 1322 Progress, Veradale, Washington 
99037 
0821 WISCONSIN-33rd Wisconsin S/RD Convention, 
August 21-13,1992-Convention Center, La Crosse, 
WI.-contact-V. Wilklow, Rt. 1,Box 10, Ferryville, WI. 
54628, (608)648-3634 
0822 ILLINOIS-Ill. State S/D. Fest. The Twilight 
Ballroom, State Fairgrounds, Springfield, ILL. August 




(Calling For You) 
* * * 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
* ** 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
24K Kelf-Plueed Enameled 
DUCE 
JEWELRY 
P Earrings or Pendant $395 
IMO tar only MB 
Ore SIN slag S bundling 
(Call. res. add 6% sales tax) 
Earring also available 
with cliPs. 
When ordering specify dress 
color: red, blue or black. 
Send check or money order to 
Charnutleaction 
P.O. lox 4208 
Vied Hills CA 11308 




SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4 TO 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1992 
From San Juan, Puerto Rico 
to the Southern Caribbean 
to include these exciting ports: 
Aruba 	 FROM 1 
Curacaco $1,169 
St. Thomas 	 (dbl-occ.) 
Tortola, Virgin Gorda 
Share an exciting cruise week with several 
callers — ask for color brochure. 
STAN & CATHIE BURDICK 
216 WILLIAMS ST, HURON, OH 44839 
Phone: (419) 433-2188 
22, 1992, L Letson, T. Marriner, RD by K & B Nel-
son.no contact. 
0827 GEORGIA-28th Jekyll Island S/D.Jamboree, 
Aug.27,28,29, Jekyll Island, Ga. contact B&V Bennett, 
2111 Hillcrest Dr. Valdosta, GA. 31602,(912)242-7321 
0827 OREGON-9th Annual So. Oreg. Singles Sq. Da 
Fest. August 27,28,29,1992-Lake of the Woods-D. 
Clendenin, J&W Foster, contact-Waldene Terry, 1690 
Arnold Lane, Medford, OR.97501,(503)772-9613 
0828 COLORADO-23th Annual Peach Promenade-
Mt. Garfield Middle School, August 28,29,1992. G. 
Wheatley, E&E Glenn-contact-Peach Promenade 
committee, P.O. Box 1171, Grand Junction, Co. 81502 
(303)241-6836 
0828 NEW YORK-Dinner Dance Aug. 28 Moose 
Lodge, Johnstown, NY. C.&D. Austin, contact 
R.Smith, (518)863-8217 
0828 NEW YORK-Advanced Weekend, Aug. 28,29,30, 
Camp Bell Campgrounds, Campbell, NY. L Terwil-
liger, R/D LWilson,(advanced reg) contact, L Terwil-
liger, 471/2 Pine St, Waverly NY. 14892 
0903 KENTUCKY-27th Annual West.Sq.& Clog. 
Fest,Sept. 3-5, Natural Bridge State Resort Park, Slade, 
Ken. H.Koppenhaver, A Morrison, R. Jett, M.Patter-
son, contact, Natural Bridge State Resort Park, Slade, 
KY 40376 (606)668-6650 
0904 FLORIDA-36th Annual Florida Knotheads Inc. 
Konvention. Sept.4,5,6,7j Lakeland Civic Center, 
Lakeland Florida, W.Driver, T.Marriner, A.Springer, 
M.Martin, R/D D&P. Hickman, J.Ayers, contact, 
Florida Knotheads Inc. P.O.Box 7178, Tampa, 
Fla.33603, (813)223-1955 
0904 KENTUCKY-22nd Nat. Dance-A-Rama, Com-
monwealth Cony. Cent.221 River City Mall, Louisville 
KY. Ilyatt Regency,320 West.Jcfferson, Louisville 
.KY. T.Crawford, J.Sparks, T.Davis, L.Sparks, 
K.Burke, K.Robinson, RD/R&J Collipi, P&B 
Guenthner, contact, 22nd. Natnl.Dance-A-Rama, 
INC. P.O.Box 20416, Louisville, KY 40202 (812)969-
2307 
0904 NEBRASKA-Tom & Jerry Weekend, Broken 
Bow, NE.Sept. 4, contact, T.Roper, RT.2, Box 729, 
Omaha, II. 62871, (618) 962-3102 
0904 PENSYLVANIA-21st S/D. Weekend, Sept. 
4,5,6,7, State Fairgrounds, Clearfield, Pa. B.William-
son, J.Hague, J.O'Lea ry, D&R Spangler contact E.Wil-
liamson, 105Lexington Ave. Altoona, PA. 16601 
(814)944-5297 
0911 MISSISSIPPI-2nd Annual Tupelo Jubilee, Sept 
11,12, Ramada Inn Convention Center, Tupelo, MS. L. 
Letson,RD/B&G Pinkston, Western DA/V&P Edger, 
contact J. Griffin,Rt. 7,Box149, Tupelo, MS.38801, 814-
0049 
0918 NEBRASKA-State Convention, Holiday Cony. 
Ctr, Omaha, Sept. 18-19. 60 state caller/cucrs, contact 
A.Moffitt, 3305 Lynnwood Drive, Omaha, NE,68123-
2172 (402)291-5981 
0918 TEXAS-9th Annual Alamo Jamboree, Henry B. 
Gonzales Convention Ctr. San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 
18-19, K.Burke, R.Howell, M.Jacobs, D.Parnell, 
S.Smith,K.Selew, B&M Buck, contact, Alamo Jam-
boree, P.O.Box 680033, San Antonio,TX. 78269-0033 
0925 CANADA-Charlie's Angel's Annual Fall Round 
Dance,Setp.25-26jEdith Cavell School, Moncton, New 
Brunswick, l&B Easterday, contact C&R Ross, 388 
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ors KENTUCKY-Mid-America S/D Jamboree, Inc. 
Sept. 25 -26, Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center, Louis-
ville, KY. callers-various, contact Mid-America 
S/D.Jamboree,Inc. P.O.Box 421, Fairdale, KY.40118 
(502)368-1006 
0925 OKLAHOMA-Autumn Roundup, Lake Texoma, 
OK. Sept. 25,25, contact T.Roper, RT.2 Box 729, 
Omaha,IL(618)962-3102 
0926 KENTUCKY-Septemberfest, Kentucky Dam Vil-
lage State Park, Gilbertsville, KY. Sept.26-Oct.3, 
F.Bedell, D.McRoberts, M.Letson, T. Roper R/D 
B&C Mueller, S&J Wilhoit, contact P. Pickier, Box 
241-C, Springville, TN. 38256 (901)593-5321 
0926 CANADA-10th Annual Fall Tune Up, Sept. 26, 
1992, Deloraine's Elks Hall, Dcloraine, Manitoba, C. 
Brit & V. Hasselfield, contact V. Hasselfield, Box 390, 
Delorainc, Manatoba, ROM OMO 
1002 CANADA-Advanced II Dance, Oct. 2-3-4- - Bay 
St. Drop-In-Center, Gault Ste Marie, Ontario ,-T. 
Crawford, contact; Amy Gasparetto, 476 Leighs Bay 
Rd. Gault Ste. Marie, Ont. P6A6K4 (705) 253-4549 
1009 NEW YORK-6th Annual Empire State SQ & RD 
Fest.,Oct 9-10 Westchester County Center, White 
Plains, NY. W.Driver, R.Libby, A.Uebelacker, 
T.Oxendine, C.Burns, C&T Warlock, S. Smith, R&J 
Coll ipi, contact,A.M.Smith, 18 Vaughn Ave.,New 
Rochelle,NY. 10801 
1009 OKLAHOMA-3rd Annual Oct. Hoedown, Oct. 
9-10, Muskogee, OK. S. Greer, S Lowe, G Adams, 
contact; M. Greer, 806 NE 10th, Wagoner, OK 74467 
(918)485-8772 
1010 PENNSYLVANIA-24th Annual Fall Fest, Oct. 10, 
Keystone Oaks High School, Pittsburg, PA. E. Shef-
field, C. Rowe, H. Bildhauer & Linda Coene, R/D T & 
J Kannapel; contact,B. Hartman, 1662 Mc Farland Rd., 
Pittsburg, PA. 15216, (412) 3.14-0422 
1010 CANADA-Ptarsands Pt urkey Ptrot, Oct. 10-12, M. 
Few, contact B&C Goulet, 169 Beale Cres., Fort Mc-
Murray, Alberta, T911 2T3,-790-9270 
1016 INDIANA-3rd Indiana SQ DA Cony. Marion 
County Fairgrounds, 7300 E. Troy Ave., Indianapolis, 
IN. Oct. 16,17,18, callers/various, contact, D&N Gip-
son, 3330 Oswego Ave., Fort Wayne, IN. 46805, 
(219)482-2565-or FAX (219)482-4218 
1016 FLORIDA-Fall Weekend of Rounds, Oct. 16-18, 
13 & M Moore, coantact P.Hagcn, 15666 49th St.,N., 
#1124, Clearwater, FL 34622 (813) 530-4325 
1016 VIRGINIA-Happy Tracks SQ. DA. Club, Oct. 16, 
Rotary Building, Fair Grounds, Stuart, VA., V. Parrish 
1017 NORTH CAROLINA-5th Annual Autumn 
Leaves Dance, October 17, Gentry Middle School, 
HWY 89 West, Mount Airy, NC, E.Scott, F.Martin, 
contact Velma's, 7535 Friendship Lane, Hollins, 
VA. 24019, (703) 366-4182 - (703) 362-4986 
1022 TENNESSEE-Fall Fest SQ & RD, October 22, 
Bristol,TN. P. Marcum, RD. S&J Wilhoit, contact Five 
Star Association:(615)-878-3489 
1023 MICHIGAN-Square Dance Weekend, Terrace 
Inn, Bay View, Michigan, Oct. 23-25, B.Davis&Clyde. 




Dancing is singing with your 
feet, and we put the song in your soles 
Caller Schools & Clinics 
Leadership Seminars 
Caller Training Tapes 
The Basis of Calling is Timing 
The Basis of Timing is Music 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
Summer-801-392-9078 	Winter-602-726-8415 
PROMENADERS 
Clog 8 SID Shoes 
Bik & Win $37.95 
Colors 537.95 
1. - 




& Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Largest Square Dance Shop 
70 East • Goldsboro NC 27534 
MOEN tar 111•11 (hint it whits) 
CLOGGER to women (white  only) 
938.95 
(refunded on tint order) 
Vise. American Eitaresi 
Gold A SII. $39.95 




RI 9, Box 283 • Hwy. 
Brochure svallable-82.00 
Checks. MasterCard. 
SQUARE DANCE CALLERS 
TRAINING SEMINAR 
For New & Experienced Callers 
November 27, 28, & 29, 1992 
Conducted by: 
Mr. JERRY HELT 
For Reservation & Information 








PORTS OF CALL 
10 — 17, 1993 
CHUICK & 




I:t 	Write for 
BLACKWOOD 
118 South Elm St. Suite 101, Washingtoe, Wools 61571 
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LEARN THE 





PLUS $ 3.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING 
The most asked questions about our video are: 
My dancers are wanting to learn the Texas Two Step, 
can I learn enough off your video to teach it ?. 
The answer: Yes, hundreds of Callers and Cuers are 
already using our video as the foundation of their 
Texas Two Step teaching. But remember, the video 
was designed for the student too!!! 
Is your video compatible with the Country/Western 
dancing we see on television ? 
Yes, the dancers on our video are well know regulars 
on a popular cable T.V. dance program. 
Learning has never been made easier or more fun. 
You get step-by step insrtuctions, practice drills 
and a manual. Study privately or invite the whole 
gang over for a 'LEARN THE TWO STEP PARTY'. 
1-800-423-1417 
NAME : 
MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO 
COFFEY VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
3300 GILBERT LANE 






$ 29.95 PLUS $ 3.50 SHIPPING PER VIDEO = 	 
( PRICE INCLUDES ONE MANUAL ) 
4VINI22.131.70.3. 	"c12. 91:rki`cM3a3M*33XWerciNVIAXWODO,VOOMA 









BY YAK STACK 
• SPEAKERS • RECORD CASES 
• SPEAKER STANDS • MICROPHONES 
• CORDS & CABLES • TAPE RECORDERS 
• WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
CALL OR WRITE FOR INFORMATION 
Sound Systems 
QUALITY THROUGHOUT... 
QUALITY SOUND • QUALITY DESIGN • QUALITY PERFORMANCE • QUALITY SERVICE 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E SHARY CIRCLE • CONCORD, CA 94518 
PHONE 510-682-8390 • FAX 510-682-8497 
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14-ESA 8z APAC 
TlYj 
THE "DANCERS CHOICE" FOR 
The Valleys "FAMOUS 15 MILES" of: 
*Sun & Fun 
* Dancing 7 Days a Week 
* Square Dancing 
* Nationally Known Callers 
* Round Dancing 
* Nationally Known Cuers 
* Clogging 
* 41 Ballrooms 
* Great Sound 
* Hardwood Floors 
* Air-Conditioned Halls 
* 320 Classes, Workshops, 
& Dances Every Week!!! 
* Over 30 R.V. Resorts 
ALL WITHIN A "6 MILE" RADIUS!!! 
Valley Area R.V. Resorts 
GOLD CANYON (602) 982-5800 
6300 S.E. HWY 60, Apache Jct., AZ 85219 
GOOD LIFE 1-800-999-4990 
3403 E.Main St., Mesa.AZ 85213 
GREENFIELD VILLAGE (602) 832-6400 
111 S. Greenfleld Rd., Mesa, AZ 85206 
LOST DUTCHMAN 1-800-468-7294 
400 N Plaza Dr., Apache Jct., AZ 85220 
MESA REGAL (602) 830-2821 
4700 E. Main St.. Mesa, AZ 85205 
MONTE VISTA 1-800-435-7128 
8865 E. Baseline Rd., Mesa, AZ 85208  
ROADHAVEN 
1000 S. Idaho Rd., Apache Jct., AZ 85219 
ROCK SHADOWS (602) 982-0606 
600 S. Idaho Rd.. Apache Jct., AZ 85219 
SILVERIDGE 1-800-354-0054 
8265 E. Southern, Mesa. AZ 85208 
VALLE DEL ORO (602) 984-1146 
1452 S. Ellsworth Rd.. Mesa, AZ 85208 
VIEW POINT (602) 373-8708 
8700 E. University Dr.. Mesa, AZ 85207 
WEAVERS NEEDLE (602) 982-3683 
250 S. Tomahawk Rd., Apache Jct., AZ 85219 
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SQUARE & ROUND DANCING! 
The Valley's Nationally Known Professionals 
Square Dance Callers 
Daryl & Yvonne Clendenin 
Rich & Jeanne Dinkel 
Randy & Pam Dougherty 
Wade & Carla Driver 
Bob Fisk 
Bill & Pam Haynes 
Mo & Diane Howard 
Skip & Collette Hughes 
Jerry & Sharon Junck 
Dan & Jill Nordbye 
Claude & Glenda Ross 
Allen & Irene Roth 
Gaylon & VonDyne Shull 
Mike & Judy Sikorsky 
Round Dance Cuers 
Barbara & Wayne Blackford 
Ray & Anne Brown 
Bobbye & Norm Cooper 
Leo & Reatha Lange 
Ed & Betty Middlesworth 
Mary Ann & Bob Rother 
Donna & Lynn Roumagoux 
Dan & Doris Sobala 
Clogging Instructors 
Pam & Randy Dougherty 
Ed & Betty Middlesworth 
Irene & Allen Roth 
Elaine Steele 
For More Information: 
Secretary/Treasurer 
Norma Wylie-Buehman 
607 So. 83rd Way 
Mesa, Az 85208 
(602) 986-5084 




Square and Round Dance Service 
1050 TOULON DR. 
MARION, OH 43302 
1— 800 - 328 - 3800 
RECORDS-RECORDS-RECORDS-RECORDS-RE CORDS-RECORDS 
( CURRENT AND OLDIES AVAILABLE !!! ) 
Square, Round, Clogging, Pop, Country and Texas 
Two-step Reoords 
(ALL LABELS) 
OVER 50,000 SQUARE/ROUND DANCE RECORDS IN STOCK 
WE CARRY ALL LABELS INCLUDING POP'S! 
COMPARE OUR PRICE - $3.75* 
(*except for Telemark, Hoctor, Folkcraft, Sydney Thompson, 
Grenn, Lloyd Shaw, Elk, and Special Pressed Rounds) 
ROUND DANCE TAPE SERVICE 
A Monthly Tape With All The New Releases 
THAT'S 12 TAPES PER YEAR!!! 
(Plus Other Bonus Tapes Free) 
$40.00 PER YEAR! 
MONTHLY SQUARE DANCE TAPE SERVICE ONLY 
$40.00 PER YEAR' 
• Monthly Newsletter Available 	EVERY DAY SHIPPING!!! 
• Caller & Cuer Accessories COMPARE OUR SERVICE! 
• Speaker Stands, Microphones 
• Needles, Books, Etc. 
NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED!!! 
Visa & Mastercard Accepted 
FAX NOW AVAILABLE 24 HRS: 1-800-328-3800 
INTERNATIONAL CALLS OR FAX :1-614-389-5919 
4:ron;edance, 11.,:;',5,1 19'92 
G Bill&BobuioNvisti 
THINGS WE AGREE WITH 
we read lots of articles. We disagree with many opinions but we also agree 
with a lot of them too. 
We believe that square dancing is for 
everyone — but since it is a team sport you 
have to join or interact with a compatible 
team. If you only want to dance once a 
month, don't expect to interact too much 
with dancers who want to dance twice a 
week. Find others who are also happy with 
dancing once a month and a caller who has 
one night a month available — there are 
lots of those. 
Of course, if you tried square dancing, 
and you were the slowest learner in your 
group, you were probably frustrated a lot. 
It is the same with us when we play golf. 
Needless to say, we don't have much time 
for golf now that we're retired. However, if 
we wanted to play once a quarter, we could 
do that and accept a 20 handicap. There are 
even friends with a 3 handicap who would 
play with us. It would probably not become 
the basis for regular interaction, however. 
We agree with Bill Heyman that it is 
better for dancers to work at becoming 
good at a given level before going on to the 
next. In our area most people are Plus dan-
cers. However, there is a strong attraction 
for many to want to become Advanced dan-
cers. For whatever reason, there is not that 
much appeal in getting very good at Plus. 
Plus APD is very hard to promote. 
Club level Plus dancers do not do well at 
occasional open Hard—Plus or hot hash 
dances. The only dancers who have fun at 
hard Plus dances are good Advanced and 
Challenge dancers. Not all Advanced and 
Challenge dancers are in that category. 
However, because those who are good can 
do Plus APD, people believe that 
workshopping at Advanced will make you 
a good Plus dancer. 'T'ain't necessarily so. 
What is not clear to these people is that 
those people who are good at Advanced 
and Challenge were also good at Plus. 
Taking an Advanced class or workshop is 
not sufficient to make that happen. Unfor-
tunately, in many areas of the country, the 
only way that you can get significant floor 
time at APD is at an Advanced class. And 
there's the rub. 
As I have said before, I like to call square 
dances. I know a lot of other callers who 
also like it. It is harder for some than for 
others. Some are blessed with a great 
memory. Some have a natural vocal style. 
Others have an entertainer's (or entertain-
ing) personality. The one thing that dan-
cers look for over the long run is for the 
caller to be in charge of what he is doing 
(the dance). Callers who feel ill at ease, not 
in charge. or otherwise frustrated calling 
square dances have a tough time. In spite 
of the tough time, they keep at it. If you have 
tried calling and feel that the frustration, 
hard work, and extra effort that is required 
is not worth it, then don't keep at it. Danc-
ing is a lot of fun. 
We agree that square dancing is not 
going to return to where it was twenty five 
years ago. We wouldn't want it to. The idea 
that if it did go back, all would be great 
again, lots of new people, etc. is just not 
realistic. It is not even enlightened. Even 
Stephen Hawking no longer believes that 
time will ever run backward. Our problems 
are not due to Callerlab, callers who like to 
write new calls, dancers who like to try new 
things, or callers who find it easier to put 
together an interesting dance using Plus 
calls rather than creating interesting se-
quences with Mainstream calls. Times 
change. That is only a problem of 
dinosaurs. 
So, accentuate the positive. Agree with 
the good stuff, and smile a lot. It's con-
tagious. • 





GRAN PRODUCTIONS presents 
WEEKEND GETAWAYS 
with the Grand Staff 
Special appearances by Spinet records staff 
Sept. 18-19,1992 The Grand Barn Dance 
A camp and dance weekend in Berea, KY 
Hotels available for non-campers 
May 28-31,1993 Memorial Day Get-away 
At beautiful Clifty Falls in Madison, IN 
Lodging, camping, or walk in. Two hardwood floor halls 
Free caller and dancer seminars 
Call or Write 
Grand Recordings 1709 Belmar Dr. Louisville, KY 40213-1407 
11111111111,1111111111111,11111111111111 
WE ARE amv RECORDINGS 
Kevin Robinson Jimm Robison Tim Carman 
Illi Kew Ref 
Little Rock and Roll Angel 
by Tim arriner 	-10 1110 
Boot Scootin' Boogie 
by Tim Carman 
e 
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LENGTH AND WAIST ADJUSTABLE PETTICOAT 
60 YARD DOUBLE LAYER 
To make it buslferjari now the 
bulon owr on the elastic To ,.nuke 
it shorter put renew naval dame 
and slip into ,ruching one wh or 
000 inch. below. 
1592 NYLON ORGANDY $42.95 
0542 SOFT CHIFFON 	$3695 
0500 CRYSTAL 	 $69.95 
MATCHING PETTIPANTS 11930 
POMP3111 & Peeped colon What. had. Black. Navy, La Yellow. It 
Peak, Li Blue, Natural. Wine, Aqua, Lilac, Purp/e. Royal. Kelly, Dub 
Roa Lek. itearry. Peacock Inue 
MESQUITE SHIRTS 
65% porty/35% &attar Colors While Rai, Royal Blue, Dbty Rose. 
Black, Brown, Nary, LBac, Yak's', Peak, Peach, Cam, Peacock Blue, 
Grey. Sac 15-17 1/2 521.95. 14-19 533.95 
O0% polry/24% caeca Calm: Where,Whise, 
Creankreams. Ix Fibre/La Blue 
Sam 15-17 95. 10.19 534 95 
RANGER PANTS $38.95 each 
liana& Want, Snap Pocket. 
100% Poly Cokes Buigrarch, Whim 
Kt!),  Glom, Tan, Black, Red, 
La Grey, Mai Grey. Royal. Navy 
Doty Rm.. Powder Blue. Brown 
Sam 	Ef. 30. 31. 32, 33, 34. 35. 
36, 37, 34 40, 42, 44. 46.41•  
65% Foly(15% Cettoe Orion White, they, Black. Navy Brawls 
CHEYENNE Pull leather upper & lam& 
Squint dam. A casual drea la men Steel 
d ank. C•11,006 isom, crepe °mole & Seel 
Extremely comfortable Black, Where, 
Brown, Bone, IY4 7-13, W 7-13 	 CHEYENNE $52.95 
MR. STOMPUt & MS. STOMPER 
Clam lam Style Oxford, inclined glove 
leather upper, wood keel w&11 canpaitann 
resole Great .hoe for clogging. ap. round 
&arm or ballroom 
Maas Mae M 2.14 (6-11 wgh half saes) & 
W 7-13 (/•11 with half 	Wde width pew 
Ware& Colors Black & Wtoe. 
Leal.. dam 5.10N (AA). 4 10M (13). 
410W (D) Half meat evailabk_ Color. Wlaie 
*frienk..„.  
STOMPERS 540.95 









	Western Squares, Intl. 
6420 Gravms • Si Louie MO 63116 
(314) 353 7230 
140 
I  [I: '11,1 
WALTZ FOR LOVERS 
COMPOSERS: Armand & Joan Daviau 
RECORD: Grenn 15019-B (All My Love) 
DANCE: Waltz 
LEVEL: Phase III 
FOOTWORK: Woman's special instruc-
tions in parentheses 
SEQUENCE: INTRO - A - A - B- B- ENDING 
INTRO 
1-4 	Wait 2 meal;; Sd drw tch L & R;; 
1-4 Cp wall wait;; sd L, drw R, tch R to L; sd R, drw L, tch L R; 
PART A 
1-8 	HOVER; MANUV; BK WALTZ;; DIP TWIST; REC DRW; 2 LEFT TRNS END COH;; 
1-4 	Fwd L, fwd & sd R rising, rec fwd L scp; fwd R trng RF 1/4 RVLOD, 
sd L, cl R cp;; bk L, bk R, cl L; bk R, bk L, cl R; 
5-8 	Bk L relax L knee; hold, hold; rec R, drw I fwd continuing motion 
past R, -; fwd & tin Left L, sd R, cl L; bk & tin R, sd L, cl R COH; 
9-16 REPEAT - 1-8 WILL BE TO REV LOD (EXCEPT MEAS. 2 - MANUV WILL BE TO END FAC LOD) 
PART B 
1-8 	WHISK; SEMI CHASSE; THRU FAN FLARE; BEHIND SIDE THRU CHECK; REC SIDE THRU; TWIRL 
VINE; THRU SIDE CLOSE; CANTER; 
1-4 	Fwd L, fwd & sd R, XLIB of R; thru R, sd Lid R, sd & fwd LSCP; thru R, fan L clockwise, 
flare L counter clockwise; XLIB of R, sd R, thru L checking RVSCP; rec R, sd L, 
thru R SCP LOD; sd L, XRIB of L, sd L (woman twirl RF R,L,R); thru R, sd L, cl R; sd L, 
drw R, cl R to L cp wall; 
9-16REPEAT 1-8 
ENDING 
DIP TWIST; TWIRL R TO OP FACING - RAISE M'S L & W'S RIGHT ARMS UP AND HOLD WHILE MUSIC 
FADES. 
NICK] Low cut theatrical vamp, 2 m 
covered leather Sad, bp gram leather uppers. 
fully lined, self ad; bakk, chrome eplit 
le•thei °iambics. steel shank. full Sal 
comae. mind 	ColoraStres 
16 k. P4 5-11, N 6-9, W 5 1;2 .10, 
Had. M 6-9 IA N 7-9, W 5.9, 
Save, 	6-10, N 7.9. W 7.10, 
White M 5.11, N 6-11. W 5-10 
113-STEPPE3t " T soap flat 
Al glove leather upper. elk role. with gull 
madam usola that will make walking or 
dattmag • pkamle llas oboe • steolutely 
raw m COMICT.0011 & comfort. Saes NMW 
4 1/2 11 Cobra Black. Wbrie, Red 
mikas-ITC' 	Dee Wanner en comfort 
Tiesdnonal silk 1" heel, gbve leather upper, 
fully stmt Lad. chrome leathei °insole 
Mack & Rod. N 5.12.M 4 12. W 5 10 with 
1.7 uxes, Whir S 6.10 Leh 
TO ORDER: Stale styks, color, ere and price, send with your name. 
addible, ally, stale zip and telephone numbs( Please add SA 00 
Ice shipping and handing Missouri customers please add 5.725% 
sales tax Foreign shipments please add $en 00 per torn Canada 
Hawaii 6 Alaska residents add $3.00 per hem 
CHARGE PURCHASES: Send card number. name printed on card 
and •xpraton dab of card VISA and MASTERCARD incepted 
Allow 3-4 Wake fat Dekvery 
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BOB & JANETTE KEMPER 
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 
A retired caller who used to sing in the choir with Janette once made the state-
ment that "those square dance clothes took 
me places that a tuxedo never would have." 
After Bob & Janette had danced on the 
square dance float in the rose Parade, cued 
rounds at the Congressional Square Dance 
Reception, cued rounds on the steps of the 
National Capitol in Washington, D.C., 
helped "measure" the Mayor of Memphis 
for a coffin, and met numerous mayors, 
governors and presidents, they heartily 
agreed. 
In the early sixties, Bob and Janette en-
rolled in a square dance class. After they 
saw some unfamiliar dancing that the caller 
explained was something called round 
dancing, they were fascinated and wanted 
to know more about it. Their caller stated 
that the worst mistake he ever made was 
teaching the Kempers Left Footers One 
Step. 
They have been involved in many phases 
of the square dance movement. locally they 
have taught at their round dance club, cued 
at several square dance clubs and at special 
dances, and held offices in clubs. They are 
the founders of the Council of East Tenn. 
Square and Round Dance Clubs. 
Bob is past president of the Tennessee 
State Association of Square and Round 
Clubs and was one of the six signers of the 
charter. They have been education chair-
man, area vice president and delegate. 
They started the state newsletter and direc-
tory. They were chairman of the state con-
vention and programmed both squares and 
rounds at another. They have taught and 
cued at 12 scat e conventions. As a result of 
their work they were presented the Mike 
Stokes Memorial Award. 
The Salt Lake City National Square 
Dance Convention was the 23rd on they 
have attended and have taught, cued, con- 
ducted workshops , and been MC's at most 
of them. At the Memphis 1980 they served 
as round dance education vice chairman, 
and at the Memphis 1990 National they 
were the director of contra after—parties. 
They have been moderator of panels and 
also panel members and have done 
workshops at Nationals. 
Bob has been president, secretary, and 
editor of the dixie Round Dance Council. 
They have taught at many festivals and con-
ventions. In the past they directed the 
"Vols and Dolls" Demo Group. They are 
members pf LEGACY and ROUN-
DALAB. 
Recently they have published their 
Handbook for Square Dance Leaders, 
which includes information helpful for run-
ning a club. This book has resulted from 
work in presenting Mini—Legacies, writing 
a Manual for the Tennessee Clubs, and 
presenting talks to new clubs upon request. 
Bob is a retired registered professional 
engineer and is now an adjunct faculty 
member at a junior college. Janette is a 
retired draftsman. They are both trained 
genealogists. They have 3 daughters, 2 
granddaughters, and a grandson. 
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RECORD DEALERS 
LIAILORDER—MASTERRECORDSERVICE 
P.O. Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716 (602-993-9932) 
Square, Round. ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7039 
HoustonTX77248-7309 
Phone713-862-7077 
SPECIALTY RECORDS & SUPPLIES 
PO Box 335 
Largo FL 34649 
882-DANCE(3262or813-535-3043 
All Labels, amplifiers, needles, etc. 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
1050 Toulon Dr. 
Marion0H43302(1-800-328-3800 
SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
TolIF ree: I -800-445-7398 (U.S. &Gonads) 
THE Profession& Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records 8 Equipment 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N.E. Halsey, Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7623 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
Just 522.50 Yr. & You keep the tapes. 
EDDIES ANO BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box17668-1835S.Buckner 
DallesTX75217-0668(214-398-7508) 
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd. 
Denver CO 802214 
Phone303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
MIKE'S RECORDS 
9356 Natick Ave. 
Sepululveda, CA 91343 (818)894-5621 
Owners: Mike & Millie Sikorsky 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
LondonE17, England (Ph.081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Speciaty. Member NA5RDS 
BADGES 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: 52.59 plus 50c postage & handling. 
PAULY'S (715-845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau W 54402 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
Club, Fun, & Mini Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA—MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Alburquerque NM 87190 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
FreeCataogue -Ph.1-800-352-KAMO 
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D & H ENGRAVING 
7041stSt.N.E.(205-373-2788) 
Aliceville AL 35442 
Club, Fun & Mini Badges 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main. 
MooreOK 73160-5105(405-794-5774) 
MailOrder 1 -800-669-5774 
Many Times Free Set-up 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
DonBeck (508-897-9767) 
176 West Acton Road 
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
MainstrearnthroughA-2 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
216 Williams Street 
Huron, OH 44839 (419) 433 2188 
Write for free sample 
DANCE TIME NOTES FOR CALLERS 
Dick Han219-583-5902 
513 South Bluff St. 
Monticello IN 47960 
Write for Free Sample 
CANADIAN CALLERS NOTES 
Joe Uebelacker 
RR4, Peterborough, Ontario K9J 6X5 
Canada(705-652-7868) 
Basic thru Plus; Cl thru C3; Al & A2 sup. 
MAINSTREAM FLOW 
Forthe'Complete-ClubCaller 
1735 Deer Run, San Antonio, TX 78232 
RustyFenne11-512-490-1010 
Write or Call for complimentary Copy 
TAPE SERVICE 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sample 
tape. Palomino SiD Service, 1050 Toulon Dr., Marion OH 43302 
Phone1-800-328-3800 
FREEI SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New 5/0 Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1650 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 —A Peeled Gift for Your Caller 
CalITOLLFREE1-800-445-7398(U.S.&Canada) 
Bill & Peggy Heyman, PO BOX 687 
RidgewoodNJ,07451-0687 
ALLEMANDE SHOP RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga TN 37411 
1-800-346-4867 	 1-615-499-6554 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phona713-862-7077 
TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught all-position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. A-1 and A-2 taug ht with walkthru & practice of 
all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls, are wide-
ly acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes, dance tapes & 
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two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote, 
140 McCandless PI., Wexford PA 15090. 
     
DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS, PO Box 687 
Ridgewood. NJ 074510687, 1-800-445-7398 US & Canada 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
    
  
BOOKS 
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800 
different calls and movements; $25.00. 1992 Edition. New Type, 
New Binder. Order from Jon Sanborn, 661 Middlefield Rd., 
SalinasCA93901-1004.Phone408-443-0761. 
       
           
      
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
HoustonTX77248-7309.713-862-7077 
    
     
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
10331 Lindley Ave #145 
Northridge, CA 91326 818 363 4454 
Wholesale Only 
    
  
STEP-CLOSE-STEPROUNDDANCEBASICS 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved ter-
minology, mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, 
tango, cha the and ballroom. Coordinate with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book end/or records from Frank Lehnert, 
2844, S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
        
       
SID PRODUCTS 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
-TheProlessional SourceFor DanceAudio" 
Largest selection of professional calling 
and cueing equipment, 
records and publications available from one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
P.O. Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, 
CalITOLLFREE1-800-445-7398 
(201-445-4369 Foreign) 
    
  
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS-
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples for dan. 
cars and callers, Book 1 (Red), Mainstream; Book 2 (Green), 
Plus program and Al & A2. Please specify which book you are 
ordering. To order send $4.00 (including domestic postage) to 
Supreme Audio, Inc. P.O. Box 687, Ridgewood, NJ 07451-0687. 
        
  
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED-An easy and simplesystemfor 
new sight caller's. Based on the premise that anyone can sight 
call. Price $7.00 Order front Whitey Aamot, 312 Lilac Ct, Waseca 
MN 56093 
        
      
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Fivecoloteye-catchingSEALSonall 
correspondence, checks, etc., are an invitation to square danc-
ing. Order from 3070 Summer Ave., #56, Memphis TN 38112-
2450. 3 sheets (50 each), $1.50 p&h; 10 sheets, $3 + 756 p&h; 
20 sheets, $5.00+$1.30 ppd; 100 sheets, $17.50 +$2.50 p&h 
(Samples on request. SASE appreciated) 
   
  
R/D BOOKS by K. Anderson: (1) Fancy Footwork: The Art of 
Round Dancing, (2) Fancy Figures (FF):Two-Step (I-111), (3) FF: 
Easy Level Waltz (I-III), (4) FF: Phase III Moderns (FT, AS, Arg 
Tgo), (5) FF: Phase III Latins (CC, Rmb, Mmb, Jv). Comprehen 
sew references for beg/adv dancers, step-by-step direc-
tions/diagrams for figNanations. $15.95 each + p/h ($2.50) first 
bk;500 eaaddl). Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box 7162. Mesa 
AZ 85206. 
        
       
YAK STACK-Sound Columnslor Callers 
Write P.O. Box 361, Tolland CT 06084 -0361 
Phone203-647-7530 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
$10.00 Per 100 plus $4.00 shipping 
    
  
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner & 
Couple dances. Book It, Continues on I; Book III, Photographed 
Turnsl; Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book V, Line Dances Galore; 
Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottisches; Book VII, More 
Photographed Turns, Order by number. $20 each includes pstg. 
8 handling. Kelly Gellette, PO Box 43425, Las Vegas NV 89116. 
        
           
      
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCETHEME COUNTED CROSS-
STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea. + $1.50 pstg. per order. State patterns available 
upon request at $1.50 ea. + 506 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome. 
Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican Trail, Wilmington NC 
28409. 
   
  
POTLUCKS AND PETTICOATS, 336 pages of square dancers' 
favorite recipes AND a full color history of American S/13. Club 
fundraisers-Christrnaspresents-everyday usel $11.95plus$1.50 
shpg. Quanrty discounts. Potlucks and Petticoats, PO Box 129, 
Dillard GA 30537. Creditcardorders404-746-2134. 
       
      
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers•microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone:510-682-8390 
    
  
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM 
ED FOOTE. 5 books available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 book), 
C1, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the indicated pro-
gram from a variety of positions, also includes helpful hints for 
dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, laser 
printing provides clear sharp images. The most complete 
diagram books for Plus, Advanced & Challenge available today. 
Cost: 514.10/book includes shpg. ($15.10 for C3A). (Canada 
add $.65). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford 
PA 15090. 
        
           
      
WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
thirty 101. Hand held microphone $290. Leveler $280. Ecomical 
TR 100 hand held $85. Shipping tidal. Also: Samson Telex.  
Free catalog. WORLDTONE MUSIC, 230 Seventh Ave., New 
York NY 1001. 212.691-1934 
   
      
VARIABLE SPEED CASSETTE PLAYERS 
Califone 4530 $125. Marantz 201 $235. Shipping addt'l. Other 
models available. Also variable speed dual cassette players, 
compact disc players, phonos. free catalog. WORLDTONE 
MUSIC, 230 7th Ave., NY, NY 10011. 212-691-1934 
   
  
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING-Acomprehensivel 1 7,414word 
glossary-reference manual for teacher, beginners, experienced 
dancers. Over 2200 ballroom 8 RD terms, articles, desc & defini-
tions. Order now $13.50 ppd. Fred Haury, 8810 La Grime de Oro 
Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111. 505-298-5050. 
       
      
BLANK AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES 
Agfa 649. fifty 10' tapes 706 es. Fifty 15'tapea 756 es. Fifty 20' 
tapes 80c ea. Other lengths and quantities available. Shipping 
adrn't Also audio equipment. Free catalog. WORLTONE 
MUSIC, 230 7th Ave., NY, NY 10011. 212-691-1934 
  
  
CALLERS/CUERS LOG BOOK-Anewprograminglrackingtool 
for classes, workshops and club dances. To keep an ongoing 
record of songs used, moves used and what worn to the dance. 
Available in MS-A2 and PH1-PH5. SNOWBIRD PRODUCTIONS 
12345-76st. EDM. ALTA. CAN. T513 2E3. 
      
     
VIDEOS 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed 
Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video about 90 
min. long. Presentations organized and complete. 549.95-one 
tape. 579.95-both tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk 
Ave., Alliance OH 44601 
   
  
CLUB LEADERSHIP MATERIAL 
LEGACY'SCLUB LEADERSHIPJOURNAL-Theonly square 
dance publication written exclusively for club leaders, has 
answers and ideas that workl Request your complimentary copy 
by writing CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, PO Box 766, Plover 
WI 54467.0766 or calling 715-3416603. You'll be glad! 
      
     
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls are 
taught all position for dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. Numerous walkthrus of the more difficult calls 
at each Callerlab program, along with brief samples of dancing, 
and hints for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is em- 
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phasized. 4 video tapes available: Mainstream, Plus, A-1, A[2, 
each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format. Cost: $39.95-1 
tape; $59.95 2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave., 
Alliance OH 44601. 
ASSOCIATIONS 
NATIONAL SO CAMPERS ASSOCIATION 
Dept. B. PO Box 224, Little Chute WI 54140 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest. 
Our caller staff is outstanding, with all levels of squares. We offer 
superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms, swimming pool and 
a staff that pampers you I Write Copecrest SID Resort, PO Box 
129 D il lard GA30537, orcall 404-746-2134 
WESTERN MONTANA Square and Round Dance Vacation, May 
30-Sept 7. 11 miles south of Missoula. Dancing every evening. 
National Callers on weekends. No packages. Campground 
among the pines on Lobo Creek. Square & Round Dance Can 
ter, 9955 Highway 12, Lolo, MT 59847. 406.273-0141 
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY,year-round32 
sessions of workshops and party dances per week. Built for dan-
cers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD R.V. PARK, 
4525 Graham Rd. Harlinten, TX 78552. 512-423-1170. Bring ad 
for free nile and dance. 
MAGAZINES 
APART POINT MAGAZINE, The Internation Round Dance 
Magazine attuned to the needs of the Round Dancer and Leader. 
Cue sheets, article by "on staff leaders, 'pop' poll, and much more. 
Rates: US $22, Can. $29, Others $29. Send to Apart Point, 
33369 Tollhouse Rd., Tollhouse CA 93667 or call 209-841-3728 
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE, the choice of the best informed 
Dancers, Leaders, Teachers & Cuers in the RD activity—since 
1957. FREE introductory package. Write: ROM Intro Pkg. RD 1-
Box843,Petersburg,PA16669-9304.Call814-667-2530. 
(US Sub $20/yr.) 
EQUIPMENT REPAIR 
LESTER AURIA SOUND. $45.00 will clean noisy controls, 
check storbe light, check turntable speed, power supply, record 
rest , motor & turn table drive wheel, and clean & lubricate plus 
much more. MAJOR REPAIRS NOT INCLUDED. Laster Auria 
11662 Excello St., Artesia, CA 90702 (310)9248850 
FOR SALE 
HI HAT 
Round Dance Record Company 
MacGregor Squares 
Inquire: Pete Metzger, 2525 N. Bourbon, Ei3 
Orange, CA 92665 714-921-9066 
SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
Thriving business serving metro Phoenix and retirement and 
resort cokmmunities of Sun Cities and Surprize Arizona. 
Ownerretiring—PricedtoSell—potentialbuyersmustpre-qualify 
Carol Poll 6402 W. Glendale Suite 8, Glendale, AZ 85301 
602-931-7805 
WANTED 
OLD 'SETS IN ORDER' SOUARE DANCE ALBUMS 
Basics, Mainstream, whatever 




by H. Orlo Hoadley 
Square Dance 
. . T . 
VAISle 6 dung 8 Chapters Square-Dance Music Timing the Call Actions 
lu, 
Microtiming 
Timing for the Calls 
Alphabetical Timing Table 
H. Orio Wadley Dancing With the Music 
Timing the Call Delivery 
The Q-Chart 
Rhythm is the essence of all true danicng. 
Without rhythm, you are not dancing! 
I 	Li i 
•C ria, 	'9 NEW 4. 
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RUBY ANN- BELCO 405 
Choreography by Jack & Ann Von Der Heide 
A nice easy P-2 basic two step cued by Jack 
ONE IIAS MY NAME-BELCO 405 BELCO 355 
Choreography by C.O. & Chris Guest 
Good music with a comfortable repress of P-2 two 
step cued by the late C.O. 
011 YOU KID-MCR 094-1111831 
Choreography by Joe Varelll 
Good peppy music with a good busy 3 two step cued 
by pete Metzger 
WHEY MARIE-MGR 094 
Choreography by Pete & Carol Metzger 
Pretty music and good little different three part P-2 
waltz cued by Pete. 
BYE BYE BLUES-GRENN 14002-GRENN 15009 
Choreography by Dr. Grant Longley 
Good music with an 8 measure line dance routine 
SUNNY MOOD-GRENN 15015-GRENN 37036 
Choreography by Dr. Grant Longley 
Good music with an 8 measure line dance 
CIIICAGO-GRENN 17044 
Choreography by Dr. Grant Longley 
Good music with an 8 measure line dance. 
SOUND OF MUSIC-TELEMARK 4005 
Choreography by Peter & Bcryl Barton 
Good music with an already popular P-6 fox-trot 
BLUE SIDE OF LONESOME-ELK 019 
Choreography by Jimmy & Carol Griffin 
Pretty music-Tom Perry vocal & a nice waltz P-3 + 2 
JEALOUS BONE-MCA S7-54271 
Choreography by Steve & Jean Phitson 
Good Patty Loveless vocal with a comfortable jive 
P-5 + 1 
THERE GOES MY EVERYTIIING-RCA 447-0679 
Choreography by I'hil & Becky Guenthner 
Good Elvis vocal with a nice waltz P-3 +1 
WIZEN IT COMES TO YOU-BNA 62235-7 
Choreography by Gene & Linda Krueger 
Good John Anderson vocal with a good basic easy 
going cha P-3 
CADILLAC STYLE-MERCURY 868812-7 
Choreography by Ronnie & Bonnie Bond 
Good country Sammy Kershaw vocal with a I'-2 two 
step &P-4 Jive routine 
EVERY SECOND-EPIC 34-74242 
Choreography by Pris & J.C. Collins 
Good country Collin Raye vocal with a P-2+1 (fish-
tail & rev traveling box) 
ROMANTIC CIIA-WB 7-19319 
Choreography by Craig Jones 
4 part basic P-4 cha-music by Karyn White. 
NOTIIING'S CHANGED-REPRISE 7.19256 
Choreography by Craig Jones 
Dwight Yoakum vocal with a 3 part basic P.4 jive 
ONE MORE TIME-GRENN 14240 
Choreography by Joe & Jo Carnevale 
Good music with a comfortable P-2 waltz with inter-
esting variations 
GOLDEN DREAMS-GRENN 14273 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Little different P-2 waltz with left & right turning 
boxes 
SINGING IN THE RAIN-GRENN 14186 - 17040 
Choreography by Dallas & Lillian Tinting 
Good peppy music with a lively P-3 twostepwithsusie 
Q and stairs 
HEARTBREAKS OF LOVE-GRENN 14135 
Choreography by Jim & Jennie Runnels 
Good music with a quite different P-4 waltz 
SPARKLING WALTZ-GRENN 14128 
Choreography by Audrey & Loren Hildebrand 
A good lilting P-2 waltz with good music 
ONE NIGIIT OF LOVE-IIOCTOR 1634 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Pretty music & a nice P4 waltz 
SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES-MERCURY 71383 
OR COLLECTABLES 4202 
Choreography by FAI & Yvonne Rust 
Good music by the Platters with an interesting syn-
copated fox-trot & two step P-3+ 1 (diamond turns) 
TEXAS SIDE STEP-WBS 7-18995 
Choreography by floss & Kit Waldorf 
Good country music Deanna Cox with a comfortable 
P-2+1 (fishtail) two step 
AM I THAT EASY TO FORGET-WBS 7-18995 
Choreography by Doug & VI Hooper 
Good music (Prairie Oyster) & a good twostep &jive 
P-3+2 
LEAP OF FAITH-MCA S7-54078 
Choreography by Aaron Smith 
Good Lionel Cartwright vocal with a basic three part 
rumba P4 +1 (switch rock) 
SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR-MCA 60067 
Choreography by Nell & Jerry Knight 
Good Bill Haley & The Comets music with a little 
different easy two step P-2 +1 (figure 8) 
LOVE ME-EPIC 34-74051 
Choreography by Aaron Smith 
Good Collin Raye vocal with a comfortable fox-trot 
P4 +1 (hover cross). • 
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UISC....COUNT Recently Released Records 
Now Available 
Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PO Box 887, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
1-800-455-7398 
RELEASES ON TAPE FOR JULY. 1992 
Angry, Larry Cole, 	  RWRH 174 
Yesterday's Song, Red Bates, 	  SSR 144 
She Comes Around, Chuck Peel, 	 GE 0012 
Achy Breaky Heart, Elmer Sheffield,  ESP 177 
Still Burning For You, Chuck Peel, 	 GE 0014 
Smokey Mountain Boy, Francis Zeller,  D717 
Now rm Gone, John Kwaiser, 	  CK 108 
Love Potion #9, Craig Rowe 	  ESP 716 
Texas Girls, Andy Potrero, CD 253 
Bonanza. Allen Tipton. 	  JPESP626 
Dixie Flyer, Dean Crowell,  CD 254 
Middle Ground, Jerry Story, 	  RYL 117 
We Bury The Hatchet, Guy Adams, 	 0 889 
When Will I Be Loved, Tony Oxendine ,  RYL 215 
Wake Up Little Susie, Vic Kaaria, 	 GWR 108 
My Heart Skips A Beat, 
Jerry Story,T. Oxendine 	  RYL 311 
	
This OLd House, Red Boot Boys    RB 3030 
Outbound Plane, Mike Huddleson, 	 Card 13 
Achy Breaky Head, Don Williamson,  RB 3032 
Cry, Baby Cry, Wayne McDonald, 	 HH 5142 
That's The Way Love Goes, Sammy Myrick, RBS 1344 
Little rock N Roll Angel, Tim Martinet', . . 	 Grand 402 
Hey Good Lookin, Norm Wilcox, 	 ABS 1345 
Against The Grain, Ken Kirby,  RMR 302 
Allee HoeciowniBig Bird Hoedown, 	 SD 217 




A n aspect of square dancing which is 
.rarely considered is square breathing, 
yet it is done all the time. However, if the 
breathing is not done correctly, the square 
could break down. 
Square breathing means the expansion 
and contraction of the set as calls are done. 
Example: In a starting double pass thru 
position, everyone is close together holding 
hands. Now the command "Double Pass 
Thru" is given. In order to physically do the 
call without people walking directly into 
one another, the square must expand. 
Everyone will adjust sideways to pass right 
shoulders. At the completion of the call, all 
must slide sideways together to join hands 
and make a tight set, which causes the 
square to contract. 
Example: facing lines, on the call "Pass 
Thru", the square will expand as dancers 
move sideways to avoid running into the 
dancer in front of them. After the call is 
done, the dancers will slide sideways back 
together to take hands, which is the con-
traction. 
Example: From a starting double pass 
thru position, the caller says: "Centers Pass 
the Ocean". In order for the centers to have 
room to do the call, the outsides will usually 
back up a step, which is the expansion. If 
the next calls are: "Centers step forward 
and Cloverleaf', the original outsides will 
step forward to keep the square tight, 
which is the contraction. 
Most dancers do not think about the 
expansion phase , because it is obvious this 
has to be done in order to physically do the 
call. But it is the contraction phase that is 
vital, because a standard rule of good danc-
ing is that squares be small. If the dancers 
omit the contraction part, the square will 
American Squaredancti, August 1992 
be too large to operate efficiently and could 
break down as a result. 
Taking hands is the key to square con-
traction. If dancers take hands with arms 
bent with all adjacent dancers at the con-
clusion of every call, the contraction phase 
of square breathing will automatically 
occur about 80% of the time. But not al-
ways, as can be seen from our Cloverleaf 
example. 
Challenge dancers are very aware of 
square breathing, especially at C-2 and 
beyond. If everyone in the set is practicing 
square breathing at the same time, the 
square is beautiful to watch. But dancers at 
any program will benefit by having fewer 
breakdowns if they think about and prac-
tice square breathing. 
• • • • • • • 
The 27th National Advanced and Chal-
lenge Square Dance Convention will be 
held in Louisville, Kentucky at the Louis-
ville convention Center June 17-19, 1993, 
with a Trail—End Dance on June 16. For 
information write: Ed Foote, 140 Mc Cand-




Caller Mike Iluddleson 
Figure: Heads square thru 4, do sa do with corner, 
touch 1/4, walk & dodge, partner trade, right & left 
thru, pass the ocean, recycle, swing & promenade. 
DIXIE FLYER 
Circle D 254 
Caller: Dean Crowell 
Figure: Heads square thru 4, do sa do the corner, 
swing thru, boys run right, couples circulate, ladies 




Caller. Andy Petrere 
Figure: Meads promenade 1/2, walk in square thru 4, 
right & left thru, pass thru, trade by, swing thru, boys 
run right, ferris wheel, pass thru, swing & 
promenade. 
AIN'T NOTIIIN' WRONG WITH THE RADIO 
ESP 176 
Caller: Elmer Sheffield 
Figure: Heads promenade 1/2, walk in square thru 4, 
swing thru, girls fold, peel the top, square thru 4, 
trade by, swing the corner, promenade. 
ACHY BREAKY HEART 
ESP 177 
Caller: Elmer Sheffield 
Figure: Heads promenade 1/2, walk in square thru 4, 
swing thru, boys run, couples circulate, chain down 
the line, square thru 3, swing corner, promenade. 
WE BURY TILE HATCHET 
Quadrille 889 
Culler: Guy Adams 
Figure: 'leads square thru 4, make a right hand star, 
heads star lef t inside, corner do sa do, touch 1/4, scoot 
back, scoot back, swing & promenade. 
W110,WIIAT,WIIERE,WIIEN,WIIY,HOW 
Rocldn M Records 106 
Caller. Wayne Morvent 
Figure: Heads square thru 4, corner do sa do, touch 
1/4, scoot back, boys fold, double pass thru, (girls turn 
back) touch 1/4, boys trade, girls trade, swing that 
corner, promenade. 
BETTER CLASS OF LOSER 
Rockin M Records 107 
Culler: Wayne Morvent 
Heads promenade 1/2, walk in square thru 4, star thru 
, pass thru, partner trade, square thru 4, trade by, 
swing and promenade. 
AGAINST THE GRAIN 
Rockin M Records 302 
Culler: Ken Kirby 
Figure: Heads promenade 1/2, lead right do a right & 
left thru, swing thru, boys rua, bend the line, slide 
thru, square thru 3/4, swing & promenade. 
FRIENDS 
Rockin M Records 105 
Caller: Wayne Morvent-Dean Crowell 
Figure: Heads square thru 4, make right hand star, 
heads star left to same two, right and left thru, veer 
left, ferris wheel, centers pass thru, swing & 
promenade. 
COLUMBUS STOCKADE BLUES 
Rockin M Records 0021 
Caller: Nickey Zimmerman 
Flip Side Hoedown. 
SUPREME UNLEADED 
III Hat 658 
Caller: Bronc Wise 
The calls on this record are designed for two couples 
and are from the A-1 Program. Good hoedown 
record for callers. 
ROCK & ROLL ANGEL 
Ili Hat 5148 
Culler. Bronc Wise 
Figure: Heads promenade 1/2, pass the ocean, 
recycle, pass thru, swing thru, boys run, bend the line, 
slide thru, square thru 3/4, swing & promenade. 
ANYTIME 
Ill Hat 5147 
Caller Tom Perry 
Figure: I leads promenade 1/2, in the middle right & 
left thru, flutter wheel, sweep 1/4, pass thru, do sa do, 
swing thru, boys trade, swing the corner & 
promenade. 
ENGINE NUMBER 9 
Ili Hat 5145 
Caller: Tom Miller 
Figure: Heads promenade 1/2, in middle square thru 
4, right & left thru, veer left, ferris wheel, square thru 
3/4, swing & promenade. 
CLOSE OUT 
Last Available 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
90-Minute 
Home Study Program 
With Guide Book 
$35.00 Including Post 
LASRY CALLER SUPPLY 
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LEGACY SURVEY RESULTS 
LEGACY has completed their 5th Bien-nial survey, [New dancer Longevity], 
which gave some most interesting and posi-
tive responses. According to the survey, 
30% of the clubs offered no new dancer 
class. Another 10% of clubs had folded. 
Thus, we have a potential growth loss of 
40%! No business could continue to 
operate with these figures. 
Average class size was 20.1 individuals; 
during the September-December months 
the average number of drop-outs per class 
was 5.47 or a 27% loss. The drop-out rate 
decreased sharply throughout the rest of 
the teaching year. Thus, as would be ex-
pected, the earlier weeks are the critical 
weeks. 
The classes that had the lowest dropout 
rate, below 2% were those clubs offering: 
1. Qualified instructors 
2. Proceed at a reasonable pace. Take time 
to give good instruction of the basics, give 
them good grounding and the rest will 
come easier. 
3. Make it fun! Give a variety of dance, i.e. 
mixers, squares, simple rounds, quadrilles, 
circle dances. 
The 1992 Survey reinforced the 1990 
census in that, although there are fewer 
Community Dance Program type clubs, 
their average member is double that of a 
[normal] square dance club 
If you want quantity, then you must first 
have quality; quality of instruction, quality 
of programming, quality of variety. 
Club Leadership Journal, June-July, 
1992 (A LEGACY Education Publication 
for Club Leaders) 
CALIFORNIA SINGLES SQUARES 
by Don J. Selvey 
Here it is! The flyer for our Singles Squares Wheel & Deal Weekend, Dec.  
4 — 5, 1992 in Las Vegas.I am Don Selvey, 
President of the 26 year old association of 
California Singles Squares, an Association 
of Singles, Singles Clubs, and 
Single/Couple Clubs organized with the 
primary purpose of promoting Singles 
square dancing. Also I am serving as the 
Chairman in organization of the new Af-
filiation of Western States Singles Squares. 
We need your promotional help and will 
reward your club or association, financial-
ly. 
Last year we were at the Sands Interna-
tional Dance Festival talking to most of the 
approximately 1,000 singles out of almost 
6,000 dancers at that festival. (We had a 
double booth for Singles promotion 
donated to the Singles by Interface, Inc., 
the professional conference and conven-
tion organizers of the Sands International 
Dance Festival.) There the idea occurred 
to me, that since in 1992, the Sands Inter-
national Dance Festival is to be held during 
the week when it is more difficult for 
Singles to attend, might we hold a singles 
square dance weekend immediately before 
or immediately after the main festival? I 
approached the organizers of that festival. 
They were willing to talk to us about the 
concept. 
I called a meeting at the Arizona Singles 
Convention in January, 1992, of Singles 
Squares leaders from throughout the 
Western States, from Texas and Colorado 
to the Pacific, as an Affiliation of Western 
States Singles Squares. Some from the 
South, Midwest and East were there. too. 
The concept has been enthusiastically 
received by Singles almost everywhere! 
They ask me to work with Interface, Inc. to 
put together this Singles weekend. The Na-
tional Singles Squares USA offered us the 
services of their Regional directors 
throughout the West to promote it. 
This is It! We contracted with Interface, 
Inc. to produce the Singles Wheel & Deal 
Weekend at the end of the Sands Interna- 
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tional Dance Festival. Singles will be con-
tributing many, many hours in organizing 
and promoting. Vern Weese, popular 
singles caller from Southern Calif., is call-
ing and coordinating the callers with our 
approval. Our other callers are Larry Let- 
son, from Texas; Mac Letson from 
Alabama; Tom Miller, from Pennsylvania 
and Gary Carnes, popular caller of the 
largest singles clubs in Northern California. 
We may add more! Our nationally known 
round dance cuers are Jim & Bonnie Bahr, 
from Colorado and Richard & JoAnn Law-
son, from Alabama. The extremely popular 
Ghost Riders square dance and western 
band, who played the National Square 
Dance Convention in Texas and again in 
Utah, will be playing western after parties 
both Friday and Saturday evening. 
Our proceeds from this singles Wheel & 
Deal Weekend will be used for Singles 
square dance promotion throughout the 
West. $2.50 for each registration from their 
club or association will be sent to the clubs 
or associations named on the pre-registra-
tion forms in appreciation for our fellow 
dancers help and support in promoting our 
Singles Wheel & Deal Weekend. 
Couples are invited...encouraged to at-
tend. Their clubs will financially benefit, 
likewise. Better yet, everyone come for the 
week (Tuesday through Saturday) and per-
sonally receive an additional $10.00 off the 
combined registration of the Sands Square 
Dance Festival and the Singles Wheel & 
Deal Weekend! 
If you are not receiving our singles 
newsletter, send $2.50, now, to the address 
below! 
ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA 
SINGLES SQUARES, P. 0. BOX 171, 
CALISTOGA, CA.94515, (707) 942-4667 
N 
42nd NATIONAL S/D 
CONVENTION 
St. Louis, MO 
1 
GATEWAY TO KNOWLEDGE 
while at the 42nd National Square 
V V Dance convention in St. Louis don't 
miss an opportunity to improve your 
knowledge by attending the SHOWCASE 
OF IDEAS; A SEMINAR, PANEL OR 
CLINIC all being hosted by the EDUCA-
TION COMMITTEE. 
Seminars will be hosted by knowledge-
able persons from Callerlab, Roundalab, 
Contralab, LEGACY, and other national 
leaders. The planed Panels will enlighten 
you as to how things are being done in other 
areas of the country. You may be able to 
incorporate some of these ideas in your 
area. The Clinics will allow you to see and 
try some dance steps, movements, or styling 
that are new to you. A few minutes in one 
of these clinics may increase your enjoy-
ment of dancing for many years to come. 
The Showcase of Ideas will be an area 
that you won't want to miss. There will be 
displays from many Square Dance Or-
ganizations from around the world telling 
about their various activities. Also, the Pub-
lication Area will display various Square 
Dance related publications from around 
the world. Be sure to allow a couple of 
hours to visit all the displays in these areas. 
GATEWAY TO KNOWLEDGE ac-
tivities will be occurring throughout the 
convention. Don't miss them or you will be 
missing a sure bet to improve your enjoy-
ment of the Square Dance movement. 
The 26th National Advanced and Chal-lenge Square Dance Convention was 
held in Virginia Beach, VA. this past June. 
1300 dancers from 36 states, District of 
Columbia, 4 Canadian provinces, England, 
Germany, Japan and Sweden attended the 
three-day event. Half of the dancers were 
present for the Wednesday night Trail-
End dance and Thursday morning Non-
Staff Caller Dance. 
Dancing was held in the Virginia Beach 
Convention Center and adjacent Radisson 
Hotel with five halls of continuous dancing: 
A-2, C-1, C-2, C-3A, C-3B and also a 
part-time C-4 hall. 
Staff Callers were Ed Foote, Dave Hob-
son, Ross Howell, Mike Jacobs, Lee Kop-
man, Ron Libby, John Marshall, Ben 
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Rubright, Ann Uebelacker and Dave Wil-
son. Associate Callers participating during 
the convention were Saundra Bryant, Steve 
Kopman, Dave Lightly, Johnny Preston 
and Tim Scholl. Callers are selected by vote 
of the dancers at the preceding year's con-
vention. Eleven additional callers par-
ticipated in a special Non—Staff Caller 
dance. 
John and Gladys Clark, formerly of 
Dayton, Ohio and now living in Sarasota , 
Florida were recognized for being the only 
couple to have attended all 26 conventions. 
Herb and Monica Seitz, chairmen of the 
dancer's Advisory Board, stated in the 
Convention program book that the NACC 
is unique in many ways: 1. Most of the top 
names in Advanced and Challenge are 
present as Staff Callers; 2. It is the only 
Convention which allows dancers to vote 
on Staff Callers for the following year; 3. It 
is the only convention which uses an ad-
visory board of dancers to help make 
decisions of importance to its success; 4. It 
is the only convention which allows for the 
programming of callers not on staff, there-
by recognizing up—coming and on—going 
talent. 
The 27th Convention will be held in the 
air—conditioned Convention Center in 
Louisville, KY. June 17-19, 1993, with a 
Trail—End Dance June 16. For information 
write: Ed & Marilyn Foote, 140 Mc-
Candless Dr., Wexford, PA. 15090 
CALLIEILILAR 
SUMMARY OF THE 19TH ANNUAL 
CALLERLAB CONVENTION 
ALLERLAB, the International As-
k..sociation of Square Dance Callers, 
recently held it's 19th annual convention in 
Virginia Beach, Virginia. Over 650 callers 
and partners attended the three day busi-
ness convention. 
Throughout the convention, many of the 
special interest sessions were audio taped 
for the membership. Interest sessions on 
"How To Teach", "The Importance of 
Communication in Being Successful", 
"History and Heritage", and a session on  
the care and use of the caller's vice, were 
just some of the valuable topics that were 
presented. In all, there were 25 taped ses-
sions available at a minimal cost to the 
membership. 
In addition to the special interest ses-
sions, many committee meetings were 
scheduled. These are designed to allow 
committee members to discuss any and all 
business related topics pertaining to their 
committees. There was much discussion in 
the Mainstream and Plus Committee meet-
ings regarding changes to the current 
programs. Some other committee hi—lights 
included: 
Reaffirming CALLERLAB's endorse-
ment of "The Diamond Program", a teach-
ing program recommended for teaching 
square dancing in the school systems. 
The RPM Committee (Recruit, 
Promote & Maintain) discussed the need 
for national sponsors to help promote our 
activity. Many other good suggestions con-
cerning different dance and class formats 
were discussed. 
Other committees meeting during the 
convention were: Program Committees, 
Accreditation Committee, Women in Call-
ing Committee, Full Time Callers Commit-
tee, Caller Training Committee, Contra 
and Traditional Committee, Quarterly 
Selections Committees, Round Dance 
Committee, Partners Committee, and 
many more. 
Another significant accomplishment 
was that additional "New Song and Dance 
Routine" brochures have been ordered by 
the CALLERLAB Foundation for the 
Preservation and Promotion of Square 
Dancing. This has proven to be an invalu-
able piece of literature for recruiting 
potential square dancers. 
Significant changes in the Group 
Liability Insurance Program were recently 
announced by the CALLERLAB Home 
Office. Work is underway for offering the 
same policy to our Canadian members. 
Soon to be offered is a comprehensive 
equipment insurance program for CAL-
LERLAB members. Negotiations are also 
underway for a corporate rental car rate 
and special air fares for our members. 
The following awards were presented at 
the Monday and Tuesday night banquets: 
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The Milestone Award, CALLERLAB's 
highest award, was presented to Stan and 
Cathie Burdick, Jerry Helt, and Lee Kop-
man. 
Special Recognition Awards were 
presented posthumously to Dick Jones and 
Angus McMorran. Tony Oxendine ac-
cepted the award for Dick Jones' family. 
Angus McMorran's daughter, Margaret, 
accepted his award. 
The chairman's Award, which recog-
nizes individuals for outstanding contribu-
tions to CALLERLAB, was presented by 
Chairman Ernie Kinney to Shawn Cuddy 
for his work on the "New Song and Dance 
Routine" brochures. 
Small World Awards, which are 
presented to callers attending from outside 
continental North America and Hawaii, 
went to Graham Hall from Auckland, New 
Zealand and Matthias Knabner from 
Coburg, Germany. 
Awards of Excellence were presented to 
retiring members of the Board of Gover-
nors. This years recipients were Stan Bur-
dick, Max Forsyth, Eddie Maya11 and 
Darryl McMillan. 
CALLERLAB's theme for this years 
convention was "SUCCESS BY 
DESIGN". The cooperation and profes-
sionalism that was displayed throughout 
the convention was superb. There was a 
true feeling of camaraderie within the en-
tire group of attendees. 
The 19th annual CALLERLAB conven-
tion was truly one of the best conventions 
to date. Next years convention, to be held 
in Louisville, Kentucky should be even bet-
ter. 
CALLERLAB mcmbers, by their posi-
tive actions, helped create the successful 
outcome of a wonderful convention! 
(  !MICA ) 
HANDICAPABLE COMMITTEE 
The idea of a HANDICAPABLE COM-MITTEE was formed in 1983 at the 
National Square Dance Convention in 
Louisville, KY. A handicapable square 
dance club from Pensacola, Florida had 
just finished their exhibition and Frank & 
Nancy Cherry, Caller for the Pensacola 
Special Steppers and Mac & Chieko Mac-
Kenzie, club President, had the oppor-
tunity to observe a wheelchair club perform 
the intricate movements of square dancing. 
After discussions with the leaders of this 
wheelchair group and other square dance 
leaders, it was learned that there was no 
national organization which was repre-
senting the interests of persons with hand-
icaps/disabilities who desired to learn how 
to square dance. 
As a result of these discussions, the 
Cherrys and the MacKenzies developed a 
concept of an organization to promote 
square dancing as an appropriate form of 
recreation for persons with handicaps/dis-
abilities. A presentation was made in 1984 
to the Executive Committee of the 
UNITED SQUARE DANCERS OF 
AMERICA. Recognizing the fact that 
there is a place within the square dance 
movement for the handicapped and dis-
abled, the Committee for Handicapable 
Dancers was accepted by the USDA as an 
integral part of the national organization. 
The Handicapable dancers now have status 
and a national organization supporting 
them. 
The USDA Handicapable Committee 
works to assure that handicapped dancers 
have an opportunity to enjoy square danc-
ing. The committee coordinates the dis-
semination of information concerning 
other groups which serve the disabled. The 
committee also serves as a forum for the 
identification of existing clubs and leaders, 
encouraging an exchange of ideas benefi-
cial to the promotion, preservation and 
growth of these special dancers. As a result 
of these activities, other organizations can 
be made aware of the importance of includ-
ing the handicapable within their 
programs. 
Through the creation of the USDA 
Handicapable Dancers Committee, the 
USDA is very proud to have taken the ini-
tial step in recognizing that a place exists 
within the square dance movement. Hope-
fully others will join the UNITED 
SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA in 
extending this overdue recognition and ac-
ceptance of a vital segment of the activity. 
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For additional handicapable dancer in-
formation contact the Co—Chairmen of the 
USDA COMMITTEE FOR HAND-
ICAPABLE DANCERS. Mac & Chicko 
MacKenzie, P.O. Box 280, Gulf Breeze, 
FL. 32562, (904) 932-6367 or Frank & 
Nancy Cherry, 257 Man—O—War Circle, 
Cantonment, FL. 32533, (904) 478-0754 
 
(25 ilver 	ount9s 
Records 
• • RECENT RELEASES • • 
SSR-150 HOT TIME IN THE OLD TOWN - Bruce W. 
SSR-149 LOLLIPOP - Mike 
SSR-148 5-STRING HOE / SHORT-T (Patter) 
SSR-147 YOU WERE ONLY FOOLIN' - Jack 
SSR-146 YOU ARE THE ONE - Bruce M. 
SSR-145 YOU CAN DEPEND ON ME - Bruce M. 
SSR-144 YESTERDAY'S SONG - Red 
SSR-143 STUPID CUPID - Hans Pettersson 
SSR-142 ONE FINE DAY - Paul Cote 
SSR-138 WE SHOULD BE TOGETHER - Don 
SSR-137 MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC - Tony 
SSR-135 MEMORY-Jack 
SSR-132 CROSS-EYED FIDDLER - Bruce M. 
SSR-130 OLD FASHIONED LOVE SONG 
Jack & Bruce 




SO/SSR-501 RIDIN' HIGH - Cliff 
For catalogue and information: Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 229 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 Tel. (203) 633-0370 or (203) 529-0937 







   
    
    
    
ROUNDALAB 
Classic List -1992-1993 
PHASES I & II 
A Beautiful Time 
Fireman's Two-Step 
Baby O'Mine 
St Louis Blues 
Mission Bell Waltz 
Piano Roll Waltz 
Cab Driver 
Dreams Come True 
My Song 
There's A Kink of Hush 
Maple Leaf Rag 
Sam's Song 
Till Somebody Loves 
You 




Don't Cry for Me 
Argentina 
Begin the Beguine 
Games Lovers Play 
Inner Harbor Waltz 
Tango D'Ideas 
Lazy Quickstep 
Them Old Songs 
Somebody's Thinking 
of You 






A White Sport Coat 
Biloxi Lady 
Woodchoppers Ball 
Hooked On Swing 
















Kiss Me Goodbye 
PHASE I & II 
1. Rockin' Two Step 
2. Cherry Blossom 
Two-Step 
3. The One I Loved 
Back Them 
4. Small World 
PHASE II CLASSIC 
1. Birth of the Blues 
PHASE III 
1. My Aching Heart 
2. Blue Side of 
Lonesome 
3. Wouldn't You 
Know 
4. El Rico Tango 
PHASE III CLASSIC 
1. My World 
PHASE IV 
1. I Just Need Your 
Lovin' 
2. One Night of Love 
3. Costa Azul 
4. Everything Waltz 
PHASE V & VI 
1. Evergreen 
MOST POPULAR DANCES voted and 
enjoyed by 240 National Carousel 
Clubs (Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
1. Kiss Me Goodbye Rumba (Lawson) 
2. The Sound of Music (Barton) 
3. Waltz Natasha (Barton) 
4. Witchcraft IV (Slater) 
5. Penny For Your Thoughts (Slater) 
6. Sinti (Slater) 
7. Three Times A Lady (Casey) 
8. I Just Need Your Lovin' (Lawson) 
9. Evergreen (Goss) 
10.Alright You Win (Childers) 
11.Castles & Kings (Slater) 
12. Non Dimenticar (Rumble) 
13..Wonderful World of the Middle Aged 
(Goss) 
14.Noche Amor (Goss) 
15. Heartbreak Hotel (Rother) 
16 Sugar Sugar (Worlock) 
Roundalab ROO: 
Phase 	Confession' 
Phase III-Rumba of Love 
Phase IV -Yo Mama 
Phase V- Honky Tonk Jive 
Phase VI-Time Was 
Classic - Pop Goes the Movies 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
O ROUND DANCE RECORDS BLUE CHIP LABEL nip ALWAYS CUFF)) 0 
LE PAREE TWO STOP miPVIIII } o zo BC 512 LEPAREE FOXTROT PH IV 55-00 
LE FARE( WALTZ 	 0 BCC 699 ALL FIVE CUED 
TOP POLKA 	PH Il . ,,r, 	ON CASSETTE 	 55 nO /....‘ 
MESA LOW (WALTZ) PH II } "-"" Li 
- WE pAy 111E pOSTAqF - SENd Chick OR MONFy ORdER TO: 
CHARLOTTE COLE • P.O. BOX 402 • COLLIERVILLE, TN 38027 	0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The Complete Book of 
8aiic aura lancing 
by 















1 - 4 books, $18.50; 5 or more, $17.00 Shipping: $1.50 for first book - 
ailidausigional book. Send to: P.O. Box 951. Tualati 
• 
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There's something "BIG" in 
Mainstream Flow, published by Rusty & 
Kay Fennel. An idea that comes from a 
modification of the traffic pattern used to 
help the dancer see the dance pattern. An 
exaggerated recycle makes it come under 
the "stretch recycle" concept. Rusty also 
covers "Sight Calling in Three Steps". 
Canadian Callers Notes by Joe 
Uebelacker talks about getting the most 
out of "Zoom", even though it's author 
(Gus Green—NY.) was explicit about omit-
ting any use of fractionalizing this call. We 
find with interest "1/2 Zoom and Double 
Zoom" discussed in this note service. He 
also address the concept of the "Centers 
Zoom" misquotes by some callers 
ie;(everybody does the Zoom), and tries a 
"Double Zoom". 
The New View by Bill Davis points out 
the excellence of "Cut The Diamond" used 
in a plus program, (Plus Quarterly). He 
describes it as easier for dancers to execute 
and remember than it's counter—part —
"Flip The Diamond". The fact that it has 
lasted longer than any other Q.S. call 
makes it a strong contender for a per- 
manent place in the Callerlab Plus Pro-
gram. 
Mechanics of Choreography by Wayne 
Morvent gives us a refreshing work out with 
"Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears"...not 
only in right hand waves but in right hand 
waves with boys in the center! Makes inter-
esting choreography and the dancers will 
keep their ears on!! 
Minnesota Callers Notes by Warren 
Berquam talks about "Singing Calls—To 
Change Or Not To Change". How do you 
feel? This is an enlightening discussion 
regarding the subject. Some good food for 
thought and some very good alternatives!! 
Some dancers may argue with the caller 
but Mikeside Management by Stan & 
Cathie Burdick give some good "tips" for 
"lf you can". Some easy and some not so 
easy—regarding positioning and facing 
direction. And as long as you want to exag-
gerate the calls try some of the "Big 
Square" stuff from Wayne McDonald. 
Forty eight head couples—WOW! 
Worth taking a look at in the July issue, 
Stan brings us a "Mainstream Stew" that is 
good enough to eat! • 
NEW 
)IK RELEASES 
DIA 4002 - DIAMOND 00 WEE BABY 
Caller Marshall Flippo (Calls 1 - 10) 
Music Courtesy of Chaparral Records 
DIA 4001 - DIAMOND DON'T LET THE 
GOOD LIFE PASS YOU BY 
Caller Frank Lane (Calls 1 - 20) 
Music Courtesy of Dance Ranch Records 
The DIAMOND PROGRAM is designed for use in school classes 
and ,n EASY SQUARE DANCE PROGRAMS. For info, write: 
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES • P 0 BOY 3C55 • YUBA CITY, CA 95992.3055 • (916) 673-1120 
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E XPE RIMENTAL BASK 
Pi 
    
    
    
    
    
    
1. Aggravate 
2. Fan Out 
3. Motivate The Top 
4. Unload The Boat 
5. Rotate The Wheel 
6. Square Away 
7. Fill The Blank 
8. Lock and Roll 
I 







Grand Swing Thru 
PLUS QS 
Cut the Diamond 
Box the Top 
ADVANCED QS 








Order IN-form X-4 from 
ASD, 50C one copy 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
(Anything) and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend 
Flip the diamond 
Follow hour neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle (waves 
only) 
Load the boat 
Peel family 
a. Peel Off 
b. Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
V4 tag the line 
Track two 
ASD PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
Caution: Not recom-
mended for dancers prior 




Not a Callerlab 
program 
CALLERLAB Gcc ALATnD 
CALLER COACHES 
ARE BEST FOR YOUR CLINIC OR SCHOOL 
Lzonsora !ION ASSURES KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE 
Don Beck 
	
176 West Acton Rd., Stow MA 01775-1168, 508-897-9767 
Al Brundage PO Box 125, Jensen Beach, FL 34958, 407-335-4788 
Bill Davis 
	
1359 Belleville, Sunnydale, CA 94087, 408-736-5624 
" Decko" Deck 
	
36 Columbia Ave., Rehoboth, DE 19971, 703-524-1166 
Herb Egender 2928 S Parker Ct., Aurora, CO 80014, 303-755-8161 
Ed Foote (specialty) 
	
140 McCandeless Dr., Wexford, PA 15090, 412-935-2734 
Betsy Gotta 
	
2 Laurel Pl. N. Brunswick, NJ 08902, 201-249-2086 
Jon Jones 1523 Bluebonnet, Arlington, TX 76013, 817-469-1179 
John Kaltenthaler 
	
PO Box 679, Pocono Pines, PA 18350, 717-646-8411 
Frank Lane 
	
PO Box 1382, Estes Park, CO 80517, 303-586-3696 
Martin Mallard 222 Stillwater Dr, Saskatoon, SK Can. S7J 4A4, 306-374-5250 
Jim Mayo 
	
PO Box 367, Ilampstead, Nil 03841, 603-329-5492 
Wayne Morvent 
	
4915 Beaumont Dr., Beaumont, TX 77708, 409-899-1098 
Randy Page 
	
14 Boxwood Lane, Danbury, CT 06810, 203-794-0053 
Vaughn Parrish 
	
Rt 2 Parrish Rd., Berthoud, CO 80513, 303-772-5118 
Bill Peters 	 PO Box 10692, Zephyr Cove, NV 89448, 702-588-7181 
Ken Ritucci 48 Althea St, W Springfield, MA 01089, 413-734-0591 
Al Stevens 	Bachstr. 22, 7512 Rheinstetten 2, W. Germany, 07242-1786 
Don Williamson 	Route 8 College Hills, Greenville, TN 37743, 615-638-7784 
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case any of you missed Parts One & Two, our goal is to introduce timed equivalent 
odules into the singing call choreography to give a bit more sparkle and flexibility to 
your presentations. 
Another old war horse is: 
(1) Heads promenade halfway, lead right, dosado 
(2) Swing thru, men run, bend the line, right & left thru 
(3) Square thru 4, corner swing 
(4) Promenade 
Alternatives to (1) i.e., heads lead left, are: 
Basic 
Heads touch 1/4, box circulate, men run, pass thru; 
Head ladies chain, heads star thru, California twirl; 
Mainstream 
Heads promenade half, touch 1/4, walk & dodge; 
Heads swing thru, men run, couples hinge, veer right; 
Heads pass the ocean, recycle, pass thru, dosado; 
Heads swing thru, men run, 1/2 tag, walk & dodge; 
Heads pass the ocean, single hinge, walk & dodge, partner tag; 
Plus 
Heads pass the ocean, girls run, men hinge, flip the diamond, extend the tag 
Alternatives to (2) were covered in part Two, but in case you missed them here they are 
again: 
Basic 
Touch 1/4, split circulate, men run, right & left thru; 
Pass thru, partner trade, cross trail, U turn back; 
Swing thru, men trade, men run, chain down the line; 
Mainstream 
Star thru, pass the ocean, fan the top, right & left thru; 
Touch 1/4, scoot back, men run, reverse the flutter; 
If you leave out the dosado then you have time to: 
Pass the ocean, swing thru, single hinge, men run, slide thru; 
Slide thru, touch 1/4, walk & dodge, partner trade, slide thru; 
Swing thru, men run, half tag, walk & dodge, partner trade; 
Alternatives to (3): 
Basic 
Touch 1/4, column circulate, boys run, corner swing; 
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YOU LL HAVE 
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE 
15 GREAT WEEKS 
15 GREAT STAFFS 
PLAN PESO A1 
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Elena de Zordo 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1318 ONE MORE TIME, Flip/Inst. by John Saunders 
LONGHOREN: 	
POPULAR RELEASES STILL AVAILABLE 
RECENT RELEASES 	 LH-193 FREEDOM 
LH-138 TWO TIMIN' BLUES LH-194 FIRE BALL MAIL  
LH-144 BALLIN' THE JACK LH-1022 GOODNIGHTLITTLE GIRL 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO 
B 406-A JUST BECAUSE Two-step (with polka flavor) 
by Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo 
1. Music only; 2. Cues by Jack von der Heide 
B-406-8 EIGHTEEN YELLOW ROSES Two-step 
by Bill & Virginia Tracy 
1. Music only; 2. Cues by Bill Tracy 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-398 MANHATTAN/HONOLULU HANA-HOU 
NEW ON CROW: 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 





Osage Beach, MO 
65065 
314-348-2161 
LOCATED AT THE WATER S EDGE 
KALOX-6e/ce-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX. 
K-1321 RIGHT OR WRONG, Flip./Inst. by Jon Jones 
Harmony-John Saunders & Elmer Sheffield 
2832 Live Oak Dr. Mesquite TX 75150 
Flutter wheel, sweep 1/4, pass thru, corner swing; 
Rollaway, touch 1/4, boys run, pass thru, corner swing; 
Mainstream 
Box the gnat, slide thru, corner swing; 
Plus 
Pass thru, chase right, single hinge, girls circulate, men run; 
I've received very little feedback from Parts One & Two; my conclusion is, you've all 
understood either everything or nothing. Hopefully the former is true. 
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WANTED ... A 
CALLER'S 
POINT OF VIEW 
wind Dancer Magazine is looking for a D Caller, actively involved in calling 
square dances where RD Cuers are in-
volved, between "tips", to speak out in 
RDM.We'd like to know what callers in 
general feel are the positive and negative 
aspects of this Caller/Cuer relation-
ship...and what Cuers (and RD Leader 
couples or singles who cue at SD functions) 
should or should not do to make this 
relationship a good one. 
Ave 
Along with this, we'd like to know what 
callers in general feel is needed from round 
dancers as a group to help ensure that en-
joyment at combined S&RD events is had 
by all. 
We know that this may very well spark 
controversy in the ranks of Round Dancer 
Magazine readers— and that RDM's "Pros 
& Cons" section may get a workout, but at 
the same time we hope to air and perhaps 
solve some on—going conflicts between 
Callers & Cuers, and between SDers and 
RDcrs. We believe that the results should 
be positive and benefit our activity. 
To learn more about what we have in 
mind, call Brian Bassett, Publishing Editor 
of Round Dancer Magazine,at (814) 667-
2530, or write Brian at Round Dancer 
Magazine — RR1 — Box 843, Petersburg, Pa. 
16669-9304.Submitted by Brian Bassett. • 
....61144.0poosiereepr-- 
CALLER LINE-UP 
These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call 
Bill Barr (203-934-2653 
427 Campbell Ave. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
have a Train Nile 
with "Railroad Bill" 
Traveling Weekends 
 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling is liming 




216 Williams St. 
Huron 01144839 
Call 419.433-2188 
The Meandering Man 
 
"THE DUO!" 
Paul Cote & Ted Lizotte 
PO Box 130, 
Plaistow Nil 03865 
(603)362-5462 
"We 'Du-Er Right" 
 
Jim "Who Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
—1.  Florissant MO 63033 
(314) 714-7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd. 
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NAME 	 
ADDRESS 












plus $3.00 Shipping 
• 
SIZES X•Small thru XXX Large 
PO Box 9597, Knoxville TN 77920 	615 631.71146 
ATTENTION: 
PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME 
TRAVELING CALLERS 
GET YOUR NAME/ADDRESS ON OUR 
"TRAVCALL" LISTING 
FOR WIDER EXPOSURE IN USA 
) Ty. 
RDS R E C 4'1  
If you are interested in recording on 
Sharp Shooter Records write: 
FINE TUNE RECORDS 
c/O Rick Hampton 
1280 Ventura, Kingsburg, CA 93631 
ALSO, CLUB/FESTIVAL BOOKING AGENTS: 
ASK FOR OUR 3-PAGE LISTING FOR 
AVAILABLE CALLERS TO CALL YOUR 
CLUB/EVENT 
SEND STAMPED RE1URN ENVELOPE 
STAN BURDICK 216 WILIAMS ST. 
HURON, OHIO 44839 
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Head American Squaredanee 
The Magazine with the Swinging Lines 
$15.00 for 12 Issues 




By Constance Andrea Keremes 
Pictures by Rhea 
Book Review by Corliss Kelly 
houghts of warm summer nights and 
1 the sweet smell of fresh cut hay greeted 
me as I read this delightful children's book. 
The toe—tapping appeal of this lyrical verse 
conjured the sights, smells, and sounds of a 
harvest festival common only to rural 
America. The tractors and plows have been 
put away in Jed Riley's barn as the families 
don their party duds to revel in a greatly 
deserved hoedown. Not only did the two—
legged creatures celebrate this jubilee, but 
the farm animals joined in for a real 
celebration. 
The American style illustrations beauti-
fully captured the spirit of Keremes's book. 
Rhea Groepper's colors — deep night blues 
and harvest reds and golds — warmed the 
pages of this charming book honoring the 
harvest. Hootenanny Night captured the es-
sence of an American treasure — a banjo 
picking, fiddle playing, toe—tapping barn 
dance. • 
MEG SIMKINS 119 Allen St. Hampden, Mass. 01036 413-566-3349 
Evelything for 
Square Dancers 
Seed SLIM ler Waive* 
Weeded en Mu order. 
Handkne Sane. 
NEW 	 NEW 
Luxurious nylon organdy Is used for this full, but light-weight, petticoat. All bot-
toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000—Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $33.00 
Extremely full #5000--Fifty yards-2 layers-25 yds. each $31.00 
Extremely full #4000—Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each $28.00 
LENGTHS: 19,20,21,22 and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, ivory, Peach, Burgundy, Pink, 
Hot Pink, Yellow, Purple, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: Small, Medium and Large 
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CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES 
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel 
Ideal for a Gift or Presentation 
#1 15/8" x 3" - $12.50 
	
#2 2"x 3" - $14.50 
Prices Include Shipping. 
Available through many local Square Dance and Western Stores; 
or you may order directly from us. 
We also make Club, Name and Fun Badges, Bars and Dangles. 
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome. 
for additional information call or write 
CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY 
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem, OR 97303 
1-800-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada) or (503) 371-1862 
#3 214"x 3f," - $16.50 
	• 
Plus Square Dancing (DBD) with DON McWHIRTER 
0 Vol. 1: Teacup Chain to Relay the Ducey 
10  
o 	
CI Vol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears 
Western Dancing with MAXINE PEARL 
ii./.. , ' 
	
,.n O log ing 
Vol. 2:10-step; with Variations; and Othe,s 
IMPROVE YOUR 
C 
With MARILYN HANSEN 
..:: - -,..z•,. 
7 	
DANCE SKILLS 0 Vol. 1: Beginning Clogging 
Basic Square Dancing with LARRY McBEE 
THRU 0 va. 1: 1 tm,23 
VIDEO
0 Vol. 2: 24 thru 49 
0 Vol. 3: Mainstream 
(R&R VIDEO INTERNATIONAL 'I. Round Dancing 
with BOB & EDNA FAUDREE 
	 JO Phase 1 & 2: Fraulein & St. Louis Blues 
3649 Whittier Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023 0 Phase 3 & 4: Answer Me 
213/262-5942 0 Contra Dancing with HAL RICE 
ORDER FORM 
NAME 
x$29.95 = 	  
ADDRES 
Sales Tax (CA only) 	 
CITY 
 	Shipping / Handling 	3.00 
Total Enclosed 










by Oel Futrell 
We're dancing on old Truck Tires in Strong, Arkansas, and enjoying the I 
Dee System. 
The training shed for working our pure 
bred German Shepherd dogs, during wet 
weather, is 22 feet by 64 feet. The ceiling is 
eight feet above a dirt floor. We found 20 
old truck tires at the Timber Transporta-
tion Company, and laid them evenly over a 
20 foot by 16 foot area. Some digging had 
to be done to level the top side of the tires. 
On the tires we laid two by fours, narrow 
end up, sixteen inches apart, and nailed 
them to end two by fours. A double two by 
four supports the center. On top of the two 
by fours, we nailed ten Sturdi-floor three-
quarter inch sheets of tongue and grove 
plywood, 4 feet by 8 feet in size. All cracks 
were filled with wood putty. 
Next came a fine sanding, followed by a 
coat of one-half gallon of Polyurethane 
varnish, mixed half and half with paint thin-
ner, so it would soak into the wood. We 
sanded again. Next came a coat of one 
gallon of full strength Polyurethane. We 
sanded again. After one day of further 
drying, we painted on the final coat of 
Polyurethane. 
The floor has a one/quarter to one-half 
inch spring. The Polyurethane left the floor 
smooth and danceable, without being slip-
pery. The floor is tied to the support beams 
of the training shed roof to prevent any 
possible side shifting while doing Relay the 
Deucey by over enthusiastic dancing 
friends. 
For now we are out in the open air with 
cool evening Arkansas breezes. When the 
cooler, but friendly, breezes come down 
from the mid-west this fall, we plan to 
enclose the dance floor with three 10 by 25 
plastic sheets, and a door. An electric 
heater fan will keep us toasty warm during 
several Square Thru Fours. 
The cost for ten sheets of Plywood, thir-
ty-two two by fours, nails, paint, sand 
paper, and brushes was $300.00. The old 
tires were FREE. We built the whole thing 
in two days, but paint drying took three 
more days. We would have finished earlier, 
but my dance partner kept jumping up to 
do a Round with Little White Moon from 
the tape player, after each board she 
nailed, just to check out the spring. 
We painted Wayne McDonald's I Dee 
System on the floor so we could do any 
Square Dance figures with only the two of 
us present. 
I have to give Caller Wayne McDonald 
of Blountville, Tennessee credit for the 
idea of using the old tires. With his busy 
schedule, he always seems ready to help an 
old country boy make his dancing more 
enjoyable. We plan to teach our neighbors 
Square Dancing with Wayne's short 24 call 
learning program. 
Next year we plan to extend the floor to 
a full 64 feet by 20 feet and Square up four 
sets, or circle sixteen couples in Rounds. 
We'll add Walt Cole's Contra dancing, 
also. 
Ya'll come - to Southern Arkansas, that 
is. • 
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Fashions by MR. PHILLIP'S 
AMERICA'S FINEST SQUARE DANCE PETTICOATE MFG. 
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VERY, VERY FU L - Show oche Beauty of 
Your Bouffant Skirts 



























Bob Scraper 	Jim Jeffenes 	Jerry Routh 	Mike Huddleson 
SQUARES: 	 913.742-3673 
913-648-3831 417.282-6340 316-524.0997 
CAR-13 OUTBOUND PLANE-Mike 
CAR-12 MY NEXT BROKEN HEART-Jim 
CAR-11 LONESOME ROAD BLUES-Jerry 
CAR-10 GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK-Jerry 
CAR-9 	RUB A DUB DUB-Bill 
CAR-8 SUMMER SOUNDS-Jerry 
CAR-7 	TALK BACK TREMBLIN' LIPS-Jim 	 QUALITY MUSIC 
CAR-5 SAN ANTONIO ROSE-Bob 	 BY THE WESTERNAIRES 
CAR-4 	IT TAKES A WORRIED MAN-Jerry 	 For a complete list 
CAR-3 LOVE IS THE REASON-Bill 	 of our records, contact: 
RECORD 




ROUNDS: PO Box 7-11 
CRD-003 THE OLD WATER WHEEL-Bob 	 Macks Creek MO 65786 
CRD-002 YESTERDAY ONCE MORE-Bob 
Cardinal is a division 
of Four Bar B Records, Inc. 
CRD-001 DON'T WASTE IT ON THE BLUES-Bob 
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'always admire square dancers who take preciousp 	time to do detail work on a 
dance outfit. Emma Bisel, Marshall, 
Michigan liked her white circle skirt with 
some machine open work on it very much, 
but when she went to a dance and saw 
someone else with the same thing, she 
thought to herself, [I want something dif-
ferent, something no one else has]. So she 
added hand appliqued flowers of 
lavenders, blues, yellows and pinks to each 
panel. She chose lavender as the 
predominate color than appliqued Earls 
shirt in lavender and added lavender tie 
and trousers, then added for herself a 
lavender petticoat. 
Emma and Earl modeled their outfits at 
the State Convention in Lansing, Michigan. 
They dance with Dick Duckham and the 
Fountain City Squares in Marshall, 
Michigan. Bev Warner • 
SHIRLEY'S Newest Square Dance Pattern 
#S-4 BLOUSES 
$4.95 
 + $1.50 pstg. for all patterns, 
blouses, apron, and skirts 
Square Dance MAIL ORDER CATALOG S 
Contains newest S/D patterns; plus S/D patterns from 
all major companies; also apparel including specials on 
pettipants skirts, houses, mans' shirts, Jewelry. 
Send $1.00 refunded on 1st $10.00 order 
'moo includes view *4 a 
gathered Apron pattern, 
view *5 a 6-Gore Square 
Dance Skirt pattern; and 
Viet/$/6 longer length 6-
Gore Skirt Pattern for 
Country Dancing 
SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE 
Route 9-d Box 423 Dept B 
Hughsonville, NY 12537 "`" 	 • 
Telephone (914) 297-8504 
6 Beautiful, east-tor 
make blouses from 2 
basic patterns 
in sizes XS, 
S, M, & L. 
CLUB OFFICERS: To introduce your new CLASS MEMBERS to our catalog, we will 
send you 12 FREE COPIES per class, if you'll send $2.00 to help defary postage. 
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14th BERMUDA SQUARE AND 
ROUND DANCE CONVENTION 
SATURDAY, MARCH 6 to FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 1993 
CALLERS: JIM PURCELL (MA)-BILL HARRISON (MD)-GARY BROWN (FL) 
CUERS: RICHARD & JO ANNE LAWSON, (AL) 
4th BERMUDA ADVANCED 
ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL 
(PHASES IV, V, VI) 
SATURDAY, MARCH 12 to WEDNESDAY MARCH 17, 1993 
CUERS: RICHARD & JO ANNE LAWSON (AL) 
CURT & TAMMY WORLOCK (FL) 
SUNESTA BEACH HOTEL 
AIR CONDITIONED 
WOODEN FLOORING BALLROOMS 
WORKSHOPS MORNINGS 
DANCE EVENINGS 
AFTERNOONS FREE TO EXPLORE 
BEAUTIFUL BERMUDA!! 
For Full Information: 
Bermuda Convention'Festival 
Box 145 
Avon, MA 02322 
617-963-0713 
ANNOUNCING A BEAUTIFUL 
NEW ROUND DANCE 
PR 903 "THE STORM HAS PASSED" 
ROUNDALAB PHASE II two-step 
recorded on 
Prairie Recordingi 
4270 W. 1250 S., Ogden UT 84404 
801-731-7222 
Ed & Esther Haynack 
7700 Five Lakes Dr. 
Farwell, MI 48622 
(Composers) 
Oance.-:p 
'P.O. Toy 472 




\lail Order Service 
('all or Write 
For Free Catalog 
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OA AO Ps 
ICCUIC IKC IP 11 11)  
By Steve Kopmen 
This month lets take the following figure: 
Heads Ssquare Thru 4 
Touch 1/4 
Walk & Dodge 
PARTNER TRADE 
Besides the fact most of us cal 1 this sequence, the body flo for the woman is horrible! 
Replace PARTNER TRADE with: CHASE RIGHT, then: 
1) Split Circulate 
Hinge 
Extend 
Right & Left Grand 
2) Hinge 
Ladies Trade 
Explode Square Thru 3 
Left Allemande 
3) Split Circulate 
Girls Run 
Square Thru 4 
Right & Left Grand 
Replace PARTNER TRADE with: BOYS FOLD, then: 
1) Star Thru 	 2) Touch 114 
Boys Trade Boys Trade 
Bend The Line 	 Extend 
Ssquare Thru 3 Right & Left Grand 
Left Allemand  
3) Single Circle to Ocean Wave 
Split Circulate 
Girls Run 
Square Thru 2 
. Right & Left Grand 
Any questions, write Steve Kopman, 1305 Whitower Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919 




• 50 sequences per set (enough for 1 dance) 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
• Not compuler generated 
• Easy to read 
• NOW AVAILABLE, MAINSTREAM • 
Send check or money order to: 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 (615) 691-1580 
• Increase your calling level ability 
• $50. per set 
• Pays for itself in less than 1 dance 
• Immediate delivery 
• All requests confidential 
Cl 	C3A ____ 
C2 _ 	___.C3B  




LEARN BY VIDEO 
 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic to Plus 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A-1 PART A 
7. A-1 PART B 
8. A-1 DANCE TIPS 
9. A-2 PART 1 
10. A-2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS - R/D 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 1 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (13 Two step, i Walt: Routises) 
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot 
16. PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba 
17. PHASE III Tango/Jive/2 Step 
18. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. Phase IV Foxtrot 
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba 
S3 • 9 95 EA. 21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing  
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstep 
GUITAR 
23. BASIC GUITAR 
24. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY 
25. CUEING WITH HARMONY (11 Toro-step, s Waltz Routines) 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order 
(no cash please) payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUC-
TIONS, $3.50 for shipping, 
handling and insurance for each 
tape). AMERICAN CURRENCY 
(Shipping and Handling $10 each tape out-
side U.S.A — $5 each tape for Canada) 
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 417802 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-87-HINGE 
IN CA CALL 916/331-2550 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 









PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
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LINE OF FIRE 
TAKE AIM AT ANYTHING 
MIS US 	I 
1he article by Wayne Morvent on page 17 of the June issue, 1992 ASD, 
magazine raises a number of interesting 
points. I have some pretty specific opinions 
about how callers need to state calls on the 
dance floor. 
If the only thing that a caller states, is the 
single word "circulate", every dancer 
should circulate to the next position in the 
current formation, be that waves, two-
faced lines. columns, diamonds, hourglas-
ses, galaxies, what ever. The very definition 
of a formation includes the path that each 
dancer in the formation must follow during 
a circulate call. 
The prefix wording, "all eight" has no 
specific effect on calls below the challenge 
level. That is, when a caller uses the "all 
eight" prefix below challenge, the dancers 
should react as if the caller stated just "cir-
culate". "All eight" is not necessarily the 
opposite of any other prefix. 
The more helpful caller will usually state 
the formation in his call (unless the setup is 
waves). The word "box" should be used 
when a caller means to have four dancers 
preform a call within the confines of a 
group of four dancers. The word "split" 
should be used to tell dancers that the call 
must be performed on their side of the  
square, without crossing to the other half of 
the square. To call "everyone split circu-
late" would be preferable to calling "all 
eight split circulate". 
To call "center four circulate" or " 
centers box circulate", when they want only 
the four centers in a formation to perform 
a circulate and stay centers. It would be 
infinitely more accurate to add the word 
"concentric" in this situation, or at least to 
call, "do the center's part of...". To have a 
separate line item on the list for "boys cir-
culate" or "girls circulate" or "centers cir-
culate" competently, it is a grand waste of 
time separately teaching one sex circulate. 
Just think how much longer classes would 
be if callers taught separately: "girls trade', 
boys U-turn back, girls pass thru", "boys 
fold", "girls swing thru", ad nauseam. 
Wayne Morvent is inventing a new call, 
and a dancer traffic nightmare, if he 
believes that "all eight circulate" from 
columns should cause the ends to remain 
ends, and the centers to stay centers. This 
type of movement would best be described 
with the call "concentric circulate". 
Every word out of a callers mouth 
should have a non-vague meaning to the 
dancers hearing the words. This set of 
words should remain consistent across all 
callers, so as not to confuse and frustrate 
dancers. The prefix "all eight", below chal-
lenge level, should have absolutely no pur-
pose other than to activate all eight dancers 
in the square. • 
FREE CATALOG 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 
ASTATIC & ELECTROVOICE 
MICROPHONES 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 
SPEAKER STANDS & TILTERS 
RECORD CASES & SLEEVES 
REPAIR SERVICE 
NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
3 AND 5—YEAR CALENDARS 
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
NEEDLES, TAPS, WAX, MISC. 
POLYETHYLENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 
RANDOM SOUND, INC. 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave., S., Minneapolis MN 55423 
612-869-9501 Bus. — 612-869-6168 Res. 
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f 
1. Basic/Mainstream Hand. 
book- 450,11ustrabons.$1.25each 
$95.00 per hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
\ 	I 
PLLe$ 
hiamenr• r 	 \ I 
\ 
2. Plus Movements Handbook 
-32 pagesf ully illustrated. 75C eacn. 
$60.00 per hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
ISQZLIIE as 
-e.ersEK C.. 	14111 
3. Indoctrination Handbook -
Background, history, traditions- a must 
Mr every dancer. 75c each, $60.00 per 
hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS-. 
IMPORTANT -Add these SHIPPING COSTS (4th Class) 




10-17 51.85  
Plus & Indocirinaiina Handbooks 	 18-33 $2.80 
1 	Book S.75 	13-37 52.50 34-103 53.50 
Books $1.15 38-64 53.25 
1-12 Books $1.40 65-100 $4.50 	 Calendars 
DEALER PRICES ON REQUEST 	 14435: 2-848.00 
For Dealer sOnly-Ou ickService-1-800-666-ORDER 
Book $1.130 19-39 	$3.70 
2-5 Books $1.35 40-60 $4.65 
6-11 Books 51.85 61-100 56Z 
12-18 Books 52.35 
PRODUCTS of 
The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 
Now Marketed By: 
These three colorful handbooks 
are a must for every dancer. 





NEW ENGLAND CALLER, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8069, Lowell MA 01853 
508-452-3222 
The Caller/Teacher manual- This specter 
	
The Calledest 640 pages. 100 authors, 
guidehookcoverstriehow-to-teach 
	
with important tips on how to be a caller. 
elements of calling. The Mainstream basics 
	
Virtually every phase of caller 
are covered with guidelines every caller knowledge a covered in this marvelous 
needs to know. $29.00 each + $4.00 S&H 
	
volume. $49.95 + $7.00 S&H 
Both volumes bound in quality, heavy duty, 3-ring binders. 
WE ALSO OFFER: Single Quantity Shippping 
Needle Notes Vol 1 $5.00 1-2books 
Needle Notes Vol 11 $5.00 $1.25 
Square Dancers on Slate (gift item) $19.95 $4.00 
Laub 
LineiSolo Dance, Vol III $13.95 $2.05 
CIMSary of Line Deuce Tern,. $9.50 $1.50 
LineDa ace Video $19.95 $3.05 
Basic Round Dancing 160pgs 518.50 $2.00 
Boo To Your Partner (200 pp) $12.95 $1.55 
Diplomas-S D 
Diplomas-LI) .25 ea $17.00 per 108 See helms 
Archangel Certif. (Ails Combo) 
Appreciation Auards 
Calendars-5year 54.95 $1.75 
SHIPPINGCOSTS FOR USA ONLY- US CURRENCY ONLY 
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Par* 	Mr 
by Cathie Burdick 
:yen in air—conditioned halls, we find dancing a 	 pretty warm activity during the August heat, so 
let's celebrate being warm with a Dog Days Dance. 
(After all, weren't we complaining about being cold 
not very long ago?) 	 i 	:4,4 • 
It's probably too hot to decorate, except with 
fans, both electric and the manual kind. If your members have souvenir fans from various 
places, display them. It's your choice whether you put them in a stationary display or let the 
dancers use them between tips. 
Perhaps someone in you club has a dog collection of some kind that could add to the 
decor. Live examples should not be brought to the dance, of course, unless it's in an outdoor 
park setting. 
By the way, if you dance outdoors, did you know that bathing in or applying an 
after—shower coating of Avon Skin—So--Soft will make you bug resistant? It's worked for 
us; try it. 
Refreshments should be cold and easy, but we can't resist the temptation to suggest hot 
"dogs" or hush [puppies]. 
As for music, there are some canine tunes like Doggie in the Window, Watermelon Wine 
and I Won't Go Huntin' With You, Jake. Other summer sizzlers include Hear Wave, Lazy 
Hazy Days of Summer, Summer Sounds and the Crawdad Song. 
Whatever the weather, enjoy your summer squares! 
9110212EAC II Recoe21 
We sell only SQUARE DANCE LABELS and some Square Dance Label ROUNDS. We have a 
Few of the old POP label Rounds & Line Dances 	 
Our OWN LABELS: Blue Star • Bogan • Dance Rance • E-Z 
• • WE WELCOME DEALER INQUIRERS • • 
FUTURE RELEASES: 
Dance Ranch 712 CAROLINA IN THE PINES 	 by Tony Oxendine 
Dance Ranch 713 OUT BEHIND TIIE BARN by Jerry Story 
Dance Ranch 714 BACK ON MY MINI) 	 by Bob Baier 
CURRENT RELEASES: 
Hogan 	1392 HOME IN SAN ANTONE 
	
by Aden/Wykoff 
Hogan 1393 AND BE NOBODY'S BABY BUT MINE 
	
by J. Wykoff 
Blue Star 	2402 LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA by T. While 
Blue Star 2403 CHATTANOOGA C1100, C1100 
	
by B. Goldberg 
Dance Ranch 710 I WAS COUNTRY 
	
by K. Caldwell 
Dance Ranch 711 FOUR LEAF CLOVER 
	
by D. Tausworthe 
• WE OFFER • 
A monthly/No Return/You Keep The 'New Releases Tape Service. $32.00 per year/U.S. 
• $42.00 U.S. Funds/Other Countries -Call or Write for Free Sample (Callers Only Please) 
All your Audio Tape Needs-Cassettes C•12/C•21/C•47/C432/C-92 Reel to Reel-1/4', 1/7, 1' and 2' 
Plastic Reels, 1/4x5', 1/4x7', 1/4x10' and Hub Reels. Labels & Boxes for the above cassettes & reels. 
• CALL OR WRITE FOR PRICES • 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO BOX 7309, Houston, TX 77248-7309 
323 West 14th, St., Houston TX 77008 
713-862-7077 
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY: 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION 




CI I I I IL  
Steve Kopman 
Joe Poiritt 
NEW AND HOT!! 
	
•• ESP 178 	BOOT SCOOTIN BOOGIE 	  By Elmer 
•• ESP-177 ACHY BREAKY HEART  By Elmer 
•• ESP-902 	TRANSPORTATION MEDLEY 	  By Steve 
•• ESP-176 AIN'T NOTHIN WRONG WITH THE RADIO 	 By Elmer 
•• ESP-175 	MATADOR (Previously Jo-Pal 108) 	  By Elmer 
•• ESP-174 THATS WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU  By Elmer 
•• ESP-716 	LOVE POTION #9 	  By Craig 
•• ESP-529 A LITTLE LOVE  By Bob 
NEW HOEDOWN 
ESP-410 	SUNSHINE (Plus Calls) 	  By ESP Staff 
RECENT RELEASES: 
ESP-901 	GOODY GOODY by Steve 
ESP-212 THINKIN TONIGHT OF MY BLUE EYES 
ESP-409 	THUNDER (Hoedown) 	  
ESP-173 	HOLD ON PARTNER 	  
ta 
By Elmer & Steve 
By Steve 
ESP-528 IT'S BEEN A LONG LONG TIME 	 By Bob Newman 
By Elmer Sheffield 
• BRAND NEW 
JP/ESP-234 DADDY PLAYED THE BANJO 	  by Joe 
JP/ESP-626 BONANZA 	  by Allen 
RECENT BEST SELLERS: 
JP/ESP-804 I'LL COME RUNNING 	  by Jerry 
JP/ESP-233 EL PASO 	  by Joe 





WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
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Your pin-on 
badges need- 
-to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BADGE HOLDERS, Inc. 
(209) 742-7462 
5420 CLOUDS REST 
MARIPOSA, CA 95338 
RHYME 
TIME *  
MEMORIES 
by Ida Reilinger 
How many times we've danced 
To tunes of yesteryear, 
How many years we've laughed 
With hardly ever a tear, 
So many hours of music 
Lifting our spirits high, 
And yet these precious moments, 
Sadly slip on by. 
We have no regrets to mourn, 
No unwelcome sorrow, 
Just sweet memories remain 
With each new tomorrow. 
And so, my love, stay close by 
For we must heed the dance, 
The music plays just for us, 




The Most Requested Speaker 
Ever Designed and Built! 
The Choice of Professionals 
For Over 30 Years. 
Portable, Dependable— 
You Can Hear the Difference. 
INVEST IN A YAK STACK— 
Never worry about sound problems again. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, 
CALL GARY & CINDY JOHNSTON 
(203) 647-7530 
OR WRITE: co ow= 
YAK STACK -- 
P.O. Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-0361 
77 Ariare.w. 5415.1.111WISM*. AUgUlot 1992 
Tex and Jean Brownlee, Management Advisors 
CONTACT: Fontana Group Sales 
P. 0. Box 68, Fontana Dam, NC 28733 
1-800-849-2258 
American Squaredance, August 1992 
FALL, 1992 
Come Dance for a Week or a Weekend! 
Gerald's of Due West, Square Dance Shop 
at most Festivals 
Dancers Enjoy: 
AIR-CONDITIONED HALLS 
Great Callers & Cuers Famous Floor 
Heated Indoor Pool. 	After Parties. 
Cook-outs. Mini-golf. Tennis. 
Jacuzzi. 	Continental Breakfast 
Theme Parties 	Special Events. 
Nightly Refreshments Mountain Dining 




SEPTEMBER 23-27 	57th Rebel Roundup - Main- 
stream & Plus 
Bob & Willie Baker (TN), Johnny & Janie Creel (LA), Chuck & Barbara 
Jobe (OH), Jack & Karen Watts (OH), John & Kathy Steckman (PA), 
Dick & Pat Winter (OH), Webb & Elsie Mills (OH) 
SEPTEMBER 30-OCTOBER 4 Mountain Memories - 
Mainstream & Plus 	"Golden Nut Ceremony" 
Bud & Alice Whitten (GA), Jack & Nell Jenkins (FL), Trent & Jean Keith 
(TN), Bob & Rhea Price (NC) 
OCTOBER 4-11 	21st Fall Jubilee - Mainstream & Plus 
John & Mo Barrett (FL), Jerry & Sue Dews (TX), Freeman & Lynn Pettus 
(FL), Walt & Judy Ishmael (FL), 	Don & Terrie Mehlin (FL), Bob & 
Lynn Van Atta (LA) 
OCTOBER 11-18 	Golden Leaves 
Joe & Betsy Fioretti (FL), Jack & Pearl White (FL), Bob & Ann Poyner 
(IL), Hoss & Kit Waldorf (FL), 	Ed & Carolyn Raybuck (NC) 
English Mountain 
5.1 	1.2.0,1 • 9n 54. ileart of th. g,./ &why 
1992 Weekkend (2Day) Schedule 
Phil Kozlowski (IN) 
[RDSJ Phil Van Lokeren 
& Rocky Bolton (OH) 
August 14-16 
Stan Russell (SC) 
Sam Lowe (SC) 
[RDS] Larry Monday & 
Gladys Gunter (NC) 
September 11-13 
LIGHTINING RECORDS 
Jimmy Roberson (NC) 
Barry Echols & Bob Price (NC) 
[RDS] Wentz & Norma 
Diickenson (TN) 
October 9-11 
Gene Record (OH) 
[RDS] Carl & Vera 
Poppe (OH) 
August 21-23 
Chuck Myers (AL) 
Rick Burnette (AL) 
[RDS] Chuck & Nancy 
Sample (FL) 
September 18-20 
Harold Kelley (GA) 
John Swindle (GA) 
[RDS] Hal & Sadie 
Roden (GA) 
October 16-18 
• ROYAL RECORDS • 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story & Larry Letson (TX) 
[RDS[ Jim & Jane Poorman (IL) 
August 28-30 
Mel Estes (AL) 
No Rounds 
September 25-27 
• ESP RECORDS • 
Elmer Sheffield Jr (FL) 
Bob Newman (TX) 
Craig Rowe (MD) 
Steve Kopman (TN) 
IRDS) Steve & Jackie Whilhoit ITN) 
October 23-25 
Wayne McDonald (TN) 
[RDS] Dee Smith (TN) 
September 4-6 
Cecil Sayre & Ed Graham (WV) 
Jim Durham (VA) 
[RDS] Charlie & 
Carolyn Hearn (WV) 
October 2-4 
SINGLES WEEKEND 
George Lavender (AL) 
Larry Sandefur (GA) 
[RDS] John & Martha 
Pritchard (GA) 
Oct.. 30-Nov. 1 
1992 5-Day Schedule 
Jim Park (MI) 
Cindy Whitaker (IL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
(RDSI Chuck & Sand, Weiss (MI) 
August 9-14 
Chuck Peel (IN) 
Virgil Troxel (IN) 
John Paul Bresnan (AL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
(RDS] R & W Collar (IN) 
September 20-25 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS] Jim & Priscilla 
Adcocks (VA) 
October 18-23 
Ramon Marsh (OH) 
Gary Brown (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS) All Han & Helen Lilak (OH) 
August 16-21) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Lem Gravelle (LA) 
[RDS] Marilyn & Cliff 
Hicks (MI) 
Sept. 27-Oct. 2 
ROUNDS WEEK 
Wayne & Barbara 
Blackford (FL) 
Fran & Phyl Lehnert (OH) 
September 6-11 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Jerry Haag (TX) 
[RDS] Chuck & 
Voncille Murphy (MS) 
October 4-9 
Larry Prior (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS] Larry & Bernice 
Prior (FL) 
September 13-18 
Dick Duckham (MI) 
Woody Ussery (AR) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 




Linda Dfford (TN) 
Charlie Coffee (TN) 
November 1-6 
Tim Mariner (VA) 
Craig Rowe (MD) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[ADS) Barbara Steward (NC) 
October 25-29 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGLISH MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE RETREAT 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE TN 37862 • 615-453-0171 (TN) or 1-800-633-1281 
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DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 
IN-FORMS (guides, helps; 150 subjects) 
$  20 each; 100-$15.00 
$  20 each; 100-$15.00 
$  50/1; Ask for quantity prices 
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.00 HOEDOWN HERITAGE (history) $3.00 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMED GUIDE $10.00 LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore) $7.00 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.00 MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (Diagrams) $1.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Ilandicapped$5.00 MINI BOOK (Definitions of S/D) $7.00 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS $10.00 MODERN CONTRA DANCING $3.00 
BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA $25.00 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) $3.00 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) $6.00 PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) $6.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300 page text) $14.00 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) $1.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS $6.00 PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.00 
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up) $3.00 I'ROCEDURES MANUAL FOR CLUBS $25.00 
CLIP ART II (All different) $4.00 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) $6.00 
CLIP ART III (All different) $5.00 SIIOW AND SELL S/D (Better Promotion) $8.00 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.00 SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) $7.00 
DBD & TOUG II PLUS $5.00 SOUNDING TIlE IIALL (Equipment) $3.00 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D $7.00 S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing) $4.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material) $6.00 TEACIIING CLOGGING $7.00 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $3.00 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family) $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Bask) $3.00 WHEEL AND DEALING (Nursing !Ionics) $5.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons) $4.00 WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) $5.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT $4.00 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship$10.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS $2.00 
POSTAGE & I IAN DUNG 
$1-$4.99 	$2.00 pstg 
$5-$9.99 $2.75 psIg 
$10-19.99 	$3.25 psIg 
$20. & up $5.00 psIg 
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is im-
possible to issue refunds on book orders, unless the 
book is defective. 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 	SALINAS, CA 93906-1004 
Phone: 408-443-0761 or 449-9724 (During PT Business Hours) 
I 1%F71;r-Ei UN 
ON EXCUSES 
There are two kinds of people: 
one finds an excuse and the other finds a way. 
The person who is good at making excuses 
is seldom good at anything else. 
The excuse is the most often used, yet most useless, 
tool of man. 
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BUMPER STICKERS 
P.O. BOX 947 — 1245 S. STRATHMORE AVE. 
LINDSAY, CA 93247 	209-562-3177 








LICENSE PLATE FRAMES 




Over 4000 Movements 
Listed, Terms, Etc. 
OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE: 
MINI-BOOK 	Basic thru C-3, 5' X 8" $7 00 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS Plus thru C-2 $1000 
EXTENDED DIAGRAMS C-3 $700 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE Basic thru plus and $7 00 
top movements since 1977 
SANBORN ENTERPRISES 
661 Middlefield Road 
Salinas, CA 93906 
Phone: (408) 443-0761 
1 efert 	OFFS 
,Il1i ,_ - 	 .- 
,;,' 	es' 	r, ((e7 
.0....4 „r 
"OK, JOE—I'M DOIN' JUST LIKE YOU SAID - 
Pull your partner out of that GRAND ,t‘FIKY T-CUP CHAIN!" 
By Stan Burd ;k 
SUPREME AUDIO 
THE POCKET DICTIONARY 
OF SQUARE DANCING 
Every Dancer Should Have One! 
• Handiest Reference Available 
• Complete Callertab Lists 
• Fits In Your Pocket 
• Quick Authority for Calls 
Mainstream - Book 1 
Plus/Advanced - Book 2 
54.00 ea. postpaid (USA & Canada) 
Quantity Discounts Available. 
(Dealer Inquiries Invited) 
1-800-445-7398 
(USA & Canada) 
(201-445-4369 - Foreign) 
Supreme Audio, Inc. 
P.O. Box 687 
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